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Chapter 1
Introduction

There are two types of information contained in handwritten document images: explicit in-
formation, such as characters, words, scripts or text lines, which can be directly read from
document images, and implicit information, such as writer, date and geographical location,
which can be obtained by analyzing detailed geometric characteristics. An example is shown
in Fig. 1.1. Inferring both the explicit and implicit information is the problem of handwrit-
ten manuscript understanding, which is a fundamental research problem of a much larger
scope than optical character recognition (OCR) alone, addressed by many researchers from
different disciplines.

Traditionally, recognizing the explicit information is a optical character recognition prob-
lem, which converts images of characters to machine-encoded text for fast research or re-
trieval. For scholars, it would be interesting if handwritten manuscripts could be processed
by OCR methods. However, automatic reading the text context by OCR is not enough to
completely understand handwritten manuscripts. Apart from the actual content of the text,
the writing style of handwritten characters also contains a lot of additional and useful in-
formation, such as the writer’s or script style which is characteristic for the time (date) of
document production and reveal the historical context of manuscripts. Automatically ex-
tracting this information is very important for historians and paleographers (Stokes, 2015).

In pattern recognition, this process is called feature extraction. Geometric shape features
are computed from the scanned images. These features can be very crude, such as raw pixel

Explicit information
Characters
Words
· · ·

Implicit information
Writer
Date
Geographical location
· · ·

Figure 1.1: Illumination of information contained in handwritten document images.
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(d)

(c)

(b)

(a)
Binary attributes:

Words contain character ’a’? Yes
Words contain 5 letters? No
Printed words? No
English letters? Yes

From the same writer? No
· · ·

Relative/Ranking attributes:
Stroke width: (d)>(c)>(a)>(b)
Curvature writing: (a)>(b)>(c)≥(d)
Easy to segment: (b)>(a)>(d)≥(c)
· · ·

Abstract attributes:

Who? the writer

Where? the geographical location

When? year/time

Figure 1.2: An example of attributes of handwritten words.

intensities, but also can be advanced geometric structures, such as the Gabor feature, or
Zernike moments. Using powerful features can yield very good classification performance
under conditions of sparsely labeled data, not requiring complicated model estimations in
machine learning. However, classification performance alone is often not enough. There
is also a need for methods that are (1) explainable to the user; (2) that allow to build upon
available knowledge, given new pattern classes; and (3) the essential information in features
is not based on their isolated values, but also on the joint occurrence of feature values. We
will now focus on issues (1) and (2), handling a more abstract concept than ‘features’, i.e.,
the notion of ‘attribute’.

Attribute learning is becoming a hot topic in computer vision and pattern recognition.
As mentioned in (Russakovsky and Fei-Fei, 2010), the term “attribute” is defined as “an
inherent characteristic” of an object (as defined in Webster’s dictionary). More precisely,
attributes are linguistically related descriptors of objects with high-level semantically mean-
ingful properties. Generally, attributes can be divided into three categories: binary attributes,
relative or ranking attributes and abstract attributes. Fig. 1.2 shows an example of different
attributes of handwritten words. The binary attribute is the property that whether a certain
object presents or not. The relative or ranking attribute indicates the strength of a property
in an object with respect to other object (Parikh and Grauman, 2011) and the abstract at-
tribute is the property that describes the property of objects in a high-level, which could not
be obtained directly from the object.
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writ
er-
· ·

writ
er-5

writ
er-4

writ
er-3

writ
er-2

writ
er-1

writ
er-?

Figure 1.3: Illumination of the writer identification problem. Given the query piece of handwriting
without author (labeled as “writer-?” in this figure), the task is to find the author according to a refer-
ence database with samples of known authorship.

The difference between “attribute” and “feature” in this thesis is that feature is the basic
description of properties presented in images, such as texture, color, edges or other struc-
ture information, while attribute is the semantic description of properties related to images.
Features are usually extracted directly from images while attributes are always learned from
data sets, based on a feature presentation.

In this thesis, we consider the writer, date and geographical localization as attributes
of handwritten documents. Handwriting can be used as human behavioral biometrics mea-
sure (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007) as the individual handwriting style is encoded into hand-
written patterns when they were written down. This allows for the analysis of the handwrit-
ing style of manuscripts based on handwritten texts using pattern recognition techniques to
unlock the important context information and attributes.

1.1 How to identify writers?

The author of handwriting is an important attribute and recognizing the author is correspond-
ing to writer identification, which is the problem of automatic recognizing the author of a
given piece handwritten images and answers the question: “who wrote it or which hand-
writing style did the author use?” Fig. 1.3 gives an example of the writer identification
system, which recognizes the author by analyzing the handwriting style of the given piece
of handwriting and comparing it with handwriting styles of handwriting samples of known
authorship in a database. The basic assumption is that handwriting styles of handwriting
from the same individual are consistent and handwriting styles of handwriting from differ-
ent writers are distant. People have the character prototype in their brain when they start
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Table 1.1: The advantages and disadvantages of text-dependent and text-independent methods for
writer identification.

text-dependent text-independent
(allograph-based) (texture feature)

advantage easy to visualize easy to compute
explainable for end users more efficient

disadvantage need segmentation users need to know
characters should be present in training and testing set probability and distance function

to write (Teulings et al., 1986). Therefore, their writing styles of handwriting are relatively
stable. The difference of handwriting style between different individuals are from many fac-
tors, such as the received education and familiar with the script. More factors can be found
in (Huber and Headrick, 1999; Morris and Morris, 2000). These differences can be reflected
on their handwriting. The main challenging of writer identification is to design a system and
use pattern recognition to eliminate the differences of handwriting from the same writer and
highlight the differences between different writers.

Approaches to writer identification can be coarsely divided into text-dependent and text-
independent groups, according to the criteria whether the method recognizes the individ-
ual writing style based on certain characters or words (text-dependent) or features extracted
from the entire image regardless of the semantic content (text-independent). Table 1.1 shows
the advantages and disadvantages of the text-dependent and text-independent methods. The
text-dependent approaches are limited due to the facts that it requires text segmentation and
recognition prior to writer recognition, and the examined characters, such as ‘d’, ‘y’ and
‘f’ in (Pervouchine and Leedham, 2007), should be present in the writing samples to be
compared. In addition, those methods are unable to seize the writing styles across differ-
ent characters. Therefore, many automated writer identification methods fall into the text-
independent category, in which statistical features are extracted from the entire image of a
text block, and the similarity between two pieces of text is obtained based on those extracted
features.

The features used in text-independent approaches have typically been categorized into
two classes: statistical features and codebook-based features. Several widely used statistical
features have been proposed in the last two decades. In (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2003), the
edge-based directional probability distribution and the joint probability distribution of the an-
gle combination of two “hinged” edge fragments are proposed for writer identification, which
is termed as the “edge-Hinge” feature. This method has been extended to the contour-Hinge
probability distribution (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007) which computes a Hinge kernel on
the contours of texts and Quill-Hinge (Brink et al., 2012) which combines the ink width with
the contour-Hinge feature. Some methods use a filtering approach to extract features from
text blocks, such as Gabor filtering (Said et al., 2000; Shababi and Rahmati, 2009), XGabor
filter (Helli and Moghaddam, 2010) and oriented Basic Image Features (oBIF) (Newell and
Griffin, 2014). Chain codes and polygon based features on contours have also been used for
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writer identification (Siddiqi and Vincent, 2010).
The codebook-based features are inspired by the bag-of-visual-words framework (Fei-

Fei and Perona, 2005) used in computer vision, which is useful in the case that some local
elements are extracted from images, but they can not be directly used to compare the similar-
ity between two images. A codebook is learned from the local elements extracted from the
entire data set in order to capture the general information. Finally, the feature vectors can be
determined by computing the occurrence histogram of the members of the codewords in each
image. In writer identification, several local elements have been proposed to represent the
handwritten text. In order to capture features of the pen-tip trajectory which contains valu-
able writer-specific information, Schomaker et al. (Schomaker and Bulacu, 2004) considered
the CO3 as the basic elements sampling from the connected contours. Furthermore, this ap-
proach is extended to graphemes (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007; Bulacu et al., 2007) which
are the ink-blob shapes generated by the writers, and an improved segmentation method has
been proposed in (Ghiasi and Safabakhsh, 2010). Similar codes, such as curve fragment
and line fragment codes, are proposed in (Ghiasi and Safabakhsh, 2013) to construct the
codebook for writer identification. Small parts of handwritten text which do not carry any
semantic information (Siddiqi and Vincent, 2010) or characters and symbols (Marinai et al.,
2010) are extracted as codes to train the codebook to characterize the writer of a given text
sample. Recently, a grapheme codebook is constructed based on the Beta-elliptic model for
writer identification and verification in (Abdi and Khemakhem, 2015), which is model driven
without training.

1.2 How to estimate date and geographical location?

The task of dating and localizing Medieval manuscripts is of the utmost importance to schol-
ars of various disciplines studying the Middle Ages. Manuscripts that do not carry a date or
location make it hard to assess their reliability as a historical source. However, this task is
often regarded as the prerogative of a mere handful of specialists capable of correctly evaluat-
ing certain handwriting characteristics, but nevertheless sometimes conflicting conclusions.
Usually, the dating or localizing of an instance of medieval script is based on the individual
non-verbal intuition of the expert rather than on objective criteria. This state of affairs is not
surprising, because there is a notorious lack of suitable collections of dated manuscripts that
can be used as reference corpus. As the archaeologist has the 14C technique to date organic
materials, so the medievalist needs a method of dating manuscripts. The reliability of 14C
method is limited, however, when applied to medieval documents or manuscripts, and is,
moreover, destructive because it requires physical samples.

The underlying assumption for historical document dating is that writing styles changed
gradually, continuously and in general within a relatively limited time frame (within 25
years) in the ancient time. The rationale behind the assumption of a gradual style evolution
comes from the observation that scribes were strictly and formally trained by experienced,
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Figure 1.4: An illustration of the development of the character ‘p’ from the ages 1300 to ages 1525.
(Note: top-left is from ages 1300, bottom right is from ages 1525, in reading order.)

···
year-1 year-2 year-3 year-4 year-·

year-?

Figure 1.5: Illumination of the historical document dating problem. Given the query piece of historical
document without date information (labeled as “year-?” in this figure), the task is to find the year when
it had been written according a reference database with samples of known date or year information.

older teachers. As an example, Fig. 1.4 shows the writing styles of character ‘p’, as it was
written in different ways in the period from 1300 to 1525 in the Dutch language area. If one
wants to avoid the individual character segmentation and recognition, the question is whether
the style evolution in the individual allograph is also reflected in overall page texture features.

Scribes wrote historical documents as a career, who usually lived in a local region for a
long time. Therefore, the writing styles of historical manuscripts are quite stable in one city
and are different between different cities. This allows us to localize historical documents by
their writing styles encoded in the text.

Given an query manuscript without date or location, one possible way to estimate its year
or location of origin is to search for similar writing styles in a large reference database con-
sisting of dated documents, or to extract the general trend of writing styles in a certain period
from the same database. Fig. 1.5 and Fig. 1.6 show the problems of historical manuscript
dating and localization. A dating system such as this should, in other words, contain several
steps: 1), a reference database which contains Medieval manuscripts or documents with year
label is assembled; 2), several features are used to measure the similarity of writing styles
in those documents; 3), machine learning methods are applied to perform the fine-tuned
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city-?

Figure 1.6: Illumination of the historical document geographical localization problem. Given the query
piece of historical document without location information (labeled as “city-?” in this figure), the task
is to find the year where it had been written according a reference database with samples of known
geographical information. The map in the figure is the Dutch language regions in the world.

estimation of the year of origin of a given undated piece of writing.
The differences between writer identification and historical document dating and local-

ization are that (1) the goal of writer identification is to describe the individual’s handwriting
in each handwritten document, because it needs to identify the exactly author of a piece of
handwriting. Therefore, the data set should contain the corresponding writing samples from
the same writer with the query document. In addition, the feature used for writer identifica-
tion should be sensitive to the differences between different writers; (2) historical document
dating and localizing aims to model the general handwriting style in a period or in a local
region, among different scribes. The data set does not need to contain the writing samples
exactly from the same writer as the query document, but only writing samples from the same
period. Moreover, features used for dating and localization should be less sensitive to the
individual’s writing style from the same period and discriminative to the individual’s writing
style from different periods; (3) we have found that features which achieve a good perfor-
mance on writer identification are not necessarily suitable for historical document dating and
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localization.
The historical document dating problem has been studied recently in (He et al., 2014;

Wahlberg et al., 2015; R.Howe et al., 2015; Li et al., 2015). Our previous work in (He et al.,
2014) used a combined global and local regression method based on the Hinge and Fraglets
features to estimate the year of origin of historical documents from the MPS data set. A sim-
ilar method was proposed in (Wahlberg et al., 2015) based on the “Svenskt diplomatariums
huvudkartotek” collection, consisting of scanned images of charters from the medieval pe-
riod kept in the Swedish national archive (but not necessary produced in Sweden). A method
to date Syriac documents was proposed in (R.Howe et al., 2015), using inkball models on a
collection of securely dated letter samples from the period between 500 and 1100 CE. In (Li
et al., 2015) a method to infer the date of printed historical documents from their scanned
page images was developed, using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) on a data set from
the Google books corpus (Vincent, 2007).

1.3 Research questions

This thesis focuses on predicting three attributes of handwritten documents, corresponding
to three problems: writer identification, historical manuscript dating and localization.

Textural-based feature is a popular method used in writer identification, because it can be
extracted from the whole document and used directly to compute the dissimilarity between
different documents without any reference codebook or dictionary. Although the existing
writer-identification methods have achieved high accuracy based on carefully scanned docu-
ments, only few of them has been reported to be rotation-invariant. However, a small rotation
angle can be easily introduced into the images of handwriting samples. In the real-world,
poor scanning practices result in a small rotation angle, which may have a serious impact on
the performance of writer identification system based on the rotation-variant features. This
problem raises an important question:

Q1: How to design rotation-invariant features for writer identification?

In Chapter 2, the rotation-invariant ∆nHinge is proposed based on the Hinge feature (Bu-
lacu and Schomaker, 2007). In fact, the ∆nHinge feature is the extension of the Hinge, which
uses the differential operator on several pixels on writing contours. The proposed ∆nHinge
feature is not only rotation-invariant, but also contains high order derivative information of
writing contours and can be used directly to on-line handwriting.

Today, the number of bilingual people is increasing and they often write with not only one
script, which requires writer identification in a multi-script environment. Cross-script writer
identification is the problem that recognizing the writer of a given piece of handwriting with
one script from the samples of the data set written with another different script (Djeddi et al.,
2013). Based on above observation or discussion, new research questions are instigated of
this thesis:
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Q2: How to design efficient texture and grapheme features for writer identification?

Q3: How to perform cross-script writer identification, such as between English and Chi-
nese?

We discuss these questions in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 by propose novel curvature-free
textural-based features and a new junction feature. We have found that handwritten docu-
ments wrote by less skilled writers contain a large number of irregular-curvature (curvature-
less) strokes. Therefore, two curvature-free features are proposed in Chapter 3 to handle
the writer identification problem based on handwritten documents wrote by no-native speak-
ers. Junction feature proposed in Chapter 4, which is the stroke length distribution on every
directions around a reference point inside handwritten strokes, is very easy to be detected
and described in handwritten documents and can be applied for writer identification cross
Chinese and English.

In the previous chapters, we have proposed textural-based and grapheme-based features
for writer identification and performance is quite good. However, facing the relatively new
historical document dating and localization problems, the research question is:

Q4: How to design an efficient system to automatically date and localize historical
manuscripts based on the handwriting style?

This question is addressed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. Textural-based features are pow-
erful for writer identification. However, there is only one feature vector from the whole
document and most shape or allograph information of the characters are missed. Therefore,
in Chapter 5, two fragment descriptors are proposed based on contour and stroke fragments
in multiple scale. The extracted contour or stroke fragments are described by rotation and
scale invariant descriptors. Combining these two fragment descriptors together achieves very
good performance for historical document dating. In Chapter 6, we propose a novel stroke
descriptor, which is robust to historical document degradations and a novel multiple-label
guided cluster method is proposed to align graphemes in date and location spaces. The pro-
posed cluster method can be used to predict labels directly, such as the date or location. In
addition, it can be used to train a codebook, which contains more discriminative information
on date and geography.

In addition, many textural features for handwritten document analysis have been pro-
posed in the literature and in this thesis, but there is no general rule to design new features
or improve the performance of existed features. This observation instigates the following
questions:

Q5: What is the general rule or principle to design new features or increase the discrimina-
tive of existed features?

These question is addressed in Chapter 7 by proposing a general joint-feature distribution
principle (JFD), which can generate more powerful and discriminative features based on
existed features. As mentioned in introduction section, the essential information in features
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is not based on their isolated values, but also on joint occurrence of feature values. The
proposed JFD principle contains three different groups: the spatial joint feature distribution
which can generate new features based on co-occurrence of existed features on different
positions; the attribute joint feature distribution which can generate new features based on co-
occurrence of different features on the same position and the joint kernel feature distribution
which applies a kernel function between features on different positions or different attributes
to extract new features. For example, applying a rotate-invariant kernel function can result
in rotate-invariant features.

1.4 Material

Although there are several data sets available for writer identification, such as Fire-
maker (Schomaker and Vuurpijl, 2000) and IAM (Marti and Bunke, 2002), both of them
contain single script. In order to evaluate the performance for cross-script writer identi-
fication between English and Chinese, we collect a new data set, named Chinese-English
database of the University of Groningen (CERUG for short). The CERUG data set contains
handwritten documents collected from 105 Chinese subjects, predominantly students from
China. Some of them live in China and the rest studies in the Netherlands. Every subject is
required to write four different A4 pages, following the Firemaker data set. On page 1, they
were asked to copy a text of two paragraphs in Chinese. On page 2, the subjects described
certain topics they liked in their own words in Chinese. We term the subset containing those
two pages as CERUG-CN, in which handwritten documents are written in Chinese. Page 3
contains English text copied from two paragraphs. We split this page into two sub pages,
and each sub page contains one paragraph. This forms the subset termed as CERUG-EN. In
page 4, the subjects were asked to copy some names of countries and cities both in English
and Chinese in two paragraphs. We also split this page into two sub pages to form another
subset, which is termed as CERUG-MIXED for short. Note that each sub page in CERUG-
MIXED contains both English letters and Chinese characters. In all three subsets, there are
two handwritten samples from each writer. All the documents were scanned at 300 dpi, 8
bits/pixel, gray-scale.

For historical document dating and geographical localization, we introduce the Medieval
Paleographical Scale (MPS) data set. The MPS data set consists of images of charters pro-
duced between 1300 and 1550 CE in four cities in the Low Countries: Arnhem, Leiden,
Leuven and Groningen. Geographically, these four cities can be regarded as a cross section
of the Medieval Dutch language area, and the development of writing styles visible within
this data set therefore as approximating the development of writing within this area in gen-
eral. Fig. 1.8 shows examples of charters from different cities in the MPS data set.

As the evolution of writing is a rather slow process, not every year in the period under
consideration (1300-1550 CE) needed to be taken into account. The charters were therefore
collected according to a sampling interval method. “key years” were set at every quarter
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Page 1: Chinese Page 2: Chinese

Page 3: English Page 4: Chinese and English

Figure 1.7: The four pages of handwritten documents from the same writer on the CERUG data set.

century such as 1300, 1325, 1350, · · · , 1550. Only explicitly dated charters produced in
these key years and within a period of five years before or after them that were determined
to have been written in one of the four cities mentioned before were included. There are
currently 2858 charter images in the MPS data set, grouped around 11 key years. Table 1.2
shows the numbers of documents over the key years and the four cities. The frequencies are
the natural counts of appearance in archives which have an underlying (historical) cause.
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Arnhem Leiden

Leuven Groningen

Figure 1.8: Examples of charters for different cities in the MPS data set.

1300 1325 1350 1375 1400 1425 1450 1475 1500 1525 1550 1300 1325 1350 1375 1400 1425 1450 1475 1500 1525 1550

Figure 1.9: The left figure shows four labeled characters (‘a’, ‘d’, ‘g’, ‘p’ from top to bottom) in
different key years in our MPS data set and the right figure shows their models, defined as the average
shapes of manually labeled characters in the Monk system (Van der Zant et al., 2008).
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Table 1.2: The number of documents in each key year of four cities in the MPS data set.

City Key year Sum
1300 1325 1350 1375 1400 1425 1450 1475 1500 1525 1550

Arnhem 72 115 22 30 52 73 78 38 36 27 42 585

Leiden 2 5 37 101 111 158 275 170 122 69 51 1101

Leuven 21 20 17 23 13 14 18 28 15 14 7 190

Groningen 2 3 15 20 56 81 138 187 200 132 148 982

Sum 97 143 91 174 232 326 509 423 373 242 248 2858

There is a clear general trend discernable in the development of writing styles. Fig. 1.9
shows four characters (‘a’, ‘d’, ‘g’, ‘p’) written in consecutive key years. The handwriting
style of these characters shows a clearly datable evolution, for example, double ‘a’ being
replaced by single ‘a’ from 1375 onwards. The charters were mostly written by professional
scribes, whose working careers could cover several decades. Each writer has an individual
writing style, resulting in a distinct average writing style for each key year. There is, never-
theless, also, a general trend in the development of writing styles - the evolution of writing
styles being a gradual process. The writing styles found in nearby key years is always more
alike than in key years further removed from each other.

1.5 Organization of this thesis

This thesis deals with understanding of handwritten documents from two perspectives
and can be divided into three main parts. Chapter 2, Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 cover the
writer identification problem. Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 cover the historical document dating
and localization problem. Chapter 7 provides a general feature designing principle and a
comprehensive study about the proposed features for four different applications.

Chapter 2 introduces an extension of the Hinge feature, called ∆nHinge feature, which
is a rotation-invariant feature. The experimental results on two widely used benchmark data
sets show that the proposed method is promising and comparable to state-of-the-art methods.

Chapter 3 shows two novel curvature-free features: LBPruns and COLD, for writer
identification based on handwritten documents wrote by less-skilled writers. Run-length of
local binary pattern (LBPruns) is the joint distribution of the traditional run-length and local
binary pattern methods and cloud of line distribution (COLD) is the joint distribution of the
relation between orientation and length of line segments obtained from writing contours.
Experimental results on the CERUG data set show that the combination of the LBPruns and
COLD features provides a significant improvement.
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Chapter 4 provides a novel junction detector and descriptor based on the fact that
junction regions of handwritten strokes are informative elements and contain handwriting
styles of writers. The junction descriptor is the stroke length distribution in every direction
around a reference point inside the ink and it does not rely on any segmentation. The
performance of cross-script writer identification between Chinese and English on the
CERUG data set indicates that junctions are important atomic elements to characterize the
writing styles.

Chapter 5 presents a family of local contour fragments (kCF) and stroke fragments (kSF)
features and applies them for historical manuscript dating based on the MPS data set. kCF
captures the contour curvature information and kSF captures the stroke structure information
and their combination provides better results.

Chapter 6 proposes a novel descriptor built on a scale-invariant log-polar space, called
Histogram of Orientations of Handwritten Strokes (HOHS or H2OS), to extract and describe
the visual elements in historical documents. In order to predict multi-labels, such as the date
and location of the historical manuscript, the Multi-Label Self-Organizing Map (MLSOM)
is proposed to discover the correlations between the low-level visual elements described by
H2OS and their labels. The proposed method is evaluated on the MPS data set for historical
manuscript dating and localization.

Chapter 7 presents a joint feature distribution principle, which allows the researchers to
generate more efficient features based on existing textural features. All features proposed in
this thesis follow this principle. Seventeen features including twelve textural-based and five
grapheme-based features are studied for four applications: writer and script identification,
historical document dating and localization.

Chapter 8 concludes the thesis by presenting several discussions and the answers to the
research questions. In addition, future directions are also provided by answering several
questions.



Part I

Writer Identification





This chapter is an adaptation of the paper:

Sheng He, Lambert Schomaker – “Delta-n Hinge: rotation-invariant features for writer identification” Proc. of
24th Int. Conf. on Pattern Recognition (ICPR2014), pp. 2023-2028, 24-28 August 2014, Stockholm, Sweden.

Chapter 2

Writer Identification Using Delta-n Hinge Feature

Abstract

This chapter presents a method for extracting rotation-invariant features from images
of handwriting samples that can be used to perform writer identification. The proposed
features are based on the Hinge feature (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007), but incorporating
the derivative between several points along ink contours. Finally, we concatenate the
proposed features into one feature vector to characterize the writing style of the given
handwritten document. The proposed method has been evaluated using the Firemaker
and IAM datasets in writer identification, showing promising performance gains.

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we present a new set of features called ∆nHinge with different n based on the
Hinge feature proposed in (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007). Although the Hinge feature has
been successfully used in writer identification, there is one obvious drawback: it is sensitive
to rotation changes of document images, which can be easily introduced in poor scanning
practices. To overcome this problem, we generalize the Hinge feature to the ∆nHinge feature,
which has the rotation-invariant property when n > 0. On the other hand, when n = 0,
∆0Hinge is exactly the original Hinge feature. Therefore, the proposed ∆nHinge feature can
be considered as the generalization of the Hinge feature.

The proposed ∆nHinge features with different n have several advantages: 1) They are
rotation-invariant, which are, to our best knowledge, the first rotation-invariant features in
identification of writers; 2) Although the proposed features are computed from off-line doc-
uments, they are indicative of temporal events. There is a lawful relation between curvature
and pentip velocity that has been extensively studied (Morasso and Ivaldi, 1982; Teulings
and Maarse, 1984; Schomaker et al., 1989; Guerfali and Plamondon, 1998). The features
proposed here, therefore, can also be directly applied to on-line handwriting.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic description for the ∆0Hinge (the original Hinge), ∆1Hinge, ∆2Hinge and
∆3Hinge in a piece of a contour with points P1,P2,P3,P4,P5. The proposed method consists of
computing the angular difference in steps, increasing the order n of the ∆nHinge.

2.2 ∆nHinge feature

The Hinge feature captures the joint probability distribution of orientations of two legs of
the obtained “contour-hinge” (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007) along the ink contours. Given
an arbitrary starting point, a counter-clockwise evaluation follows. If we assume that points
on the ink contour are generated one by one, like the on-line handwriting, with a writing
direction ϕ , two legs of the hinge can be defined as “previous” orientation ϕ1, which is
opposite to the writing direction ϕ , and as “succeeding” orientation ϕ2, which follows the
writing direction ϕ . Here we denote one point p j associated with two orientations ϕ1{p j}
and ϕ2{p j} as a “Hinge kernel” (see ∆0Hinge{p3} in Fig. 2.1).

The Hinge feature can be considered as a statistical descriptor of handwritten contours,
which counts the probability of each pattern appeared in the considered contours. For each
point p j which has pair angles

(
ϕ1{p j},ϕ2{p j}

)
, the probability of such pattern in a given

document is calculated by:

p(ϕ1,ϕ2) =
c(ϕ1,ϕ2)

C
(2.1)

where c(ϕ1,ϕ2) is the number of the pattern (ϕ1,ϕ2) appeared in the given document image,
and C is the total number of patterns in all ink contours. p(ϕ1,ϕ2) is a bivariate probability
distribution capturing both the orientation and the curvature of handwriting contours (Bu-
lacu and Schomaker, 2007). Finally, the probability distribution is agglomerated in a q× q
histogram, where q is the number of angle bins. The histogram is built using the bilinear
interpolation to avoid distortions caused by measures close to bin boundaries.

Based on the Hinge feature, we propose a new set of features for writer identification,
which is called ∆nHinge with different n. A sequence of pixels with a fixed interval of
distance along the ink contours are considered simultaneously to construct the probability of
angle derivative on the “previous” and “succeeding” directions. We denote such sequence
with a fixed interval of Manhattan distance ∆l as {p j, p j+1, ..., p j+n−1}, where ∆l = |pi−
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pi−1|, i = j+1, j+2, ..., j+n−1. The starting point of the sequence is p j, and the end point
is p j+n−1. Given this sequence, the (n− 1)-th derivative of the two orientations in Hinge
kernel is denoted as:

j∆
n−1

ϕi = ϕi{p j, p j+1, p j+2, ..., p j+n−1} i = 1,2 (2.2)

where ϕ1 and ϕ2 are the two “previous” and “succeeding” orientations in the Hinge kernel
respectively. j∆

n−1ϕi is the (n− 1)-th derivation along the ϕi orientation with the starting
point p j.

When the (n− 1)-th derivative of the two orientations is obtained, the n-th derivative is
computed as:

j∆
n
ϕi =

j+1∆n−1ϕi− j ∆n−1ϕi

∆l
i = 1,2 (2.3)

Two sequences with different stating points p j+1 and p j subjected to |p j+1− p j| = ∆l are
involved in the computation of n-th derivation in two orientations of the Hinge kernel. From
Eq. 2.3, we can find that the computation of n-th derivative relies on the n−1-th derivative.
When n−1 = 0, we can get the initial value of “previous” angle j∆

0ϕ1 = ϕ1{p j} and “suc-
ceeding” angle j∆

0ϕ2 = ϕ2{p j}, which are the Hinge kernel on point p j (see ∆0Hinge on
the point p3 in Fig. 2.1).

Given handwritten contours, each pixel on the contour is considered as the j-th starting
point and the pattern ( j∆

nϕ1, j ∆nϕ2) is obtained by Eq. 2.3. All patterns are quantized into a
histogram, and finally the ∆nHinge feature is given by:

∆
nHinge = p(∆n

ϕ1,∆
n
ϕ2) n = 0,1,2,3, ... (2.4)

where the p(∆nϕ1,∆
nϕ2) is defined as same way as Eq. 2.1. From Eq. 2.2, Eq. 2.3 and

Eq. 2.4, we can find that the ∆nHinge feature is built on the ∆n−1Hinge, which can be re-
cursively computed by the ∆n−2Hinge and the ∆n−3Hinge and so on. The initial ∆0Hinge is
the Hinge (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007). Therefore, as we mentioned before, the proposed
∆nHinge is the generalization of the Hinge feature, and the Hinge feature is the special case
of the ∆nHinge feature when n = 0.

Corollary 1: Properties of the ∆nHinge feature:
(1) When n = 0, ∆0Hinge is the Hinge feature (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007).
(2) When n = 1, ∆1Hinge works similarly as the first derivative (alike to the angular

velocity long the contours) of pen coordinates in signature verification (Kholmatov and
Yanikoglu, 2005; Richiardi et al., 2005).

(3) When n= 2, ∆2Hinge works similarly as the second derivative (alike to accelerations)
of pen coordinates in signature verification (Kholmatov and Yanikoglu, 2005; Richiardi et al.,
2005).

(4) When n > 2, ∆nHinge contains high order derivative information of handwritten con-
tours in document images.
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Corollary 2: The proposed ∆nHinge has the rotation-invariant property when n > 0.
Assume that the document has a small rotation angle θ , and the ∆nHinge probability of the
rotated document is denoted as p(∆̃nϕ1, ∆̃nϕ2). Then we have

p(∆̃nϕ1, ∆̃nϕ2) = p(∆n
ϕ1,∆

n
ϕ2) n = 1,2,3, ... (2.5)

Proof: According to Eq. 2.3, if there is a small rotation angle θ on the whole document,
when n > 0, the n-th derivative of the ∆nHinge kernel is computed as:

j̃∆nϕi =
( j∆

n−1ϕi +θ)− ( j+1∆n−1ϕi +θ)

∆l

=
j∆

n−1ϕi− j+1 ∆n−1ϕi

∆l
= j ∆

n
ϕi

i = 1,2; n = 1,2,3, ...

(2.6)

2.2.1 Ho2Dn feature

Previous studies have shown that the performance of combined different feature sets is better
than individual features involved in the combination (Schomaker and Bulacu, 2004; Siddiqi
and Vincent, 2010; Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007; Bulacu et al., 2006). Inspired by this
observation, different components of the proposed ∆nHinge features with different n are
concatenated into one feature vector to form the Histograms of Hinge over Derivative
with n feature, dubbed HoHoDn,or Ho2Dn, which is defined as:

Ho2Dn = {∆0Hinge,∆1Hinge, ...,∆nHinge} (2.7)

From this definition, the Ho2D0 feature is the original Hinge feature, which is sensitive to
rotation changes. If the rotation-invariant feature is required, the ∆0Hinge should be excluded
from Ho2Dn, denoted as Ho2Dn+, which is a rotation-invariant feature.

2.3 Writer Identification

The nearest-neighbor classifier with a “leave-one-out” strategy is often used in writer iden-
tification system (Schomaker and Bulacu, 2004; Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007; Siddiqi and
Vincent, 2010; Brink et al., 2012). Given a query document Q, the system sorts all docu-
ments in the training set based on a given distance function (χ2 distance in this chapter) to the
query Q. Ideally, the sample with the minimum distance should be the pair produced by the
same writer. Not only the nearest neighbor (Top-1), but also a longer list up to a given rank
(Top-10) are used to measure the performance of the identification system, corresponding to
the Top-1 and Top-10 performance.
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2.4 Experiments

2.4.1 Data sets

In this chapter, two data sets are used to evaluate our proposed method: Fire-
maker (Schomaker and Vuurpijl, 2000) and IAM (Marti and Bunke, 2002). The Firemaker
set contains handwriting collected from 250 Dutch subjects, who were required to write four
different A4 pages. In this dataset, lowercase pages are commonly used to evaluate writer
identification methods (Schomaker and Bulacu, 2004; Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007). In our
experiments, we also perform searches/matches of page 1 versus page 4 (lowercase pages).
The IAM data set is modified as (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007): we randomly selected two
samples for those writers who contributed more than two documents, and we roughly split
the document in two parts for those writers with a unique page. Finally, the IAM data set
used in the experiments contains lowercase handwriting from 650 people, two samples per
writer.

2.4.2 Experimental setting

The images of the Firemaker and IAM datasets are binarized using Otsu thresholding (Otsu,
1975), which is widely used on modern handwritten documents. After thresholding, the ink
contours are extracted by the tracing method proposed in (Brink et al., 2012). Given the
extracted ink contours, the two orientations ϕ1 and ϕ2 of the Hinge kernel are computed at
all pixels on those contours.

There are four parameters in the proposed method: the number of angle bins q, leg length
r, Manhattan distance ∆l, and the number of derivative n. It was shown in (Brink et al., 2012)
that the performance is insensitive to the value of q, as long as it is at least about 30, and
to value of r as long as it is between 10 and 100. Therefore, in our experiments we set
q = 40,r = 15. We empirically set the Manhattan distance ∆l = 7. The experiment shows
that the better choice for n is n = 2 or n = 3, depending on the specific data set.

2.4.3 Rotation-invariant study

In this section, we perform a rotation-invariant study on the Firemaker and IAM datasets. In
both datasets, each writer has two samples. Therefore, we keep the first one and rotate the
second one with a small θ angle. In our experiments, we evaluate the rotation change angle
θ � 10. For those documents which have rotation angle greater than 10, some rotation oper-
ators can be used manually or automatically to adjust it to the normal ones. The experimental
results on the Firemaker and IAM dataset are presented in Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2.3, respectively.
These figures show that, with the increase of rotation change angle θ from 0 to 10, the Top-1
performance of ∆0Hinge decreases significantly from 89.2% to 25.6% in Firemaker, a drop
of 63.6%, and from 91.6% to 17.1% in IAM, a drop of 74.5%. However, the performance
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Figure 2.2: Rotation study on the Firemaker dataset. The left figure shows the Top-1 identification rate
with rotation angle (o), and the right one shows the Top-10 results with rotation angle (o) from 0 to 10
degree.
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Figure 2.3: Rotation study on the IAM dataset. The left figure shows the Top-1 identification rates with
rotation angle (o), and the right one shows the Top-10 results. Note that the Firemaker data set is based
on a single type of ball point pen, whereas the IAM data set contains many writing instruments.

of ∆1Hinge, ∆2Hinge and ∆3Hinge decreases slightly, by 14.4%, 18.6% and 21.6% in Fire-
maker respectively, and by 4.5%, 6.6%, 11.5% in IAM respectively. The slight decrease is
partly caused by quantization artifacts introduced by the rotation operator, since the image
is defined on a discrete grid. The same trend can be found on the Top-10 performance on
both Firemaker and IAM. Therefore, the proposed ∆nHinge,n > 0 is less sensitive to rotation
changes.
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Table 2.1: The writer identification performance of the proposed ∆nHinge feature with different values
of n from 0 to 10.

∆nHinge n 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Firemaker Top-1 89.2 84.4 79.8 72.6 75.0 60.2 65.0 57.6 57.0 45.6 40.1

Top-10 95.8 97.4 95.0 91.6 93.4 84.6 86.8 85.0 86.2 73.8 70.5

IAM Top-1 91.6 84.8 83.5 66.8 67.3 49.9 50.8 38.6 43.0 30.3 35.5

Top-10 96.0 95.3 94.9 87.5 87.2 76.6 78.2 66.7 71.9 58.5 63.4

2.4.4 Performance of the ∆nHinge feature

In this section, we evaluate the performance of each part of ∆nHinge with different n. Ta-
ble 2.1 shows experimental results with different n from 0 to 10. From the table we can
see that the performance is slightly different on two datasets. For Firemaker, the maximum
identification rate of Top-10 is achieved when n = 1. When n > 1, the identification rate
decreases gradually. However, the performance in IAM decreases gradually from n = 0. The
main reason is that documents in IAM are pen-dependent. The writers used different writ-
ing instruments to create the handwriting text, which may cause a variation in the derivative
along the ink trace. We can conclude from the table that ∆nHinge contains less informa-
tion with a high value of n. For example, when n > 100, the derivative of two orientations
will be closed to zero. Another interesting observation is that, although the performance
of the features with different n varies in both two datasets, ∆nHinge contains discriminative
information when n≤ 3.

2.4.5 Performance of the Ho2Dn feature

In this section, the performance of the proposed Ho2Dn feature which concatenates the
∆nHinge with different n is evaluated. The results are presented in Fig. 2.4, where we can find
that the maximum Top-1 identification rate is 90.4% on Firemaker when n = 1 and 97.2%
on IAM when n = 2. The corresponding Top-10 identification rates are 98.2% (n = 4) on
Firemaker and 97.2% (n = 2) on the IAM dataset. The results support our conclusion we
mentioned before that the ∆nHinge contains discriminative information when 0≤ n≤ 4.

2.4.6 Performance of the Ho2Dn+ feature

In this section, the performance of the Ho2Dn+ feature is evaluated. The results are shown
in Table 2.2. Without the ∆0Hinge feature, the Top-1 performance decreases comparing to
the performance of Ho2Dn. However, the Top-10 performance is still comparable to Ho2Dn.
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Figure 2.4: The writer identification performance of different n of the Ho2Dn feature. The left figure
is the performance on the Firemaker dataset, and the right one is on the IAM dataset.

Table 2.2: The writer identification performance of the Ho2Dn+ features with different n.

Ho2Dn+ n 1 2 3

Firemaker Top-1 84.0 84.0 81.4

Top-10 97.0 97.4 97.2

IAM Top-1 85.8 86.4 84.8

Top-10 96.0 95.3 94.9

Table 2.3: Comparison of writer identification studies on the Firemaker database.

Study Top1(%) Top10(%)

Ghiasi and Safabakhsh (Ghiasi and Safabakhsh, 2013) 89.2 98.6

Bulacu and Schomaker (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007) 83.0 95.0

Brink and Smit (Brink et al., 2012) 86.0 97.0

Proposed 90.4 98.2

2.4.7 Comparison with other studies

In this section, we present a performance comparison of our method with some recent stud-
ies. Table 2.3 and Table 2.4 show the performance of recent studies and our proposed
method. The proposed feature performs better than others on the Firemaker data set, which
achieves 90.4% (Top-1).

Comparing the performance on the IAM data set, we achieve an identification rate
of 93.2% (Top 1) and 97.2% (Top 10), which is better than the results in (Bulacu and
Schomaker, 2007; Siddiqi and Vincent, 2010), and comparable to the results in (Ghiasi and
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Table 2.4: Comparison of writer identification studies on the IAM database.

Study Top1(%) Top10(%)

Siddiqi and Vincent (Siddiqi and Vincent, 2010) 89.0 97.0

Ghiasi and Safabakhsh (Ghiasi and Safabakhsh, 2013) 93.7 97.7

Bulacu and Schomaker (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007) 89.0 97.0

Brink and Smit (Brink et al., 2012) 97.0 98.0

Proposed 93.2 97.2

Table 2.5: Comparison of writer identification studies with the best results of the ICDAR2013 compe-
tition.

method Top-1 Top-10

Greek Dataset state-of-the-art in ICDAR2013 95.6 99.2

Proposed method 96.0 98.4

English Dataset state-of-the-art in ICDAR2013 94.6 99.0

Proposed method 93.4 97.8

Safabakhsh, 2013). Note that Top-1 performance of Quill-Hinge (Brink et al., 2012) is higher
on the IAM data set due to the fact that the Quill-Hinge feature is designed for pen-dependent
documents.

2.4.8 Comparison with best results of the ICDAR2013 competition

We evaluate the proposed method on the ICDAR2013 database (Louloudis et al., 2013)
which is used for writer identification competition. This database consists 250 writers with
four documents per writer. Two documents were written in Greek, the other two in English.
Ideally, the parameters of the proposed method should be learned from this dataset. How-
ever, in this experiment, we find that Manhattan distance ∆l = 15 provides a better result.
The results in Table 2.5 show that our proposed method is comparable to the best results of
the ICDAR2013 competition.

2.5 Conclusion

We have proposed a new set of features which generalizes the Hinge feature for writer iden-
tification in a rotation-invariant manner. The results on two widely used data sets and a com-
parison with the best results on the ICDAR2013 benchmark show that the proposed method
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is promising and comparable to state-of-the-art techniques. The implication of this finding
is that not only the (absolute) slant angle distribution of handwriting is biometrically infor-
mative; also the distribution of relative angles along the ink trace provides the writer-specific
information, capturing the curvature information of handwritten patterns.

The proposed feature in this chapter captures the curvature information of the ink traces.
Next chapter will focus on extracting curvature-free features for writer identification, such as
the statistical information of the space between words and the line information approximated
from writing contours.



This chapter is an adaptation of the papers:

Sheng He, Lambert Schomaker – “Writer identification using curvature-free features” Pattern Recognition, vol.
63, pp. 451-464, 2017.
Sheng He, Lambert Schomaker – “General pattern run-length transform for writer identification” Proc. of 12th
IAPR Int. Workshop on Document Analysis Systems (DAS), pp. 60-65, 11-14 April 2016, Santorini, Greece.

Chapter 3
Writer Identification Using Curvature-free

Features

Abstract

In this chapter, we propose two novel and curvature-free features: run-lengths of Local
Binary Pattern (LBPruns) and Cloud Of Line Distribution (COLD) features for writer
identification. The LBPruns is the joint distribution of the traditional run-length and
local binary pattern (LBP) methods, which computes the run-lengths of local binary pat-
terns on both binarized images and gray scale images. The COLD feature is the joint
distribution of the relation between orientation and length of line segments obtained
from writing contours in handwritten documents. Our proposed LBPruns and COLD are
textural-based curvature-free features and capture the line information of handwritten
texts instead of the curvature information. The combination of the LBPruns and COLD
features provides a significant improvement on the CERUG data set, handwritten doc-
uments on which contain a large number of irregular-curvature strokes. The proposed
features evaluated on other two widely used data sets (Firemaker and IAM) demonstrate
promising results.

3.1 Introduction

Characterizing individual’s handwriting style plays an important role in handwritten docu-
ment analysis and automatic writer identification has attracted a large number of researchers
in the pattern recognition field based on modern handwritten text (Bulacu and Schomaker,
2007), musical scores (Gordo, Fornés and Valveny, 2013) and historical documents (Arabad-
jis et al., 2013). The writing patterns in handwritten documents encapsulate the individual’s
writing style in two aspects: the curvature of handwritten texts and the frequency of several
basic patterns (graphemes), corresponding to the textural-based and grapheme-based algo-
rithms. An observation can be found in the literature that performance of textural-based
methods is usually better than the performance of grapheme-based methods and combining
them together often provides an improvement. In addition, the graphemes extracted from
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Figure 3.1: The top figure shows an example of irregular-curvature strokes written by a non-native
writer while the bottom figure shows fluent curvature strokes written by a native writer.

handwritten documents are easily visualized for end users. Therefore, both of them have
been developed over the last decade.

Although the existing textural-based features have been successfully used for writer iden-
tification, many of them are not suitable for irregular-curvature handwriting, whose hand-
written texts are often dominated by long straight-line segments, and polygoized, ‘hooked’
corners, in writers with a low fluency. For example, the performance (Top-1) of writer iden-
tification of Hinge (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007) and Quill (Brink et al., 2012) are only
12.3% and 15.8% on the CERUG-EN data set, in which handwritings contain a large num-
ber of irregular-curvature strokes. The main reason is that Hinge and Quill feature methods
focus on the fluent curvature of the ink trace and therefore exhibit a dramatic performance
degradation on handwritten documents written by less skilled writers. The CERUG-EN
data set contains handwritten texts in English written by Chinese subjects and it contains
a large number of irregular-curvature strokes by two reasons: (1) Chinese writers tend to
write line strokes affected by the habit of writing Chinese characters which are consisted
of line-drawing strokes and (2) in real time, the velocity profile of on-line handwritings of
non-native speakers shows pauses, as well as a degree of polygonisation (Meulenbroek and
Van Galen, 1988). An example is shown in Fig. 3.1.

Previous works shown that the probability distribution of the relation between two prop-
erties can improve the performance of writer identification. For example, the Hinge fea-
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ture (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007) is the probability distribution of orientations of two
contour fragments attached at a common pixel. The Quill feature (Brink et al., 2012) is the
probability distribution of the relation between the ink direction and the ink width and the
oriented Basic Feature Columns (oBIF) (Newell and Griffin, 2014) is the probability distri-
bution of the bank of six Derivative-of-Gaussian filters on two scales. These features provide
a significant improvement for writer identification.

In this chapter, we propose two curvature-free features for writer identification based on
the run-lengths of general patterns, called run-lengths of Local Binary Pattern (LBPruns)
and the joint distribution of the relation between orientation and length of a set of line seg-
ments extracted on contours of ink traces, called Cloud Of Line Distribution (COLD). The
traditional run-length method only considers one scanning line and only two simple patterns
‘0’ and ‘1’ are involved. Therefore, it fails to capture the spatial neighboring relationship
between the simple patterns ‘0’ and ‘1’ over the neighbor lines of the scanning line. The
proposed LBPruns can compute the run-lengths of more complex local binary patterns ob-
tained by binary tests inspired by the LBP method (Ojala et al., 2002).

The writing contours can be approximated by a set of line segments using the polygon
estimation method (Siddiqi and Vincent, 2010). Generally, irregular-curvature handwritings
with long ascenders and descenders lead to long lines in certain orientations while shaky
and cursive strokes result in many short straight-lines in almost all directions (Siddiqi and
Vincent, 2010). We assume that the joint distribution of the relation between orientation
and length of these straight-line segments can characterize the writing style. For example,
the slopes of line segments reflect the slant information and the lengths of them reflect the
curvature-based information (cursive handwritings lead to a large number of short lines and
irregular-curvature handwritings result in a large number of long lines).

3.2 Run-lengths of local binary pattern (LBPruns)

The “run” is defined as a sequence of connected pixels which have the same property (such
as the gray value) in a given scanning line (Djeddi et al., 2013). The lengths of these runs can
be quantized into a histogram and the normalized histogram is considered as the run-length
feature. For example, in a binary sequence “0001111010011” the run lengths of value ‘0’
are ‘3,1,2’ and the run lengths of value ‘1’ are ‘4,1,2’.

However, the traditional run-length feature computes the run-lengths of the ‘0’ and ‘1’
based on one scanning line on binarized images and fails to capture the spatial correlation
information of the run-lengths of these binary values with their neighbors. Although the
correlation between two consecutive scanning lines has been used in (Pavlidis and Zhou,
1992; Javed et al., 2015) for text and non-text classification, the types of bit patterns (e.g., [0
0], [0 1], [1 0], [1 1]) are still limited.

In this section, we propose a general pattern run-length method based on several disparate
scanning lines with certain inter-line distance between the consecutive scan-lines. For a posi-
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Figure 3.2: The run-lengths of the more complex local binary pattern codes p1, p2, and p3 on the
sequence S formed by the three lines (n = 3) ly, ly+d , ly+2d with distance d = 6.

tion on several disparate scanning lines, the local binary pattern (LBP) code can be obtained
directly from the scanning lines with binary values on binarized images or by thresholding
their pixel values into binary values based on a reference scanning line on gray scale images.
Then the run-lengths of the possible LBP codes are quantized into a histogram to form the
feature representation.

3.2.1 LBPruns on binarized images (LBPruns B)

Given n parallel scanning lines in certain direction (horizontal or vertical) with an inter-line
distance d on a binarized image, the LBP code p1 on the position x is computed by:

p(x) =
n−1

∑
i=0

gy+i∗d(x)∗2i (3.1)

where gy+i∗d(x) ∈ {0,1} is the binary pixel value on the position x of the scanning line
y+ i∗d, y is the position of the first scanning line and ∗ indicates the multiply between two
integers. It is important to note that the LBP code p of the proposed LBPruns is obtained
based on a translational symmetric neighbors instead of a circularly symmetric neighbors
used in the LBP (Ojala et al., 2002). In fact, there is also a binary test in Eq. 3.1, where
the binary value gy+i∗d(x) is obtained by a threshold involved in the precessing of the image
binarization.

Unlike the LBP method (Ojala et al., 2002) which quantizes the LBP code into a his-
togram without considering the spatial relationship, we compute the histogram of the run-
lengths of LBP code p in the same direction of the scanning lines. In practice, we assume
that the n scanning lines involved in the computation form a sequence of 2n possible LBP

1In fact, the p(x) in Eq. 3.1 is the number of LBP code, as defined in (Ojala et al., 2002).
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codes S. Given a certain LBP code p, the sequence S can be converted into 0/1 string line bp
by:

bp(x) =
{

1 i f S(x) = p
0 otherwise

(3.2)

The run lengths of the LBP code p in the sequence S can be obtained by counting the run-
lengths of the value ‘1’ in the converted string line bp(x). Fig. 3.2 shows an example of the
run-lengths with n = 3 scanning lines and the corresponding converted string lines of three
LBP codes: (0,1,0),(0,1,1) and (1,1,1).

3.2.2 LBPruns on gray scale images (LBPruns G)

In this section, we present a method to extract the run-lengths of LBP codes on gray
scale images 2 without using any binarization method, inspired by LBP (Ojala et al.,
2002). Given a center scanning line in a gray scale image, we find m “previous” scan-
ning lines and m “succeeding” scanning lines with an inter-line distance d. We use ly
to denote the center scanning line and the set of other 2m scanning lines is denoted by
L = {ly−m∗d , ly−(m−1)∗d , · · · , ly+(m−1)∗d , ly+m∗d}, where y denotes the position of the center
line on the given image. The LBP code p on the position x of scanning lines is computed by:

p(x) =
2m

∑
i=0

s
(

gy(x)−gi(x),θ
)
∗2i (3.3)

s(x,θ) =
{

1 i f x < θ

0 otherwise
(3.4)

where gy(x) and gi(x) are the pixel values on the position x of the center scanning line ly
and other scanning lines li in {y−m ∗ d,y− (m− 1) ∗ d, · · · ,y+ (m− 1) ∗ d,y+m ∗ d)},
respectively. θ is the threshold for the binary test in Eq. 3.4. Fig. 3.3 illustrates a center
scanning line with other four neighbors. Finally, the sequence S of 22m possible LBP codes
can be converted into a binary string b(x) given a certain LBP code p, similar as the Eq. 6.6.
The run-lengths of the given LBP code p can be computed by counting the runs of the value
‘1’ in the binary string b(x).

Moreover, we can generalize the proposed method to compute the run-lengths of any
given pattern. A binary test can be defined as:

b(x,θ) =

{
1 i f D

(
S(x),p

)
< θ

0 otherwise
(3.5)

where p is the given pattern and S(x) is the element in the position x of the sequence S,
D
(
S(x),p

)
is the defined distance function and θ is a threshold. This method can convert

2In this chapter, we assume that the pixel value on the gray scale images is in [0,255].
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Figure 3.3: The LBPruns G computation in a gray scale image with d = 6.
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Figure 3.4: The run-lengths of the arbitrary pattern p on the sequence S and b is the converted binary
string.

the sequence S into a binary string given the pattern p. Fig. 3.4 illustrates an example of the
processing of converting a scanning line into a binary string. Then the run-lengths of the
pattern p can be computed as the same as the ones of LBPruns B and LBPruns G. We will
leave this method for future works.

3.2.3 LBPruns feature construction

We compute a run-length histogram of each LBP code p with a maximum length thresh-
old Nmax = 100 following the work (Djeddi et al., 2013) and this histogram is normalized.
Finally, all the normalized histograms of all possible LBP codes are concatenated into one
feature vector. Therefore, the feature dimensions are 2n×100 and 22m×100 for LBPruns B
and LBPruns G, respectively.

Our proposed method is different from LBP (Ojala et al., 2002) in two aspects: (1) LBP
computes the LBP codes in a circularly symmetric neighbors while the proposed method
computes the LBP codes in a translational symmetric neighbors and (2) LBP computes the
frequency of each LBP code while the proposed method considers the run-lengths of each
LBP code, encoding the spatial information. In addition, our proposed method can be easily
generalized to the run-lengths of arbitrary patterns (see Fig. 3.4).
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

(f) (g)

k = 1

k = 2

Figure 3.5: Illustration of the process of the COLD construction: (a) the given binarized connected
component; (b) the contour extracted from the binarized image (a); (c) detected dominant points (red
points); (d) line segments (red lines) obtained between pair dominant points when k = 1; (e) the dis-
tribution of lines from (d) in the polar coordinate space; (f) line segments when k = 2 (Note that some
long lines are not shown in order to make the figure more clear); (g) the distribution of lines from (f)
in the polar coordinate space.

3.3 COLD feature

The contours of connected components of handwritten texts contain the individual’s hand-
writing style information, such as the writing slant and curvature (Bulacu and Schomaker,
2007). Therefore, many researchers have taken efforts to extract features on contours to cap-
ture the curvature information. However, the curvature-based methods fail on the irregular-
curvature handwriting samples in which handwritten texts contain long straight lines. There-
fore, in this section, we aim to design a novel curvature-free feature to capture the writing
styles of handwritten documents without considering the curvature information.
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writer 1

writer 2

writer 3

sample 1 COLD sample 2 COLD

Figure 3.6: Examples of COLDs of handwriting from three different subjects. The color closed to red
in COLD means high density and the color closed to blue means low density.

3.3.1 Pre-processing

The first step of the proposed method is to binarize the input handwritten document image.
The Otsu thresholding (Otsu, 1975) method, which is an efficient and parameterless global
binarization method, is widely used on the clean modern handwriting images.

After thresholding, the contours of connected components are extracted using the simple
and robust method proposed in (Schomaker and Bulacu, 2004; Brink et al., 2012). It starts at
the left-most pixel of a connected component and traces the imaginary edges on the binarized
image in a counterclockwise fashion, yielding a sequence of coordinates (xi,yi) of all of
the edge pixels. Fig. 3.5(b) shows the extracted contour of the connected component of
Fig. 3.5(a).

Based on the fact that every digital curve is composed of digital line segments (Latecki
and Lakämper, 1999), we decompose contours into maximal digital line segments by finding
the dominant points on the contours. This method is also known as polygonal approxima-
tion and is widely used in handwriting recognition (Siddiqi and Vincent, 2010; Parvez and
Mahmoud, 2013) and shape classification (Wang et al., 2014). In principle, any polygonal
approximation approach can be applied to estimate the polygonal curve, such as the discrete
contour evolution (DCE) (Latecki and Lakämper, 1999). Here, we use a parameter-free
method proposed in (Prasad et al., 2011) to detect the dominant points which are the vertices
of the approximated polygonal curves. In order to remove the redundant dominant points,
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we adopt the constrained collinear-points suppression process proposed in (Parvez and Mah-
moud, 2013). Fig. 3.5(c) shows the detected dominant points (red points).

3.3.2 Cloud of line distribution

Given an ink contour S and the ordered sequence of n dominant points P = {pi(xi,yi), i =
0,1,2, ...,n} from the contour, line segments can be obtained between every pair of the dom-
inant points (pi, pi+k), where k denotes the distance on the dominant point sequence P.
Fig. 3.5(d) and (f) show line segments obtained with k = 1 and k = 2, respectively. The
orientation θ and length ρ of each line segment can be measured by:

θ = arctan
(

yi+k−yi
xi+k−xi

)
ρ =

√
(yi+k− yi)2 +(xi+k− xi)2

(3.6)

where (xi,yi) and (xi+k,yi+k) are the coordinates of dominant point pi and pi+k, respectively.
Each line corresponds to a point (θ ,ρ) in the polar coordinate space (see Fig. 3.5(e) and (g))
and all line segments from one handwritten document can form a distribution, termed cloud
of line distribution (COLD). When k = 1, the line segments are the polygon estimation of the
contours and the corresponding COLD reflects the slant and curvature-based information of
contours. For example, in a more round handwriting, the lengths of line segments are short
in all directions and the COLD has a high density around the origin. Note that the dominant
points are the high curvature points where the contour takes a turn. The straight-lines formed
by the pair dominant points (pi, pi+k) where k > 1 indicate how long the pen moved in the
Euclidean space when the contour turns k−1 times, and the corresponding COLD can also
capture some properties of the writing style.

Fig. 3.6 shows the COLDs of the handwriting samples with k = 1 from three different
writers, from which we can see that handwriting samples from the same hand have the sim-
ilar line distributions and samples from different writers have different distributions. The
differences of the COLDs are from the different densities (with different colors in Fig. 3.6)
in different positions. Several important observations can be obtained from the COLDs in
this figure. Firstly, densities in the regions closed to the center (the origin point) are high,
which indicates that there are more short lines in handwritten documents. It is natural that
many short lines are generated in order to estimate the high-curvature contours by the poly-
gon shapes with a small error. Secondly, the points in the regions far away from the center
are sparse and the prevalent orientation corresponds to the slant of writing. Thirdly, the
centralized COLD corresponds to the high curvature handwriting while the scattered COLD
corresponds to the irregular-curvature handwriting.

From the above discussions we can see that the COLD reflects some attributes of hand-
writing and encapsulates the writing style of the corresponding handwritten document.
Therefore, it can be used to build the feature descriptor to characterize the writing style.
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Figure 3.7: COLD descriptors for handwriting samples from two writers. The top row shows the
COLDs in the log-polar spaces. The bottom row shows the corresponding COLD features. The x axis
denotes the orientation bins and the y axis denotes log distance bins.

3.3.3 COLD descriptor

Although the COLD captures the individual’s writing style, it can not be directly used as a
feature descriptor. The main reason is that comparing the COLDs by a point-to-point way
is sensitive to the variations between different handwriting samples from the same hand.
Inspired by the Shape Context (Belongie et al., 2002), we quantize the COLD into a log-
polar histogram to compute the feature vector. The main advantage of using the log-polar
space is that it makes the descriptor more sensitive to regions of nearby the center than to
those of regions farther away (Belongie et al., 2002). The normalized histogram is the final
feature vector, which is the final COLD feature. Fig. 3.7 shows four COLDs in the log-polar
space and their corresponding COLD features.

There are three parameters involved in building the log-polar space. The distance be-
tween two consecutive rings in the log space Dc, the number of angular intervals Np and the
number of distance intervals Nq. In practice, we have found that the performance is stable
when these parameters lie in certain ranges. In this chapter, we empirically set them as:
Dc = 5, Np = 12 and Nq = 7. In addition, the COLD feature generated with a single k does
not achieve the optimal performance, but a combination of COLDs with different k achieves
the best performance. Therefore, we concatenate the COLDs with different k together to
form the final feature vector.

3.4 Experiments

In this section, we use the proposed features to represent handwritten documents and the
similarity between two writing samples is measured by the χ2 distance. The nearest neighbor
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Table 3.1: The best writer identification performance of the LBPruns on the CERUG data set with fixed
parameters and the best performance found with the 10-fold cross-validation.

Feature CERUG-CN CERUG-EN CERUG-MIXED
Top1 Top10 Top1 Top10 Top1 Top10

LBPruns Bhv(5,5) 88.6 95.7 77.1 98.1 90.9 100
LBPruns Ghv(2,5,90) 86.7 95.7 88.6 99.0 88.1 99.5
LBPruns B (10-fold) 89.2±3.9 95.4±2.3 86.1±2.9 99.5± 0.6 94.2±1.1 100±0.0
LBPruns G (10-fold) 87.1±1.3 94.9±1.5 93.4±1.3 98.4±1.2 92.7±2.3 100±0.0

classification method is used for writer identification with a “leave-one-out” strategy. The
query document is recognized as the writer of the document on the top x of the hit list,
corresponding to the top-x performance, and the Top-1 and Top-10 performance is reported.

We use LBPruns Bi(n,d) to denote the run-lengths of LBP feature computed on bi-
narized images, where n is the number of scanning lines, d is the inter-line distance, and
i ∈ {h,v,hv} is the index of line directions and we only consider the directions of horizon-
tal (h), vertical (v) and the combination of horizontal and vertical (hv) directions. We use
LBPruns Gi(m,d,θ) to denote the run-lengths of LBP feature computed on gray scale im-
ages, where m is the number of the “previous” and “succeeding” scanning lines related to
the center scanning line, d is the inter-line distance, θ is the threshold and i has the same
meaning as it in the LBPruns Bi(n,d). The selection of these parameters are discussed in
each data set.

3.4.1 Performance on the CERUG data set

Parameter evaluation of LBPruns features

In this section, we evaluate the performance of writer identification on the CERUG data
set with different parameters of LBPruns features by the 10-fold cross-evaluation. Each
data set is randomly segmented into two approximately equal parts: one for the selec-
tion of the best parameters and another one for evaluation. The parameter spaces of n
and d are from 1 to 7. We find the best value of m from 1 to 4 and the best threshold in
θ ∈ {60,70,80,90,100,110,120} . Finally, the average results with the standard deviations
are reported in Table 3.1. Although we have found that the best results are obtained with
different parameters on different data sets, we report the performance of LBPruns B(5,5)
and LBPruns G(2,5,90) on the three subsets of the CERUG-RUG data set in order to keep
the parameter selection simple. In fact, from Table 3.1 we can see that the performance of
LBPruns B(5,5) is not optimal on the CERUG-EN data set.
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Table 3.2: Writer identification performance of the proposed COLD feature with different k on the
CERUG data set.

COLD Dimension CERUG-CN CERUG-EN CERUG-MIXED
Top1 Top10 Top1 Top10 Top1 Top10

k = 1 84 89.0 97.1 80.9 95.2 74.7 99.0
k = 2 84 81.9 95.7 79.0 96.7 74.8 98.6
k = 3 84 71.9 92.9 81.4 97.1 65.2 95.7
k = 4 84 62.8 90.5 79.5 96.7 54.7 89.0
k = 1,2 168 90.5 97.1 88.5 97.1 87.6 99.5
k = 1,2,3 252 88.5 97.6 92.4 97.1 93.8 100
k = 1,2,3,4 336 88.6 96.7 92.4 97.6 92.4 100

Parameter evaluation of COLD feature

Table 3.2 shows the results of writer identification on the CERUG data set using the COLD
feature and their combinations with different k. We can see that the performance decreases
when k increases and the combined feature improves the identification rates. This obser-
vation is as expected, since combining COLD features with different k provides multi-scale
information of writing contours. In the following experiments, we report the results of COLD
feature with k = 1,2,3, which provides reasonable results on the CERUG data set.

Performance of the combination of LBPruns and COLD features

In this section, we evaluate the performance of writer identification using the proposed
LBPruns and COLD features. Since the LBPruns and COLD features capture different as-
pects of individual’s writing style, combining them by distance averaging d = λdLBPruns +

(1−λ )dCOLD improves, nevertheless, the performance, where λ is the coefficient. In all ex-
periments in this paper, we set λ = 0.1 because the LBPruns feature is normalized based on
the histogram of each LBP code and the sum of them is greater than 1, which means that the
dLBPruns is greater than dCOLD. The value is based on experimental evaluation and the perfor-
mance was maximal at λ = 0.1. Table 3.3 shows the performance of writer identification of
the proposed individual features and feature combinations on the CERUG data set. From the
table we can see that the recognition rates of LBPruns Bhv(5,5) and LBPruns Ghv(2,5,90)
obtained on three data sets are very similar, except the Top-1 performance on the CERUG-
EN data set. The performance of the COLD feature is slightly better than LBPruns features.
It is important to note that combining LBPruns and COLD features produces significant im-
provements over the Top-1 performance and identification rates are 93.8%, 96.2% and 98.5%
on the Chinese texts, English texts and mixed texts on the CERUG data set, respectively.
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Table 3.3: The writer identification performance of the LBPruns and COLD features and their combi-
nations on the CERUG data set.

Feature CERUG-CN CERUG-EN CERUG-MIXED
Top1 Top10 Top1 Top10 Top1 Top10

LBPruns Bhv(5,5) 88.6 95.7 77.1 98.1 90.9 100
LBPruns Ghv(2,5,90) 86.7 95.7 88.6 99.0 88.1 99.5
COLD 88.5 97.6 92.4 97.1 93.8 100
COLD+LBPruns Bhv(5,5) 93.3 96.2 95.2 98.1 98.5 100
COLD+LBPruns Ghv(2,5,90) 93.8 96.7 96.2 98.1 97.1 100

Table 3.4: The writer identification performance of run-length based methods on the CERUG data set.

Feature CERUG-CN CERUG-EN CERUG-MIXED
Top1 Top10 Top1 Top10 Top1 Top10

WRLh 22.9 64.8 34.3 76.7 17.1 53.3
WRLv 16.7 54.8 10.0 24.8 1.9 14.3
WRLhv 35.2 77.1 22.4 37.1 7.6 25.7
IRLh 52.4 82.4 61.9 90.5 72.8 93.8
IRLv 47.6 82.4 10.4 23.8 64.8 93.8
IRLhv 73.8 88.6 20.5 44.3 86.2 97.6
LBPruns Bh(5,5) 81.9 93.8 87.1 98.5 84.3 99.5
LBPruns Bv(5,5) 80.4 93.3 35.7 82.9 72.9 96.2
LBPruns Bhv(5,5) 88.6 95.7 77.1 98.1 90.9 100
LBPruns Gh(2,5,90) 80.5 91.4 86.7 98.5 73.8 97.6
LBPruns Gv(2,5,90) 80.0 94.3 55.2 93.3 69.5 96.2
LBPruns Ghv(2,5,90) 86.7 95.7 88.5 99.0 88.1 99.5

Comparison with other studies

Table 3.4 shows the performance of traditional run-lengths of white pixel WRLi and ink
pixel IRLi in horizontal and vertical directions and their feature combinations. We can see
that the run-lengths of LBP codes performs much better than the run-lengths of ‘0’ and ‘1’.
The benefits are from two aspects: (1) the LBP code can depict more complex patterns than
‘0’ and ‘1’ and (2) the supporting region of n or 2m scanning lines is larger than the single
line. Therefore, the LBPruns features are more discriminative than the traditional run-lengths
methods.

We also compare the LBPruns with the traditional LBP-based features. For LBP his-
togram, we follow the work (Hannad et al., 2016) to keep 255 bins and the binary test is per-
formed in a 3-by-3 neighborhood of each pixel. In addition, we compute the histogram of the
LBP codes obtained from the n scanning lines on binarized images, denoted as LBP B and
from the 2m scanning lines on gray scale images, denoted as LBP G, instead of computing
the histogram of the run-lengths of the LBP codes. The difference between LBP and LBP B
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Table 3.5: The writer identification performance of different LBP features on the CERUG data set.

Feature CERUG-CN CERUG-EN CERUG-MIXED
Top1 Top10 Top1 Top10 Top1 Top10

LBP 44.8 68.1 11.9 26.7 70.9 91.9
LBP Bhv(5,5) 61.4 87.6 56.2 91.4 88.6 99.0
LBP Ghv(2,5,90) 51.9 80.9 50.0 88.6 80.9 98.6
LBPruns Bhv(5,5) 88.6 95.7 77.1 98.1 90.9 100
LBPruns Ghv(2,5,90) 86.7 95.7 88.5 99.0 88.1 99.5

(or LBP G) is that LBP computes the LBP codes on a circularly symmetric neighbors while
LBP B (or LBP G) computes the LBP codes on several parallel scanning lines in a certain
direction. For fair comparison, we use the same parameters of LBPruns B and LBPruns G
for the LBP B and LBP G. Table 3.5 shows the performance of writer identification using
different LBP-based methods. From the table we can observe that the performance of the
run-lengths of LBP codes exceeds LBP, LBP B and LBP G features. The reason is that the
LBPruns computes the run-lengths of LBP codes which encodes the spatial information of
these LBP codes and therefore can increase the discriminativeness of the features.

The slope and length distributions of line segments have also been used for writer identi-
fication in (Siddiqi and Vincent, 2010), which computes two histograms of slope and length
distributions, separately. In order to demonstrate the powerful of our proposed COLD fea-
ture, we also compare it with the histogram of slope distribution (HOSD) and the histogram
of length distribution (HOLD) and their linear combinations. The parameters are set the
same as the COLD feature for fair comparison. Table 3.6 shows the results on the CERUG
data set, which shows that our proposed COLD feature outperforms all the other features. It
is also important to note that combining line distributions with different k improves the per-
formance of both HOSD and HOLD, as well as the proposed COLD feature. The reasons are
that: (1) the COLD feature captures the joint distribution of slope and length distributions
of line segments; (2) the COLD feature considers line distributions in a large scale when
k > 1 while the method in (Siddiqi and Vincent, 2010) only considers line distributions with
k = 1. In fact, HOSD and HOLD can be considered as the marginal integrations of the COLD
feature along slope and length directions, respectively.

We compare the proposed methods with several existing methods in the literature on the
CERUG data set and experimental results are presented in Table 3.7. It is important to note
that the curvature-based methods, such as Hinge (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007), Quill (Brink
et al., 2012) fail on the curvature-free CERUG-EN data set and the Top-1 performances
of Hinge and Quill are only 12.3% and 15.8%. The combination of COLD and LBPruns
features significantly improves the performance on the CERUG-EN data set.
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Table 3.6: The writer identification performance of different line-based methods on the CERUG data
set.

Feature CERUG-CN CERUG-EN CERUG-MIXED
Top1 Top10 Top1 Top10 Top1 Top10

HOLD(k = 1) 11.4 53.3 9.0 46.2 15.2 50.0
HOSD(k = 1) 62.4 91.9 40.9 84.3 52.8 93.3
HOSD+HOAD(k = 1) 72.4 93.8 54.3 92.4 65.7 95.7
COLD(k = 1) 89.0 97.1 80.9 95.2 74.7 99.0
HOLD(k = 1,2,3) 34.3 70.5 29.0 80.9 41.9 81.4
HOSD(k = 1,2,3) 82.8 96.2 68.6 94.3 66.7 97.6
HOLD+HOSD(k = 1,2,3) 78.1 93.8 77.6 96.7 87.1 98.1
COLD(k = 1,2,3) 88.5 97.6 92.4 97.1 93.8 100

Table 3.7: The writer identification performance of different methods on the CERUG data set. Please
refer to Table 3.3 for individual COLD and LBPruns feature performance.

Feature CERUG-CN CERUG-EN CERUG-MIXED
Top1 Top10 Top1 Top10 Top1 Top10

Hinge (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007) 90.8 96.2 12.3 30.0 84.7 95.7
Quill (Brink et al., 2012) 82.7 92.3 15.8 48.6 74.8 93.3
COLD+LBPruns Bhv(5,5) 93.3 96.2 95.2 98.1 98.5 100
COLD+LBPruns Ghv(2,5,90) 93.8 96.7 97.1 98.1 97.1 100

3.4.2 Performance on the cursive data sets

We also evaluate the proposed curvature-free features on two widely used data sets: the
Firemaker (Schomaker and Vuurpijl, 2000) and the IAM (Marti and Bunke, 2002) data sets.
There are 250 writers on the Firemaker data set, where each writer produced four pages.
We perform writer identification of page 1 versus 4, which were written using lowercase
characters. We modified the IAM data set to make sure that each writer has two samples
following the method in (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007; Siddiqi and Vincent, 2010): the first
two handwritten images of writers who produced as least two pages are kept and the images
of writers who only contributed one page are divided into two parts. Finally, there are 650
writers on the modified IAM data set.

Parameter selection

In practice, we have found that the LBPruns Bhv performs well with n = 4 and d = 5 and
the LBPruns Ghv performs well with m = 2, d = 5 and θ = 90 on the Firemaker and IAM
data sets. Therefore, we report the results of LBPruns Bhv(4,5) and LBPruns Ghv(2,5,90)
on the Firemaker and IAM data sets in the following experiments. We also conduct the 10-
fold cross-evaluation on the Firemaker and IAM data sets, and the performance is shown in
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Table 3.8: The writer identification performance of LBPruns on the Firemaker and IAM data sets with
fixed parameters and the best performance found with the 10-fold cross-validation.

Feature Firemaker IAM
Top1 Top10 Top1 Top10

LBPruns Bhv(4,5) 73.6 91.8 84.3 95.4
LBPruns Ghv(2,5,90) 73.8 93.2 82.7 94.8
LBPruns B (10-fold) 79.7±3.0 95.8±1.1 87.4±1.4 96.4±0.6
LBPruns G (10-fold) 79.2±2.5 96.9±0.8 86.5±2.2 96.4±0.7

Table 3.9: The writer identification performance of the proposed COLD feature with different k on the
Firemaker and IAM data sets.

COLD with different k
Dimension Firemaker IAM

Top1 Top10 Top1 Top10
k = 1 84 77.4 92.0 75.5 91.5
k = 2 84 76.4 93.4 78.4 94.1
k = 3 84 72.6 93.0 72.3 92.5
k = 4 84 66.4 90.4 67.4 90.4
k = 1,2 168 81.8 93.6 83.3 94.9
k = 1,2,3 252 83.0 94.6 83.6 95.9
k = 1,2,3,4 336 79.8 95.4 83.8 95.6

Table 3.8.
Table 3.9 shows the performance of the COLD feature with different k on the two data

sets. There is no obvious difference between the performance of COLD features with the
combination of k = 1,2,3 and k = 1,2,3,4, except that the top-1 performance of the COLD
feature on Firemaker with k = 1,2,3,4 is low. Therefore, we report the performance of the
COLD feature with k = 1,2,3.

Performance of LBPruns and COLD features

Table 3.10 shows the results of the proposed LBPruns and COLD features and their combi-
nations on the Firemaker and IAM data sets. We can see that the performance of the COLD
feature is better than LBPruns features on the Firemaker data set and is comparable to the
LBPruns on the IAM data set. Combining the LBPruns and COLD features outperforms all
individual features involved in the combination.

Comparison with other studies

We also compare the proposed LBPruns with the traditional run-length methods and LBP
methods on the Firemaker and IAM data sets, as the same experimental setting of the
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Table 3.10: The writer identification performance of the LBPruns and COLD features and their com-
binations on the Firemaker and IAM data sets.

Feature Firemaker IAM
Top1 Top10 Top1 Top10

LBPruns Bhv(4,5) 73.6 91.8 84.3 95.4
LBPruns Ghv(2,5,90) 73.8 93.2 82.7 94.8
COLD 83.0 94.6 83.6 95.9
COLD+LBPruns Bhv(4,5) 86.2 96.6 89.9 96.9
COLD+LBPruns Ghv(2,5,90) 85.4 96.6 89.5 97.2

Table 3.11: The writer identification performance of run-length based methods on the Firemaker and
IAM data sets.

Feature Firemaker IAM
Top1 Top10 Top1 Top10

WRLh 21.6 55.2 13.7 36.5
WRLv 17.0 51.2 13.9 36.5
WRLhv 40.8 76.6 31.4 58.0
IRLh 22.8 46.6 37.6 68.1
IRLv 31.0 59.6 54.8 81.2
IRLhv 44.0 66.4 71.2 89.0
LBPruns Bh(4,5) 68.2 89.4 81.2 93.6
LBPruns Bv(4,5) 68.6 89.6 72.4 89.8
LBPruns Bhv(4,5) 73.6 91.8 84.3 95.4
LBPruns Gh(2,5,90) 63.4 87.4 72.8 91.7
LBPruns Gv(2,5,90) 64.0 89.8 72.4 91.0
LBPruns Ghv(2,5,90) 73.8 93.2 82.7 94.8

Table 3.12: The writer identification performance of different LBP features on the Firemaker and IAM
data sets.

Feature Firemaker IAM
Top1 Top10 Top1 Top10

LBP 51.2 80.2 62.8 83.5
LBP Bhv(4,5) 48.8 78.0 64.5 87.9
LBP Ghv(2,5,90) 51.4 80.0 61.3 86.6
LBPruns Bhv(4,5) 73.6 91.8 84.3 95.4
LBPruns Ghv(2,5,90) 73.8 93.2 82.7 94.8

CERUG data set. Table 3.11 shows the results of the traditional white and ink run-length
methods and the proposed LBPruns features, from which we can see that the proposed
LBPruns methods consistently outperform the traditional ones. Table 3.12 shows the per-
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Table 3.13: The writer identification performance of different line-based methods on the Firemaker
and IAM data sets.

Feature Firemaker IAM
Top1 Top10 Top1 Top10

HOLD(k = 1) 21.4 61.0 13.9 47.0
HOSD(k = 1) 39.6 80.4 39.2 72.5
HOSD+HOAD(k = 1) 64.6 89.6 59.8 87.8
COLD(k = 1) 77.4 92.0 75.5 91.5
HOLD(k = 1,2,3) 47.4 77.4 44.8 73.2
HOSD(k = 1,2,3) 63.8 87.2 64.7 86.5
HOLD+HOSD(k = 1,2,3) 74.2 91.4 77.5 94.2
COLD(k = 1,2,3) 83.0 94.6 83.6 95.9

Table 3.14: The writer identification performance of different features on the Firemaker and IAM data
sets. Please refer to Table 3.10 for individual COLD and LBPruns feature performance.

Feature Firemaker IAM
Top1 Top10 Top1 Top10

Hinge (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007) 85.8 95.8 86.6 95.2
Quill (Brink et al., 2012) 60.8 78.8 84.6 93.8
COLD+LBPruns Bhv(4,5) 86.2 96.6 89.9 96.9
COLD+LBPruns Ghv(2,5,90) 85.4 96.6 89.5 97.2

Table 3.15: The writer identification performance of different approaches on the Firemaker and IAM
data sets.

Approach Firemaker IAM

Writers Top-1 Top-10 Writers Top-1 Top-10

Wu et al. (Wu et al., 2014) 250 92.4 98.9 657 98.5 99.5

Siddiqi and Vincent (Siddiqi and Vincent, 2010) - - - 650 91 97

Bulacu and Schomaker (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007) 250 83 95 650 89 97

Ghiasi and Safabakhsh (Ghiasi and Safabakhsh, 2013) 250 89.2 98.6 650 93.7 97.7

Jain and Deormann (Jain and Doermann, 2011) - - - 300 93.3 96.0

Proposed 250 86.2 96.6 650 89.9 96.9

formance of LBPruns compared with the traditional LBP based methods and we can see
that the run-lengths of LBP shows superior performance with significant margin to the tradi-
tional LBP based methods. Table 3.13 shows the performance of the proposed COLD feature
comparing to the traditional HOSD, HOLD and their combinations. From the table we can
see that our proposed COLD feature gives significant improvements on the Firemaker and
IAM data sets. Table 3.14 shows that the combination of the LBPruns and COLD features
achieves the best results on Firemaker and IAM, comparing to the curvature-based Hinge
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Figure 3.8: Samples of different books in the Monk (Van der Zant et al., 2008) system and their
corresponding COLD features.

and Quill features. Table 4.6 summarizes results of several works in the literature of writer
identification on the Firemaker and IAM data sets. Although our methods do not give state-
of-the-art results on the cursive data set, the LBPruns and COLD provide good results on the
curvature less CERUG data set.

3.4.3 COLD feature on other images

Our proposed COLD feature can also be used to capture the line structures on both historical
documents. Fig. 3.8 shows samples of historical documents from 12 books in the Monk
system (Van der Zant et al., 2008) and their corresponding COLDs. From the figure we can
see that the COLDs are quite different for documents from different books. For example, the
fifth and sixth documents in the first row exhibit a strong slant in the diagonal direction and
the Chinese wood-block printed document (the last one in the second row) shows long lines
in the horizontal and vertical directions.
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3.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we have introduced two novel curvature-free features: the run-lengths of Local
Binary Pattern (LBPruns) which is the run-lengths histogram of local binary patterns and
can be used on binarized images and gray scale images and the Cloud Of Line Distribution
(COLD) which is the distribution of the line segments from the contours of handwritten texts
in the polar coordinate space and it is quantized into a log-polar histogram.

From the experimental results of writer identification on the CERUG, Firemaker and
IAM data sets, we can conclude that our proposed LBPruns and COLD features work much
better on the CERUG data set and the performance of their combination is comparable to
other traditional features on the Firemaker and IAM data sets. In addition, the LBPruns
method is the combination of traditional run-lengths and LBP methods and achieves much
better results than run-lengths and LBP methods. We have explained the reasons in the
previous sections that (1) LBPruns computes the run-lengths of more complex patterns than
the simple ‘0’ and ‘1’ and hence it is more discriminative than the traditional run-length
methods; (2) LBPruns computes the histogram of run-lengths of local binary pattern instead
of the histogram of local binary pattern, thus it encodes the spatial information. The number
of scanning lines involved in the LBPruns determines the complexity of the LBP codes and
the inter-line distance reflects the scale information.

This chapter with the previous chapter proposed the textural features for writer identifi-
cation. As we mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, grapheme-based features are also
interested for end users because it is easy to be visualized. Next chapter will focus on how to
extract grapheme-based features on handwritten documents and their applications for writer
identification.
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Chapter 4
Writer Identification Using Junction Features

Abstract

In this chapter, we propose a novel junction detection method in handwritten images,
which uses the stroke-length distribution in every direction around a reference point in-
side the ink of texts. Our proposed junction detection method is simple and efficient,
and yields a junction feature in a natural manner, which can be considered as a local
descriptor. We apply our proposed junction detector to writer identification by Junclets
which is a codebook-based representation trained from the detected junctions. A new
challenging data set which contains multiple scripts (English and Chinese) written by
the same writers is introduced to evaluate the performance of the proposed junctions for
multi-script writer identification. Furthermore, two other common data sets are used
to evaluate our junction-based descriptor. The performance of writer identification in-
dicates that junctions are important atomic elements to characterize the writing styles.
The proposed junction detector is applicable to both historical documents and modern
handwritings, and can be used as well for junction retrieval.

4.1 Introduction

Singular structural features (Simon and Baret, 1991) are informative elements in visual pat-
terns. Especially, where curvilinear lines form a cross, there exist small, informative areas.
Such crossing regions, or junctions in this chapter, are of primary importance for character
perception and recognition. The junctions can be categorized into different types such as L-,
T-(or Y-) and X-junctions (Parida et al., 1998) according to the number of edges they con-
nect, or the number of branches they have. Fig. 4.1 shows several artificial junctions. Given a
combination of them, people can easily recognize the corresponding character. For example,
given the junction set {(a),(b),(c)} in Fig. 4.1, the character ‘A’ will pop up in our brain. Sim-
ilarly, the combination of {(d),(e)} results in the character ‘F’, putting the set {(d),(e),(f)}
together will form the character ‘E’, {(e),(g)} will form character ‘H’, {(a),(h),(a)} will be
character ‘M’, and the different arrangement {(h),(a),(h)} will be character ‘W’. From this
example we can conclude that junctions are important atomic elements for some English
characters, and such atomic elements are shared between different characters. For instance,
the junction (e) in Fig. 4.1 is shared between ‘H’,‘E’ and ‘F’.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(f) (g) (h) (h)

Figure 4.1: Artificial junctions. The circle dots are the center points of the junction.

Junctions are also prevalent in handwritten scripts for languages that use the Roman al-
phabets, some of which have inherent junctions. Since Chinese characters are composed of
line-drawing strokes, they naturally contain many junction points (Fan and Wu, 2000). Char-
acters in other scripts probably also contain junctions, such as Arabic characters (Bulacu
et al., 2007). Junctions are often the consequence of overwritten curved traces of handwrit-
ing, or are the consequence of connecting strokes between characters. Junctions reflect the
local geometrical and structural features around the singular, salient points in handwritten
texts. Hence, it is natural to use junctions in handwritten document analysis. Liu et al. (Liu
et al., 1999) have shown the efficiency of using fork points on the skeletons for Chinese char-
acter recognition. It has also been used to extract features for Arabic handwriting recognition
(see the survey (Lorigo and Govindaraju, 2006)).

In this study, we take the assumption that junction shapes are not guaranteed to be identi-
cal for different writers. Furthermore, even the same characters written in different historical
periods contain different junction shapes. Generally, the differences are from three aspects:
First, the length of branches of the junctions are variant. Second, the angles between each
branch are also different between different writers or in different periods. Third, the type
of junctions might be changed. We believe that those differences are caused by individual
writing habits which can be considered as one type of biometric feature. Such features can
be used for writer identification.

Based on the observations that junctions are prevalent in handwritten documents and
they are different when generated by different writers as mentioned above, we propose an
approach to detect junctions in handwritten documents and evaluate the performances of us-
ing these detected junctions for writer identification. The contributions of this chapter are
summarized as follows: (1) We propose a simple yet effective method for junction detection
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in handwritten documents. (2) Our junction detector yields a junction feature, which can be
considered as a mid-level feature representation. Furthermore, a new representation of hand-
written documents is proposed based on the detected junctions, termed as Junclets, which are
the primitive junctions of the document. The main advantage of the proposed method com-
pared to junction detection in line-drawing images in (Pham et al., 2014) is that our proposed
junction method can yield a junction feature in a natural manner. In addition, the benefit of
the proposed Junclets compared to COnnected-COmponent COntour(CO3) (Schomaker and
Bulacu, 2004) and Fraglets (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007) is that it does not rely on any
segmentation or line detection which are challenging problems in document images, espe-
cially in historical documents where a connected component may span several lines due to
touching ascenders and descenders.

4.2 Related work

In natural images, junctions are often detected based on template matching, contours, or
gradient distributions. The template-based method for junction detection has been proposed
in (Parida et al., 1998), in which the junction detection problem is formulated as one of
finding the parameter values of the junctions that yield a junction which best approximates
the template data by minimizing an energy function. The energy function has two parts: scale
and location of junctions in images and the junction parameters, which are the number of
wedges, wedge angles and wedge intensities. In (Sinzinger, 2008), a novel junction detector
is proposed by fitting the neighborhood around a point to a junction model, which segments
the neighborhood into wedges by determining a set of radial edges. Two energy functions
are used for radial segmentation, and junctions with the most energy are selected as junction
candidates, followed by junction refinement to suppress the junctions on the straight edges.
The contour-based approach (Maire et al., 2008) considers junctions as points at which two
or more distinct contours intersect, and junctions are localized based on the combination
of local and global contours using the global probability of boundary (gPb) (Martin et al.,
2004). Finally, a probability of junction operator is designed to compare the keypoints found
by junctions to those detected by the Harris operator. Recently, Xia et al. (Xia et al., 2014)
introduced a novel meaningful junction detection method based on the a contrario detection
theory, called a contrario junction detection (ACJ). The strength of a junction is defined
as the minimum of the branch strengths which is a measurement of the consistency of the
gradient directions in an angular sector. Junctions are detected whose strength is greater than
a threshold which is estimated by the a contrario approach. Compared to other methods, this
approach requires fewer parameters, and is able to inhibit junctions in textured areas.

In (Pham et al., 2014), junctions are computed by searching for optimal meeting points
of median lines in line-drawing images. There are three main steps in this method: (1) region
of support determination by the linear least squares for 2-junctions, and crossing-points in
skeleton lines for n-junctions, where n = 3,4. (2) distorted zone construction by a circle
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Figure 4.2: A junction with three branches. Each branch lies on the skeleton line of the stroke.

centered at candidate junction points whose diameter is equal to the local line thickness. (3)
extracting the local topology which is a set of skeleton segments linked with a connected
component distorted zone and junction optimization.

Su et al. (Su et al., 2012) propose a method for junction detection in 2D images with
linear structures. The Hessian information and correlation matrix measurements are com-
bined to select the candidate junction points. The potential junction branches of candidate
junctions are found, based on the idea that the linear structure should have a higher intensity
compared to the background in structured images. Then the locations of the junction centers
are refined using template fitting at multiple scales. One disadvantage of this method is that
it can only detect junctions with three or more branches.

4.3 Junction detection

In a handwritten image, a junction is defined as a structure J on the text strokes, with a
center point and several separated branches, which can be formulated as (Xia et al., 2014):{

p,r,{θ}M
m=1,S(θm)

}
, p is the center point inside the ink, r ∈ N is the scale of the junction,

{θ1, ...,θM} are the M branch directions around p which are corresponding to stroke direc-
tions, M is the order of the junction which is always set to 2,3 or 4, corresponding to L,Y or
X-junctions. S(θm) is the strength of the branch with direction θm. An example of a junc-
tion with three branches is shown in Fig. 4.2. In this chapter, the discrete set D of possible
directions θm is defined as:

D =
{

2πk/N;k ∈ {0, · · · ,N−1}
}

(4.1)

Here, N ∈N is the number of directions we considered, which is set to 360 in all experiments
in this chapter.

According to the above definition, there are three main procedures of the proposed junc-
tion detection approach. Firstly, the candidate center point p is detected. After that, the
strength of a branch in every direction in the discrete set D is obtained. Finally, candidate
branches are found on local maximum directions, followed with several junction refinement
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operators.

4.3.1 Pre-processing

The input of our method is a binary document image with skeleton lines. The Otsu thresh-
olding algorithm (Otsu, 1975) is applied in this chapter, which is widely used for modern
handwritings (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007; Brink et al., 2012). Other robust binarization
methods, such as the AdOtsu (Moghaddam and Cheriet, 2012) method, could be used for
degraded documents depending on the application. Any skeleton extraction method can be
used, because we only use the skeleton line for junction candidates detection, not for feature
computation.

4.3.2 Detection of candidate junctions

The junctions in handwritten scripts are generated by the crossings of strokes in handwritten
documents, hence it is reasonable to select the fork points obtained from the skeletonization
process as the candidate center points. A fork point which is always related to a skeleton
image is the location where at least three branches of line segments meet. Therefore, as
mentioned in (Pham et al., 2014), this approach can only find the M-junctions (M ≥ 3).

We use the method proposed in (Brink et al., 2012) to detect the 2-junction candidate
center points. Given a point pi on the skeleton line, two nearby pixels pi−e and pi+e can
be found which have a distance of e pixels from pi in preceding and succeeding directions.
The leg from pi−e to pi forms an inbound angle ϕ1, and the leg from pi to pi+e forms an
outbound angle ϕ2, as illustrated in Fig. 4.3(a). Then the angle on pi defined by pi−e and
pi+e can be estimated by: ϕ2π(pi) = min(‖ϕ2−ϕ1‖,2π −‖ϕ2−ϕ1‖). Fig. 4.3(b) shows
the value ϕ2π(pi) of different positions from A to B on the line of Fig. 4.3(a). We can see
that there is a local minimum where the curvature of the curve is higher (note that a small
value corresponds to a high curvature). This point is considered as the candidate 2-junction
center p. More details will be presented in the following sections.

The detected 2-junction candidate center points, combined with fork points (i.e., points
on skeleton lines with at least three 8-connected neighbors), are treated as the detected can-
didate junction center points. Finally, we randomly remove one of the points when they are
close neighbors which is defined as the Manhattan distance of the center points is less than
4.

4.3.3 Branch strength of a junction

The strength of a junction branch S(θ) will be defined as a measurement of the probability
of the direction θ being one of the branches of the junction. The branch strength is an
important measurement for finding the potential branches. It has been computed in different
ways for different types of images. For example, in linear structure images, the average
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Figure 4.3: Computing the angle of a curve. Figure (a) shows how to compute the angle on point pi
and (b) shows the computed angle on the curve from A to B.

intensity is used as the branch strength measurement in gray-scale images (Su et al., 2012).
The consistency of a gradient distribution in a wedge region is used to find the potential
branches in natural images (Sinzinger, 2008; Xia et al., 2014). In handwritten documents,
junctions are always formed by the intersection of strokes. Therefore, it is natural to use the
features of strokes to describe the strength in every direction.

The underlying idea for potential branch detection is that each branch should be one of
the strokes which forms the junction, and the corresponding stroke length should be higher
than the stroke lengths in neighboring directions. We can therefore consider the stroke length
as the branch strength. There are some possible ways to compute such stroke lengths, such
as searching the ink pixels following a ray in a certain direction, similar as (Epshtein et al.,
2010). In this chapter, we use a simple and efficient method based on Bresenham’s algo-
rithm (Hearn and Baker, 1997) to compute the length of the stroke inspired by (Brink et al.,
2012).

Given a reference point (junction candidate center point) p = (x,y), one end point (xe,ye)

is found in the direction θ by:

xe = x+ l ∗ cos(θ)

ye = y+ l ∗ sin(θ)
(4.2)

Here, the parameter l signifies the maximum measurable length, and restricts the search
space. The length of the stroke can be measured by the trace length on the Bresenham
path (Hearn and Baker, 1997) starting from reference point p = (x,y) towards the end point
(xe,ye). The trace stops if a background (white) pixel (xb,yb) is hit and the trace length
len(θ) is then computed as the distance from p = (x,y) to this background pixel (xb,yb) by
the Euclidean measure:

len(θ) =
√

(x− xb)2 +(y− yb)2 (4.3)
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of length computation. The point (x,y) is the reference point (Junction can-
didate center point), and the point (xe,ye) is the end point with direction θ . The point (xb,yb) is the
first background pixel that is hit when following a Bresenham path from the start point (x,y) to the end
point (xe,ye). The length of the stroke on direction θ is the distance from the point (xe,ye) to the point
(xe,ye).

Figure 4.5: An illustration of junction points and the strength of the branch in each direction. The mid-
dle figures show the length distribution in polar coordinates, and the right figures show the distribution
in a linear coordinate, from 0 to 360 degrees.

Fig. 4.4 gives an illustration of this method.

After computing the stroke length len(θ) at direction θ , the strength of a branch can be
defined as:

S(θ) = len(θ), θ ∈ D (4.4)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.6: Figure (b) is the strength of branches on figure (a), in which there are two local maximum
points on the diagonal directions. Figure (d) shows the weighted strength of branches, in which there
is only one maximum point on the stroke direction.

The larger the strength of a branch in direction θ , the more likely it is that the branch cor-
responding to one of the strokes formed the junction. Fig. 4.5 gives an illustration of the
computed strength distribution in each direction in D given a reference point.

The strength of a branch computed by Eq. 4.4 is affected by the width of the stroke. The
line with maximum length of the stroke is not parallel with the direction of the stroke, but
shifted to the diagonal line, see Fig. 4.6(a). This fact results in two local maxima around
the stroke direction. One possible solution is to use a smoothing filter to remove the noise,
which is applied in (Su et al., 2012). However, designing such filter is difficult because it is
related to the width of the stroke.

One observation is that the direction of the stroke line lying on the maximal value of the
distance transform (DT) map (Meijster et al., 2000) of the binary stroke is the same as the
direction of the stroke, see Fig. 4.6(c). Based on this observation, the strength of a branch
is weighted by the summed value of the distance transform vdt(θ) in direction θ on the
Bresenham path. The value vdt in each direction is normalized by dividing the sum of vdt(θ)

among all the directions in D.

S(θ) = w(θ)∗ len(θ), θ ∈ D (4.5)

Here, w(θ) = vdt(θ)/∑
2π
θ=0 vdt(θ). The local maximum point of the weighted strength re-

flects the direction of the stroke, see Fig. 4.6(d).
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Based on the strength of a junction defined as Eq. 4.5, a fast and simple algorithm for
junction detection can be developed. Given a point p and the strength S(θ),θ ∈ D, the
potential branches can be found in direction θ where the strength function S(θ) reaches a
local maximum. The set of these local maxima can be computed efficiently by non-maximum
suppression (NMS) (Neubeck and Van Gool, 2006; Xia et al., 2014).

4.3.4 Final junction refinement

Sources of noise are easily introduced in the binarization, skeletonization or other pre-
processing operations (see Fig. 4.8). Therefore, some post-processing steps are needed to
refine the detected junctions.

(1) Remove the branches with short lengths. A branch whose length is less than a certain
threshold is discarded, len(θ)< λWstroke. Here, λ is a parameter to control the minimum of
the length of the branches. For example, the dashed branch in Fig. 4.8(a) can be considered
as noise and will be removed by this refinement.

(2) Remove overlapping branches. If the distance of two directions of branches d2π =

|θi− θ j| is smaller than ∆, the branch with smaller branch length len(θ) is discarded. For
example, the dashed branch in Fig. 4.8(b) is too closed to the other branch, and will be
removed.

(3) Suppress the junction on a straight line. We remove the 2-junctions whose branches
are opposite (d2π(θ1,θ2 +π)< ∆). Fig. 4.8(c) shows an example of a junction that lies on a
straight line and will be removed by this constraint.

There are two parameters to refine the junctions: λ which controls the minimum length
of branches and ∆ which controls the overlapping and straight lines of the branches. The
minimum value of len(θ) is equal to Wstroke, hence λ should be greater than 1. However, if
λ is too large, meaningful branches will be deleted. Fig. 4.7 shows the detected percentages
of different types of junctions with different parameter values of λ and ∆ in the CERUG-EN
data set (see Data Set section). We suggest to use λ ∈ [1,2], and in the experiments we fixed
it as λ = 1.5. For the parameter ∆, we suggest the value ∆ = 0.1π because it is quite stable
in the range [0.02π,0.2π].

The last issue is the scale r of the detected junction. Unlike other works (Sinzinger, 2008;
Xia et al., 2014; Pham et al., 2014; Su et al., 2012), in our approach the scale r is not involved
in the procedures of junction detection. In order to make the method complete, we just set
the scale of the junction as the minimum of the length of the branches.

r = min{len(θm)} (4.6)

4.3.5 Junction feature

Template-based methods for junction detection involve similarity computation between the
candidate junctions and the templates (Su et al., 2012). Building an efficient similarity
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Figure 4.7: The percentages of different types of junctions with different parameter values on CERUG-
EN data set.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.8: Several detected junctions with noise. Figure (a) shows a junction with a branch whose
length is short (the dashed branch), figure (b) shows a junction with overlapping branches and the
dashed branch should be removed, and figure (c) shows a junction on an approximately straight line
which should be removed.

measurement is a challenging problem. Two types of junction descriptors were proposed
in (Wang, Bai, Wang, Liu and Tu, 2010) based on shape context approaches (Belongie et al.,
2002) for object recognition. In that paper the method concatenates the shape context fea-
tures equally sampled on the contour segments of junctions. In this chapter, we consider
the normalized distribution of the stroke-length in each direction in D as a feature for the
junction Ji, which can be defined as:

F(Ji) = { f0, · · · , fN−1} (4.7)

Here, fi = len(θi)/∑
N−1
j=0 len(θ j) is the normalized length of direction θ and N = 360. The

dimension of the feature is equal to N, which is the number of directions we considered. The
last column of Fig. 4.5 gives two examples of the junction features.

There are several advantages of the proposed junction feature:

(1) It is a scale-invariant descriptor, which measures the context of a reference point
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inside the ink of texts. It is also easy to extend to a rotation-invariant descriptor by permuting
the feature vector starting from some estimated angles, instead of horizontal directions.

(2) It contains the normalized ink width of the junction Ji, which can be estimated as:

wstroke ≈ fθmin + f(θmin+π) (4.8)

Here, θmin = argmini{ fi} is the minimum value of the junction feature. The ink width has
been shown as a powerful source of information for stroke determination (Newell and Griffin,
2014).

(3) It also contains the normalized ink length on each branch direction of the junction.

(4) To the best of our knowledge, it is the first local descriptor in handwritten document
analysis which can be used for matching, and recognition like SIFT (Lowe, 2004) does in
natural images.

4.4 Writer identification

Although a wide variety of features, local or global, have been proposed in the literature
to distinguish writing styles, they are finally transformed into global features based on the
bag-of-visual-words framework. Using global features to represent handwritten samples is
simple and efficient for computation.

We build the probability distribution of the junctions as a global feature for each writer
based on a learned codebook, which we termed as Junclets, with a similar framework
as the traditional approaches to build a probability distribution of local patterns, such as
connected-component contours (CO3) (Schomaker and Bulacu, 2004), graphemes (Bulacu
and Schomaker, 2007), writing fragments (Siddiqi and Vincent, 2010), and line segment
codes (Ghiasi and Safabakhsh, 2013). Compared to the existing methods, our Junclets do
not need any segmentation, which makes our method more stable and universal for any type
of documents. Our basic idea is that the ensemble of junctions can capture the junction
details of the handwritings, which reflect the writing styles of the author.

For each data set, the training set is generated by the junctions extracted from one of the
handwritings from each writer. The Kohonen SOM 2D method is used to train the junction
codebook, which is widely used in other works (Schomaker et al., 2007). We evaluate the
performance with different sizes of the codebook in our experimental section. One trained
codebook is shown in Fig. 4.9. The writer can be characterized by a stochastic pattern gener-
ator, producing a family of basic shapes, such as graphemes (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007)
or junctions in this paper. The individual shape emission probability is computed by building
a histogram based on the trained codebook using the top 5 nearest codewords coding method
inspired by LLC (Wang, Yang, Yu, Lv, Huang and Gong, 2010). The writer descriptor is
computed by normalizing this histogram to a probability distribution that sums to 1.
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Figure 4.9: Example of codebooks with 225 junctions. This codebook is trained using Kohonen 2D
with a size of 15×15 on CERUG-EN.

4.5 Experimental results

4.5.1 Data sets

We used the handwritten documents from the existing widely used data sets, such as Fire-
maker (Schomaker and Vuurpijl, 2000) and IAM (Marti and Bunke, 2002), to evaluate the
performance of the proposed method for writer identification. In modern times, more and
more people can use more than one language, hence writer identification based on differ-
ent languages is a new challenging problem, which has been studied in (Newell and Griffin,
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Figure 4.10: Detected junctions in a historical document from the Monk (Van der Zant et al., 2008)
system. Note that all the junctions are normalized into a fixed size in order to improve visualization.

2014) among Latin language, such as English, French, German and Greek. However, there
is no research report about how the handwriting style is affected by different characters using
different alphabets. For example, how the English text written by Chinese people is affected
by the way of writing Chinese characters. In order to answer such questions, we collect
a new data set which contains multiple scripts (English and Chinese) from the same Chi-
nese writer, called the Chinese-English database of the University of Groningen (CERUG
for short). Detailed information of the CERUG data set can be found in the previous chapter.

4.5.2 Junction analysis

This section aims at illustrating the proposed junction detection method with several more
visual experiments on historical documents from the Monk system (Van der Zant et al.,
2008). Fig. 4.10 presents the junction detection results. In these figures, the red circles
and lines represent the junction region and the orientation of the branches respectively, and
the white point in the center is the center point of the junction. Observe that our proposed
method can accurately detect those junctions through their type, localization and scale in
different types or layouts of handwritten historical scripts. We believe that the junctions
are the basic elements or features which can be used for document and layout analysis and
document classification.

4.5.3 Performance of writer identification

In this section, the performance of writer identification is presented using the detected junc-
tions in CERUG, Firemaker and IAM data sets. We use the popular Top-1 and Top-10
identification rates to evaluate the performance of writer identification. Note that all the data
sets contain two samples per writer and writer identification is performed in a “leave-one-
out” manner. There are 105 writers in CERUG both in English and Chinese, 250 writers in
Firemaker in Dutch, 650 writers in IAM in English.
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Table 4.1: Performance of Junclets (codebook size is 400) on different data sets.

database top1 top10

CERUG-CN 90.4 97.1

CERUG-EN 87.1 96.2

CERUG-MIXED 85.7 98.5

Firemaker 80.6 94.0

IAM 83.3 94.4

Table 4.2: Performance comparison of Fraglets and the proposed Junclets on writer identification.

Firemaker IAM

Top1 Top10 Top1 Top10

Fraglets (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007) 75 92 80 94

Junclets 80.6 94.0 83.3 94.4

Performance of Junclets

In this section, we conduct the experiment to evaluate the performance of writer identifica-
tion with different sizes of the codebook. Fig. 4.11 shows our results obtained on different
data sets. It can be noticed that the writer identification rates (Top-1 and Top-10) slightly
increase as the size of the codebook increases. The Junclets codebook spans a shape space
by providing a set of nearest-neighbor attractors for the junctions extracted from the written
samples. As the codebook size increases, the Junclets in the codebook contain more detailed
information, and therefore can capture more details of junctions generated by the individual
writer. Furthermore, the dimension of the probability distribution is higher for larger code-
book sizes, which results in a higher performance. However, from Fig. 4.11 we can find that
the performance is slightly degraded when the codebook size is 2500. This is quite natural
as a larger size of the codebook results in a larger dimensionality of the representation space
which is more sensitive to the variance within the documents from the same writer. For the
results reported in this chapter, we used the codebook which contains 400 Junclets. Table 4.1
gives the writer identification performance on different data sets.

We also compare the results of our proposed junclets features with Fraglets (Bulacu and
Schomaker, 2007) which are computed by generating a codebook at the grapheme level.
Table 4.2 gives the performance of these two methods based on two common data sets. The
codebook size of Junclets is 400, which is equal to the one of Fraglets used in (Bulacu and
Schomaker, 2007). The results in Table 4.2 show that our proposed Junclets representation
provides around 5% and 3% (Top1) better results than Fraglets on the Firemaker and IAM
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Figure 4.11: The Top-1 (left figure) and Top-10 (right figure) performance of different sizes of the
codebook on different data sets.

data sets, respectively.

Performance of feature combinations

To demonstrate the benefits of our proposed junclets representation, we combine our method
with other widely used features. In Table 5.4, we present the performance of other existing
features and the combination with Junclets on the three data sets. The existing features we
selected are: (1) Hinge (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007): the joint probability distribution of
the orientations of two legs of two contour fragments attached at a common end pixel on the
contours. (2) Quill (Brink et al., 2012): the probability distribution of the relation between
the ink direction and the ink width. (3) QuillHinge (Brink et al., 2012): the combined feature
from Hinge and Quill. There are several common parameters in Hinge and Quill: the leg
length r, the number of ink width bins p and the number of ink angle bins q. In their original
works (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007; Brink et al., 2012), those parameters were learned from
the training data set. However, in this chapter, we simply fixed them as r = 7, p = 40,q = 23,
because the aim is not to show the best performance of those features, but to provide the
performance of them combined with Junclets.

We use the weighted combination method between the considered feature and Junclets
as: d = (1− λ )dc + λdJunclets, where dc is the distance of the considered features (one of
Hinge, Quill and QuillHinge) and λ is the mixing coefficient. In our experiments, we empir-
ically set λ = 0.2 for Hinge, λ = 0.7 for Quill, and λ = 0.6 for QuillHinge. Here we use a
high λ value for Quill than Hinge because our proposed Junclets representation also contains
the stroke width information. Therefore, the impact of Quill is low when combined with the
Junclets.

As shown in Table 5.4, the combination of the existing features and our proposed Junclets
outperforms both the previous features and the Junclets representation on the three data sets.
One interesting observation is that the edge-based features, (Hinge, Quill and QuillHinge)
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Table 4.3: The performance of different features and the combination with Junclets.

CERUG-CN CERUG-EN CERUG-MIXED Firemaker IAM

Top1 Top10 Top1 Top10 Top1 Top10 Top1 Top10 Top1 Top10

Hinge (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007) 90.8 96.2 12.3 30.0 84.7 95.7 85.8 95.8 86.6 95.2

Quill (Brink et al., 2012) 82.7 92.3 18.5 48.6 74.8 93.3 60.8 78.8 84.6 93.8

QuillHinge (Brink et al., 2012) 88.5 93.8 45.2 91.0 86.7 98.6 74.0 89.8 90.8 96.5

Junclets 90.4 97.1 87.1 96.2 85.7 98.5 80.6 94.0 83.3 94.4

Junclets+Hinge 94.2 97.1 39.1 76.7 95.2 98.6 89.8 96.0 90.6 96.7

Junclets+Quill 92.3 96.2 86.2 97.1 92.9 100 83.4 95.0 89.4 96.5

Junclets+QuillHinge 92.3 95.2 89.5 97.6 96.2 100 85.2 95.4 91.1 97.2

Table 4.4: The expectation and integrated rates of the line length distribution of three data sets.

CERUG-EN Firemaker IAM

Expectation 20.3 19.6 19.0

Integrated rates (L>100) 0.3933% 0.0082% 0.0479%

do not achieve a good performance on the CERUG-EN data set compared to the Firemaker
and IAM data sets. One partial reason is that English texts written by Chinese people have
large straight lines compared to those written by native-speaker subjects. We performed an
experiment to prove our assumption using a fast line detection method (LSD) (Von Gioi et al.,
2010) to detect lines in handwritten document in the Firemaker, IAM and CERUG-EN data
sets. A histogram of the line length from 0 to 300 is built based on the detected lines, and the
expectation of this empirical distribution is obtained. We also compute the integrated rate
which is defined as the sum of the line length probability with the condition that the length
is greater than a threshold T . We set T = 100 in this experiment.

From Table 4.4 we can conclude that (1) the expectation of the line length on the three
data sets is almost the same, which means the handwriting samples in those data sets are
under the same scale. (2) the integrated probability of line lengths greater than T = 100
of CERUG-EN is about 48 times and 8 times higher than the ones in Firemaker and IAM.
The results demonstrate that the CERUG-EN is a challenging data set whose handwriting
samples contain more long lines.

Multi-script writer identification

In this section, we look at the performance of writer identification between different scripts,
especially between Chinese and English. We chose the first page of the CERUG-CN data set,
and the first paragraph of the CERUG-EN and CERUG-MIXED data sets from each writer.
The Junclets representation is computed based on the codebook trained from CERUG-
MIXED because it contains both Chinese and English scripts. The performance of writer
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Table 4.5: The performance when using multiple scripts.

Chinese/English Chinese/Mixed English/Mixed

Top1 Top10 Top1 Top10 Top1 Top10

Hinge (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007) 0.48 0.96 11.0 38.8 3.8 16.2

Quill (Brink et al., 2012) 2.4 24.9 12.9 35.9 16.7 41.9

QuillHinge (Brink et al., 2012) 0.96 12.9 15.3 46.4 15.2 42.2

Junclets 90.7 96.7 72.8 87.5 60.3 68.9

Table 4.6: Writer identification performance of different approaches on the IAM and Firemaker
datasets.

Approach IAM Firemaker

Writers Top-1 Top-10 Writers Top-1 Top-10

Wu et al. (Wu et al., 2014) 657 98.5 99.5 250 92.4 98.9

Siddiqi et al. (Siddiqi and Vincent, 2010) 650 89 97 - - -

Bulacu et al. (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007) 650 89 97 250 83 95

Ghiasi et al. (Ghiasi and Safabakhsh, 2013) 650 93.7 97.7 250 89.2 98.6

Jain et al. (Jain and Doermann, 2011) 300 93.3 96.0 - - -

Proposed 650 91.1 97.2 250 89.8 96.0

identification between different scripts is given in Table 4.5. These results show that our
proposed Junclets representation achieves much better results, particularly between Chinese
and English scripts, on which the Hinge, Quill and QuillHinge fail in this test.

Comparison with other studies

We summarized the results of several works about writer identification on IAM and Fire-
maker data sets in the literature in Table 4.6. Although it is not fair to compare them because
some approaches used a subset of the IAM database, Table 4.6 still gives us a good basis for
comparison and our proposed method combined with other features is comparable with oth-
ers. Although the writer identification rate of our method does not achieve the state-of-the-art
results, the proposed Junclets representation can work on the challenging CERUG-EN data
set and performs writer identification between Chinese and English.

4.5.4 Junction retrieval

We present here an additional experiment at application level for junction retrieval. Junction
retrieval, which is similar to word-image retrieval (Van Oosten and Schomaker, 2014), is
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Figure 4.12: Each row shows the first 13 instances in a hit list of the query junction (first column in the
red box). The blue color shows the junction region on the text.

defined as: given a query junction, the top of the sorted list is obtained based on a large
collection of junction instances. Because there is no such data set about junction retrieval, in
this section, we give visual results. Fig. 4.12 shows the sorted hit list of the query junction
(first column of each row) from the four pages of one hand on the CERUG data set. Note that
our proposed junction features can find their nearest neighbors, and some similar junctions
appear in both Chinese and English scripts from the same writer, which shows the strong
power of junctions in writer identification, and other applications.

4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have introduced a generic approach for junction detection in handwritten
documents. The proposed method yields a junction feature in a natural manner, which can
be considered as a local descriptor. We apply the detected junctions to writer identification
using a compact representation, called Junclets. The proposed Junclets representation which
is computed from a learned codebook achieves much better performance for writer identifi-
cation, especially between English and Chinese scripts on our novel data set. Our proposed
method is simple and computationally efficient, and it does not rely on any segmentation,
and hence can be used for any type of handwritten documents.

In the first part of this thesis, we studied the writer identification problem by designing
textural-based and grapheme-based features. We have found that textural-based features
generated following the joint-feature distribution principle gives an improvement on five
benchmark data sets studied in this thesis. The junction feature proposed in this thesis also
provides a good performance for writer identification, especially for writer identification
cross English and Chinese.
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In the next part, we will study the historical document dating and localization prob-
lems by writer identity and classification. We will not only evaluate the performance of
textural-based and grapheme-based features proposed in the first part, but also propose three
grapheme-based features which are more powerful for capturing general handwriting style
in certain period or location.
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Chapter 5
Historical Manuscript Dating Using Contour and
Stroke Fragments.

Abstract

Historical manuscript dating has always been an important challenge for historians but
since countless manuscripts have become digitally available recently, the pattern recog-
nition community has started addressing the dating problem as well. In this chapter, we
present a family of local contour fragments (kCF) and stroke fragments (kSF) features
and study their application to historical document dating. kCF are formed by a number of
k primary contour fragments segmented from the connected component contours of hand-
written texts and kSF are formed by a segment of length k of a stroke fragment graph.
The kCF and kSF are described by scale and rotation invariant descriptors and encoded
into trained codebooks inspired by classical bag of words model. We evaluate our meth-
ods on the Medieval Paleographical Scale (MPS) data set and perform dating by writer
identification and classification. As far as dating by writer identification is concerned,
we arrive at the conclusion that features which perform well for writer identification, are
not necessary suitable for historical document dating. Experimental results of dating by
classification demonstrate that a combination of kCF and kSF achieves optimal results.

5.1 Introduction

Handwritten historical documents are the most important sources of information about the
past, especially where the more distant past is concerned, before the wide spread dissemina-
tion of printing and semi-mechanical text production. Increasing numbers of such documents
are currently being digitized and stored in the computer, as in the Monk system (Van der Zant
et al., 2008), which contains more than 100K scanned page images. Thanks to this develop-
ment, pattern recognition techniques can now be applied to solve historical document prob-
lems, which has already been attempted at length in the case of writer identification (Brink
et al., 2012; Arabadjis et al., 2013) and word spotting (Van Oosten and Schomaker, 2014;
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Rusiñol et al., 2015) These methods aim to provide efficient tools for scholars in the human-
ities to discover informative patterns in large digital collections. The Monk system (Van der
Zant et al., 2008), providing a web-based search engine for characters and words annotation,
recognition and retrieval, can serve as an example.

We have proposed a number of features (Brink et al., 2012; Schomaker and Bulacu,
2004; Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007) to capture handwriting styles. However, there is one
aspect of the visual appearance of handwritten samples that has not been addressed yet. In
Fig. 1.8, a sample is shown. As we can see, the visual appearance is dominated by long
curved stroke elements crossing other ink stroke traces in an irregular manner. Such a com-
plicated thread structure was not covered by the proposed junction feature in Chapter 4 nor
by other methods (Brink et al., 2012; Schomaker and Bulacu, 2004; Bulacu and Schomaker,
2007). In addition, the existing methods concern low-level features, which cannot capture
the properties of mid-level graphemes or stroke information. The research questions then
are as follows: (1) How to define a feature that addresses the aspect of style at intermediate
scale? (2) Which type of properties of handwritten strokes in historical documents contain
the temporal information that can be used for dating? (3) What degree of feature complexity
is required to obtain the optimal year estimation performance?

In this chapter, we propose a family of local contour and stroke features and their appli-
cation to historical document image dating. These features are small fragments of contours
and strokes, called k Contour Fragments (kCF) and k Stroke Fragments (kSF), respectively.
The fragments in kCF are the contour fragments resulting from a combination of a number of
k consecutive primary fragments generated by the discrete contour evolution (DCE) (Late-
cki and Lakämper, 1999) and the fragments in kSF form a segment of length k of a stroke
fragment graph (SFG). The larger the number k of contour and stroke fragments in kCF and
kSF, the more complex the contour and stroke fragment structures it can capture. We use the
relative coordinates of the fragment points of kCF as the feature vector and use the junction
feature to describe the kSF.

The proposed kCF and kSF can be considered as grapheme-based representations and
have several attractive properties: (1) kCF and kSF cover short contour and stroke fragments
of the connected components in handwritten documents, which are probably shared between
different characters and allographes. The statistical distribution of these small fragments can
capture the handwriting style of historical documents; (2) for a certain range of k, both kCF
and kSF can discover the meaningful and intermediate complexity patterns in a large con-
nected component which may span several lines due to touching ascenders and descenders
in cursive handwriting; (3) the descriptors of the kCF and kSF are insensitive to the scale and
rotation of document images, which are very important properties in historical document
analysis because historical documents are often digitized with different resolutions and font
sizes in different documents are also different, making them sensitive to scale and rotation.

Inspired by the bag-of-words model (Csurka et al., 2004), we construct codebooks of
kCF and kSF with different complexity degrees k, each of which capture statistical informa-
tion with different degrees of complexity of local fragments. All the kCF and kSF detected
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Figure 5.1: A contour extracted on the connected component. The points (with circle) are key points
detected by the DCE method and the points (with rectangle) are the break points, necessary for captur-
ing curvature information.

from handwritten images are mapped into the trained corresponding codebooks to form sta-
tistical histograms, the normalizations of which are the final representations of handwritten
documents. We demonstrate the flexibility and power of kCF and kSF by applying them to
historical document dating using the MPS data set.

5.2 k Contour Fragments (kCF)

The contours of handwritten texts encapsulate the handwriting style and a wide variety
of approaches have been proposed to extract features on writing contours, such as the
CO3 (Schomaker and Bulacu, 2004), chain codes (Siddiqi and Vincent, 2010) and contour
fragments (Ghiasi and Safabakhsh, 2013). In this section, we propose a novel framework to
extract contour fragments, called k Contour Fragments (kCF for short), on contours of hand-
written texts in historical document images. Our method is more flexible and insensitive to
scale and rotation transform. The computational procedure will be presented in the following
sections.

5.2.1 Detecting kCF

Contours are first extracted by the contour tracing method proposed in (Brink et al., 2012),
which extracts 8-connected circular trajectories of black pixels that are adjacent to white
pixels on the binary image. Key points which have a higher curvature on a contour are
detected by the discrete contour evolution (DCE) approach (Latecki and Lakämper, 1999)
and the contour can be approximately represented by a polygon with these key points as
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Figure 5.2: Examples of contour fragments with different contour complexity degrees k extracted from
the contour in Fig. 5.1. The bold parts are the new added contour fragments when k grows.

vertices. We denote the detected key points as:

~p = {p1, p2, · · · , pT} (5.1)

where T is the number of vertices and can be controlled by a threshold in the DCE method.
Fig. 5.1 shows an example of detected key points (the points within the circles) on the contour
of a connected component.

The method proposed in (Wang et al., 2014) collects contour fragments between every
pair of key points on the shape contour. However, we think that the context around key
points (which are high curvature points) contains useful information about the handwriting
style. In order to maintain the informative context around key points, we define break points
~b = {b1,b2, · · · ,bT} as the midpoints along the contour between two consecutive key points:
the point bi is the middle point on the contour fragment beginning at point pi and end at point
pi+1. Fig. 5.1 shows an example of break points (the points within the rectangles).

Given the contour and break points~b= {b1,b2, · · · ,bT}, primitive contour fragments can
be obtained by segmenting the contour between pairs of consecutive break points (bi,b j),
which are the short-range contour fragments. The long-range contour fragments can be ob-
tained by concatenating k consecutive primitive contour fragments, which refers to k Contour
Fragments (kCF). Fig. 5.2 shows kCF extracted from the contour in Fig. 5.1. From the figure
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p1

p2
M

Figure 5.3: An example of end point selection in a kCF. The points p1 and p2 are two end points and
the point m is the midpoint. We select the starting endpoint p2 if ep2 < ep1 .

we can see that as k grows, more and more complex and informative contour fragments can
be obtained.

5.2.2 Describing kCF

It is important to develop a proper way to describe the detected informative kCF to facili-
tate comparing. The shape context (Belongie et al., 2002) is used in (Wang et al., 2014) to
describe contour fragments based on 5 reference points sampled equidistantly on the normal-
ized contour fragments. However, determining the size of the shape context is arbitrary. In
order to achieve the scale-invariant property, we use the relative coordinates of the fragment
points as the feature vector, following the methods in (Schomaker and Bulacu, 2004; Ghiasi
and Safabakhsh, 2013). Each contour fragment in a kCF is resampled such that it contains Nc

coordinate points and then they are normalized to an origin of (0,0) and a standard deviation
of radius 1 by:

~x← (~x−µx)/σx

~y← (~y−µy)/σy
(5.2)

where ~x and ~y are the collections of x and y coordinates of a contour fragment, µx and µy

are averages of the ~x and ~y coordinates of the contour fragments and the σx and σy are the
corresponding standard deviations. The final feature vector contains the normalized Nc~x and
~y values and the dimension of the feature vector is 2Nc.

There are two endpoints in each contour fragment (p1 and p2 in Fig. 5.3) and two feature
vectors can be produced by starting at different endpoints. In order to make the final feature
vector insensitive to the starting point, we carefully select the starting endpoint as follows.
First, we find the midpoint M = (xm,ym) of the contour fragment and the normalized distance
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Figure 5.4: A number of similar contour fragments with k = 4 (4CF) detected in documents in the MPS
data set. The red contours are the detected contour fragments.

of the pixels in each branch to the midpoint is given by:

ep1 = ∑
m
i=1(|xi|+ |yi|)

ep2 = ∑
N
i=m+1(|xi|+ |yi|)

(5.3)

where N is the number of points on the contour fragment. We select the starting endpoint p
of the branch with the minimal value ep.

Given a document from the MPS data set, we extract the contour fragments and use
the proposed description method to represent the contour fragments. Fig. 5.4 shows four
randomly selected contour fragments with 4CF and contour fragments on each row are found
by the K nearest neighbor method with the Euclidean distance function, from which we can
conclude that similar contour fragments may be from the same character or may be shared
between different characters. Therefore the detected contour fragments can capture local
contour structures and are informative and repeatable as well.

Our proposed method is different from the method proposed in (Ghiasi and Safabakhsh,
2013), in which contour fragments with a specific length or number of points are extracted
from contours, making the extracted contour fragments sensitive to image scaling. The pro-
posed kCF is scale-invariant because key points detected by DCE are insensitive to scale
changes. A connected component in historical documents may span several words or even
several lines due to the touching strokes. Therefore, the CO3 (Schomaker and Bulacu, 2004)
extracted on these large connected components are sensitive to the touching strokes, making
them non-repeatable. Our proposed kCF can solve such problem and is robust and more
flexible than the CO3.
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5.2.3 Encoding kCF

The detected kCF can be considered as basic handwriting contours and the probability dis-
tribution of kCF can characterize the handwriting style. We construct codebooks for kCF
with different k using clustering methods. It has been shown in (Bulacu and Schomaker,
2005) that the same performance was obtained for k-means,1D Kohonen Self-Organizing
Map (SOM) (Kohonen, 1988) and 2D SOM clustering methods. In this chapter, we use the
standard 2D SOM clustering method to train codebooks for kCF with Euclidean distance.
Finally, one feature vector can be obtained for one document image and the dimension of the
feature vector is determined by the size of the codebook.

5.3 k Stroke Fragments (kSF)

In general, handwritten characters are written by one or several strokes and the writing style
can be represented by structures or shapes of strokes. In this section, we present three crucial
steps to extract, describe and encode handwritten stroke fragments in document images.

5.3.1 Detecting kSF

In the literature, the term “stroke” in handwritten documents is used in slightly different
ways. In on-line handwriting, strokes are determined by the velocity of the movement of
the pen, or the writing speed (Schomaker and Teulings, 1990). In this case, strokes are
“the pieces of handwriting movement bounded by minima in the tangential pen-tip veloc-
ity (Schomaker, 1993)”. That also means “a stroke is a trace of pen-tip movement which
starts at pen-down and ends at pen-up (Kato and Yasuhara, 2000)”. In order to provide clar-
ity about the way the term “stroke” is used in this chapter, we define the stroke in off-line
handwritten documents as:

Definition 1: A stroke is a connected component of an ink trace which has two end
points (one corresponds to the pen-down point and another to the pen-up point) on the stroke
skeleton line.

One exception of this definition is the circle stroke, in which there are no end points (the
skeleton line is also a circle). In order to integrate such circle strokes into our definition,
we regard the left-most point in the skeleton line as the shared end points (Schomaker and
Bulacu, 2004).

In a cursive handwritten document touching characters often form a large connected and
complex structure and there is no obvious way to dissect it into stroke fragments. Fig. 5.5
gives an example of one connected component of the ink trace. The skeleton line of the
connected component can be computed by thinning methods and there are two types of
feature points on the skeleton line: end points and fork points. An end point refers to the
beginning or end of a stroke , and a fork point (see an example in Fig. 5.5) is the location
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Figure 5.5: The left figure shows an example of a connected component in a historical document. The
white line is the skeleton line of the ink, black points are the fork points and end points. The connected
component can be decomposed into seven parts segmenting at the fork points. The right figure shows
the corresponding stroke fragment graph (SFG).

where at least two strokes meet (Liu et al., 1999). Similar graph structures have been used
for the temporal reconstruction of strokes from a static image (Kato and Yasuhara, 2000).

In this chapter, we consider fork points as the shared end points between touching strokes.
Thus, the connected component can be decomposed into “strokes” segmenting at fork points,
yielding stroke fragments between end points and fork points according to definition 1 and
these are called primary stroke fragments. For example, Fig. 5.5 shows a connected com-
ponent with five end points and three fork points, and seven primary stroke fragments can
be obtained, which are denoted by numbers 1 to 7. We refer to these stroke fragments as
primitive stroke fragments because they are the minimal fragments which can be segmented
from the connected component according to definition 1.

This segmentation method is simple, intuitive and independent from any line detection
or segmentation methods. However, it also yields fragments which are so small (especially
the fragments between two fork points) that they become meaningless and can in some cases
be regarded as noise (for example the 4th and 5th stroke fragments in Fig. 5.5). In order to
detect longer and more complex stroke fragments which are more informative, we build a
stroke fragment graph (SFG) inspired by (Ferrari et al., 2006, 2008) as follows. Each node
in the SFG corresponds to a primary stroke fragment and two nodes are linked if the two
primary stroke fragments connect to each other, which means they share at least one fork
point. Fig. 5.5 shows the SFG built from the primary stroke fragments in Fig. 5.5. The SFG
reflects the relationship of connections between primitive stroke fragments of one connected
component.

One important observation is that any connected sub-graph in the SFG without loops
corresponds to a stroke according to our stroke definition 1. For example, the sub-graph
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Figure 5.6: Stroke fragments of 3SF generated in the SFG in the right figure of Fig. 5.5. The corre-
sponding nodes from left to right are: {1,2,4}, {1,3,4}, {1,5,6}, {1,5,6}, ({2,4,5}, {3,4,5}, {4,5,6},
{4,5,7}.

containing nodes {1, 4, 2} in the SFG in Fig. 5.5 can form a stroke which has two end
points. In contrast, the sub-graph containing nodes {2, 3, 4}, which contains a loop, does not
correspond to an effective stroke, because it has three end points and can not be drawn in one
time. We refer to strokes which contain a number of k primary stroke fragments (the length
of the path between two vertexes in the SFG) as k stroke fragments or kSF. When k = 1,
1SF are primitive stroke fragments. As k grows, more and more complex and informative
strokes can be obtained. Fig. 5.6 gives an example of stroke fragments detected in the SFG in
Fig. 5.5 when k = 3 (3SF). In practice, given the value of k, all the connected paths without
loops can be efficiently computed using the depth-first search method on the SFG.

5.3.2 Describing kSF

We use the junction feature proposed in Chapter 4 to describe kSF. The computation of the
junction feature is as follows: given a reference point pi = (x,y) and a direction ϕ , the
distance from pi to the ink boundary, called partial length dp(ϕ), can be easily computed by
searching the ink pixels following a ray in the direction ϕ (Epshtein et al., 2010). A simple
and efficient algorithm based on Bresenham’s algorithm (Hearn and Baker, 1997) is used to
compute the distance from pi to the ink boundary inspired by (Brink et al., 2012). The end
point pe = (xe,ye) is computed by

xe = x+m∗ cos(ϕ)

ye = y+m∗ sin(ϕ)
(5.4)

where the parameter m determines the maximum partial length or the maximum search space
from pi to pe. An approximated linear path from pi to pe is constructed and the background
point pb = (xb,yb) is found by tracing points starting from pi towards to the end point pe.
The partial length is measured using a simple Euclidean distance:

dp(ϕ) =
√
(x− xb)2 +(y− yb)2 (5.5)

(More details of the computation of dp(ϕ) can be found in (Brink et al., 2012) and in Chap-
ter 4).
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Figure 5.7: An illustration of the junction distribution on a reference point (the black point in the
center). The gray rays are the partial length in each direction, and the dark gray curve is the distribution
of the partial length in the polar space.

Figure 5.8: The left figure shows the sampled reference points (white points) with tangent direction
(dashed gray line). The solid gray direction is the estimated relative horizontal direction. The right
figure shows the junction features (white circles) on sampled points.

A partial length distribution is built on the reference point pi by computing the partial
length in every direction ϕ in a discrete set D =

{
2πk/N;k = 0, · · · ,N−1

}
, where N is the

number of directions we consider. This distribution is considered as the junction distribution
of the point pi, which is a local descriptor. Fig. 5.7 shows two examples of the junction
descriptors on the reference points in stroke fragments. Finally, the descriptor is normalized
in order to make it scale-invariant. The junction descriptor is a rich descriptor, especially
when the reference points lie on the fork points. In this case, it reflects the junction structure
information in handwritten strokes, such as the radius and the number of branches of the
junction region (Parida et al., 1998)(see example of Fig. 5.7).

The features of each kSF are computed as follows: Ns reference points on the skeleton
line of kSF are sampled equidistantly and described by the junction descriptor. Finally, these
Ns junction descriptors are concatenated into one feature vector to describe the corresponding
kSF. In principle, the large number of Ns leads to a rich descriptor. However, when the Ns is
too larger, the descriptor contains too much redundant information and the dimension of the
descriptor is also high which needs a lot of computational time. In practice, we suggest the
Ns ∈ [5,10]. Fig. 5.8 gives an example of this method with 5 sample points.

In order to make kSF invariant to rotation, a relative horizontal direction should be used
instead of the absolute horizontal direction in order to construct the junction feature on each
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Figure 5.9: A number of similar stroke fragments with k = 1 (1SF) detected in documents in the MPS
data set. The red lines are the skeleton lines and white points are the sampled reference points of
junction descriptors.

sampled point. The relative horizontal direction can be estimated by averaging the tangent
angles of sampled points. Fig. 5.8 shows an example of the estimated relative direction.

Fig. 5.9 shows a number of stroke fragments with k = 1 (1SF), which is also known as
Strokelets (He and Schomaker, 2015). Similar to kCF, kSF are also informative and repeat-
able and can be considered as mid-level representations.

As a grapheme-based method, our proposed kSF has several advantages: (1) Compared
to the Junclets (proposed in Chapter 4), the kSF captures the stroke properties in a large area
and can be considered as a macro mid-level feature. (2) Compared to the Fraglets (Bulacu
and Schomaker, 2007), our proposed kSF is easy to compute. Most importantly, the kSF is a
script-independent grapheme-based method which can be used in any script. The descriptor
of the kSF reflects the stroke properties, such as stroke width and stroke structures, which are
lost in other methods (Schomaker and Bulacu, 2004; Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007; Siddiqi
and Vincent, 2010).

5.3.3 Encoding kFS

In order to build a global feature representation for a historical document image, all kSF
extracted from the image are mapped into a common space (named codebook) using the
bag-of-words model (Csurka et al., 2004). As discussed in (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007),
there is no difference existed between the performance of the codebooks trained by K-means,
Kohonen SOM 1D and Kohonen SOM 2D. Similar to kCF, we use the Kohonen SOM 2D
method (Kohonen, 1988) to train the codebook.
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5.4 Experiments

5.4.1 Experimental settings

In the computation of the kCF and kFS, a binary method is needed to obtain the binary doc-
ument image and compute contours and skeleton lines of the ink traces. Although several
binarization methods have been proposed in the literature, such as (Moghaddam and Cheriet,
2012), we apply the simple and efficient Otsu threshold algorithm (Otsu, 1975) in our exper-
iments, followed by the guided filter (He et al., 2013) to remove noise and make contours
smooth. Each contour fragment of kCF is resampled to contain 100 points and the feature
dimension is 100×2 = 200. The number of directions of the junction descriptor N is set to
120, which is the dimension of the junction descriptor. In this chapter, 10 points are sampled
on each stroke fragment and each point is described by a junction descriptor. Therefore, the
dimension of kFS is 120×10 = 1200.

We employed two widely used measures for performance evaluation: the Mean Absolute
Error (MAE) and Cumulative Score (CS) (Geng et al., 2007). The MAE is a Manhattan-type
distance, which is typically defined as:

MAE =
N

∑
i=1
|K(yi)−K(yi)|/N (5.6)

where K(yi) is the ground-truth of the input document yi and K(yi) is the estimated key year,
while N is the number of test documents. The Cumulative Score(CS) is typically defined
as (Geng et al., 2007):

CS(α) = Ne≤α/N×100% (5.7)

where Ne≤α is the number of test images on which the key year estimation makes an absolute
error e no higher than the acceptable error level: α years. For historians, an error of ±25 is,
more often than not, acceptable when dating historical documents. Therefore, we report the
Cumulative Score with error level α = 25 years in the experiments.

5.4.2 Historical document dating by general handwriting style identifi-
cation

As we mentioned before, writing charters in the Middle Ages was a profession and the
number of scribes simultaneously active in each city was limited. Therefore, an undated
document can be dated by identifying the writer. This is reasonable because if we know the
writer and his active period, the date of the document can be directly obtained (Panagopoulos
et al., 2009; Arabadjis et al., 2013). We conduct experiments on writer identification on the
MPS data set as well as historical document dating by handwriting style identification.

The writers of some charters are known in MPS and others are not. We term the subset
of documents with writers who produced as least two samples as MPS-writer known with
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Table 5.1: The performance of writer identification and dating by handwriting style identification in
terms of MAEs and CS(α = 25) of the kCF, kSF and other features.

Method Writer identification Dating by writer identification (KNN)
K=5 K=10 K=20 K=50

Top-1 Top-10 MAEs CS(α = 25) MAEs CS(α = 25) MAEs CS(α = 25) MAEs CS(α = 25)
Quill 61.7 82.2 45.1 60.0% 45.9 59.6% 48.6 54.9% 52.3 50.5%
Hinge 71.8 85.9 30.3 68.5% 30.6 66.9% 32.9 64.2% 34.4 62.0%
Junclets 59.9 79.3 27.4 73.6% 25.6 73.6% 27.9 70.2% 32.7 64.0%
2CF 37.6 73.6 22.9 76.3% 22.2 77.3% 21.1 78.3% 22.1 78.5%
3CF 42.9 77.9 18.7 80.9% 18.4 80.9% 17.9 81.0% 19.5 79.4%
4CF 45.3 77.9 20.4 78.4% 18.8 80.9% 19.5 79.6% 19.4 79.5%
5CF 48.6 78.2 19.8 80.0% 18.5 80.9% 18.0 81.6% 19.7 78.9%
1SF 64.3 84.6 26.0 73.2% 26.3 71.6% 30.3 68.2% 34.6 63.5%
2SF 56.6 78.8 27.5 73.3% 27.4 71.7% 29.0 69.8% 33.6 63.8%
3SF 47.6 71.3 36.8 63.7% 35.6 63.6% 38.6 59.0% 39.8 57.1%

multiple samples (MPS-WKM for short) in which 143 writers produced 1127 documents,
and term the subset of documents with writers who produced only one sample as MPS-writer
known with single sample (MPS-WKS for short) and the rest of the documents without writer
labels as MPS-writer unknown (MPS-WU for short) which contains 899 document images.

We perform writer identification on the MPS-WKM data set with χ2 difference using
the K nearest neighbors (KNN) method, following (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007; Siddiqi
and Vincent, 2010). We utilize the “leave-one-out” strategy which is widely used for writer
identification: taking the query document out and sorting the rest of the documents according
to the distance function to output a hit list. The query document is recognized as the writer
of the document on the top x of the hit list, corresponding to the top-x performance. Usually,
the Top-1 and Top-10 performances are reported.

We also carry out historical document dating by general handwriting style identification.
The combined MPS-WKM and MPS-WKS data sets with writer labels are considered as
the reference data set. For each undated document in the MPS-WU data set, we find the K
nearest neighbors using KNN in the reference data set and we assign the year to the undated
document as the most represented years within the K nearest neighbors.

Performance of writer identification and dating

In this section, we present the performance of our proposed methods for writer identification
and dating. We explore the degrees of complexity k ∈ {2,3,4,5} for kCF and k ∈ {1,2,3} for
kSF. We do not consider 1CF because they contain less discriminative information as their
lengths are too small. The feature dimensions of kCF and kSF are discussed in Section 5.4.3.
Table 5.1 shows the performance of kCF and kSF for writer identification and dating, as well
as Hinge (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007), Quill (Brink et al., 2012) and Junclets (proposed
in Chapter 4), from which we can conclude that the writer identification rates increase for
kCF while they decrease for kSF when k grows. A similar trend can be found for the dating
performance. The writer identification performances of kSF are better than kCF, except 3SF
and 5C, while the dating performances of kSF are worse than kCF, for all k. We can also find
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that Hinge achieves the best performance for writer identification and 3CF achieves the best
performance for dating.

One interesting observation is that writer identification results of kCF are worse than
with all other features (except 3SF), while its dating results are better than all other ones.
The Hinge feature achieves the best performance for writer identification, while the dating
performance is worse than Junclets, kCF(k = 2,3,4,5) and kSF(k = 1,2). We can obtain
the conclusion that: Features which achieve a good performance on writer identification are
not necessarily suitable for historical document dating via writer identification when there
exists no sample for a target writer in the training set. The main reason is that dating requires
features to capture the general writing style in a certain period whereas writer identification
needs features to capture the writing style characteristic for individuals precisely.

From Table 5.1 we can also find that for features which are good in writer identification,
the dating performance increases when K of KNN decreases, such as in the Hinge, Quill,
Junclets, 1SF and 2SF features. However, for kCF, the best dating performances are mostly
achieved when K=20.

In practice, we have found that combining the kCF and kSF do not improve the perfor-
mance for both writer identification and dating. Therefore, their results are not reported in
this chapter.

5.4.3 Historical document dating by classification

The dating problem can be considered as either a classification or a regression problem. In
this chapter, we regard it as a classification problem because the document distribution in our
data set over the period of 1300-1550 CE has an obvious border between nearby key years.
All the documents from each key year form a class and there are 11 classes which correspond
to the 11 key years in the MPS data set. We train 11 corresponding classifiers using a linear
SVM (LIBSVM (Chang and Lin, 2011) in this thesis) with a one-versus-all strategy and
the undated document is assigned to the key year which has the maximum value of the 11
softmax output scores. The parameter C of the linear SVM is estimated by a grid search
method. We split the data set into training (70%) and testing (30%) sets. The experiment is
repeated 20 times and the average results are reported together with the standard deviation
in the following experiments.

We consider two different evaluation scenarios for historical document dating. In the first
one, we carefully split the data set into training and testing subsets to make sure that the same
writer never appears in both training and test sets, which means that all documents from the
same hand should be only in the training set or only in the test set. For documents without
writer labels, we randomly split them into the training and test set. We term this scenario as
excluding writer duplicates or wr.excl. for short. In the second scenario, we randomly split
the data set into training and test sets without considering writer labels. We term this scenario
as including writer duplicates or wr.incl. for short. In the wr.excl. scenario, the system
performs the dating based on the general writing style built by other writers. However, in the
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Table 5.2: MAEs and CS(α = 25) of the kCF and kSF.

Method wr.excl. scenario wr.incl. scenario
MAEs CS(α = 25) MAEs CS(α = 25)

2CF 26.7±3.9 76.0±4.3% 17.3±1.2 84.2±1.9%
3CF 23.8±2.1 80.9±2.4% 14.3±1.0 87.8±1.5%
4CF 22.8±2.7 80.7±3.8% 13.3±1.1 87.9±1.5%
5CF 21.7±2.8 82.0±3.6% 12.9±1.1 88.4±1.6%
1SF 22.1±2.9 79.8±3.1% 12.6±0.8 88.3±1.1%
2SF 18.9±2.0 84.3±3.0% 11.1±0.8 90.1±1.4%
3SF 23.8±3.0 78.9±3.0% 15.1±0.8 85.7±1.3%

wr.incl. scenario, the processing of writer identification is probably involved in the dating.

Performance of kCF and kSF

Table 5.2 shows the performance of historical document dating in terms of MAEs and
CS(α = 25) of the kCF and kSF in the wr.excl. and wr.incl. scenarios. The codebook sizes of
kCF and kSF are set to 50×50 and 30×30, respectively. The selection of sizes is discussed
in the next section. From the table we can find that for kCF, the MAEs decreases when k
increases and the 5CF performs best. The MAE of 5CF is lower than 2CF by 5 and 4.4 years
in the wr.excl. and wr.incl. scenarios, respectively. The same trend is also found in terms
of CS(α = 25) and 82.8±3.6% documents are correctly estimated with error level no higher
than 25 years in the wr.excl. scenario and the corresponding percentage in the wr.excl. sce-
nario is 88.4±1.6%. The results demonstrate that kCF with a higher k in a certain range offer
informative, repeatable and discriminative contour fragments which capture the handwriting
style in historical documents.

From the results of the three degrees of kSF complexity in Table 5.2 we find that 2SF
performs best overall. The average MAEs of the 2SF are 18.9/11.1 (for the wr.excl./wr.incl.
scenarios) versus 22.1/12.6 and 23.8/15.1 of 1SF and 3SF, respectively. The CS(α = 25)
scores of 2SF in the two scenarios are also higher than the ones of 1SF and 3SF. The follow-
ing order can be obtained: 2SF>1SF>3SF, by ranking kSF according to the average MAEs
and CS(α = 25) scores. The performance of 3SF is even worse than 1SF and the reason may
be that 3SF contains too much artificial stroke fragments (see Fig. 5.6).

From Table 5.2 we also find that the performance of 2SF is better than 5CF by 2.8 and 1.8
years in terms of MAEs in the wr.excl. and wr.incl. scenarios, respectively. The descriptors
of kSF do not only contain the curvature information of strokes, but also the stroke length
distribution which reflects the stroke width and stroke distribution around sample points
and the informative and discriminative information contained in the stroke fragments can be
found by SVM.
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Figure 5.10: The MAEs of kCF (k = 2,3,4,5) with different codebook sizes in the wr.excl. (the left
figure) and wr.incl. (the right figure) scenarios. Note that the ranges of the MAEs axes are different
between two figures in order to make them clear.
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Figure 5.11: The MAEs of kSF (k = 1,2,3) with different codebook sizes in the wr.excl. (the left figure)
and wr.incl. (the right figure) scenarios. Note that the ranges of the MAEs axes are different between
two figures in order to make them more clear.

The effect of codebook size

In this section, we conduct experiments to evaluate the performance of historical document
dating by classification with different sizes of codebooks of the kCF and kSF. Fig. 5.10 and
Fig. 5.11 show the results of the kCF and kSF, respectively. The two figures show that the
MAEs of both kCF and kSF decrease as the size of the codebook increases.

The left figure in Fig. 5.10 shows the performance of kCF with k = 2,3,4,5 in the wr.excl.
scenario. The best performances are achieved for kCF with a codebook size of 50× 50,
except the 2CF with 40×40. The right figure in Fig. 5.10(b) shows the MAEs of kCF with
k = 2,3,4,5 in the wr.incl. scenario and the lowest MAEs are obtained when the codebook
size is 50×50. Therefore, the size of the codebook of kCF is set to 50×50 for k = 2,3,4,5
in both the wr.excl. and the wr.incl. scenarios in the following experiments.

Similarly, the left and right figures in Fig. 5.11) show the MAEs of kSF (k = 1,2,3) in
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the wr.excl. and wr.incl. scenarios, respectively. From the two figures we can find that the
best performance is achieved with a codebook size of 30×30.

Performance of combined kCF and kSF

In this section, we evaluate performances when using several degrees of kCF and kSF simul-
taneously in the feature space. Table 5.3 gives the results of combined kCF and kSF in both
the wr.excl. and wr.incl. scenarios. Generally, the kCF and kSF combined achieve better
results than each k of the kCF and kSF separately. In the wr.excl. scenario, the {2345}CF
achieves the lowest MAE (19.2 years), which is better than other combinations. Although
the best performance in term of MAE is obtained by {345}CF in the wr.incl. scenario,
there is no obvious difference between the performance of {345}CF and {2345}CF and the
CS(α = 25) score of {2345}CF is higher than the one of {345}CF. Comparing the results of
Table 5.3 with the ones of Table 5.2, we find that the combination of kCF improves the best
performance of single kCF from 21.7 to 19.2 (MAE) and from 82.0% to 85.8% (CS(α = 25))
in the wr.excl. scenario. Correspondingly, in the wr.incl. scenario, the best performance is
improved from 12.9 to 10.7 (MAE) and from 88.4% to 90.8% (CS(α = 25)).

Although the performance of 3SF is worse than 1SF and 2SF, combining it with {12}SF
achieves the best results, which demonstrates that 3SF can provide some useful information
discovered by SVM. Comparing Table 5.3 with Table 5.2, the MAEs and CS(α = 25) in the
wr.excl. and wr.incl. scenarios are improved by 1.5/2.5%, 1.2/1.7%, respectively.

We also combine {2345}CF and {123}SF together and the results are shown in the
bottom row of Table 5.3. The combined performance outperforms all individual fea-
tures ({2345}CF and {123}SF) involved in the combination. The MAEs of the combined
{2345}CF and {123}SF are 14.9 and 7.9 in the wr.excl. and wr.incl. scenarios, respectively,
which are the best ones among all the combinations. The results demonstrate that the kCF
and kSF capture different types of information about handwriting styles and combining them
can improve performance.

Comparison with other features

In Table 5.4, we present the performances of other existing features, such as the Quill (Brink
et al., 2012), Hinge (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007) and Junclets (proposed in Chapter 4).
From Table 5.4 we can see that the performances of {2345}CF, {123}SF and the combined
{2345}CF and {123}SF are better than performance of Quill, Hinge and Junclets.

In practice, we have found that there is no significant difference between the combination
of {2345}CF and {123}SF and the combination of {2345}CF and {123}SF with Quill,
Hinge and Junclets. The main reason is that kCF captures curvature information of contours
with Quill and Hinge that is similar to the stroke structures captured by kSF with Junclets.
In fact, kSF contains junction information because we consider fork points as the shared end
points and descriptors of these end points are included in kSF. Furthermore, the proposed
kCF and kSF are more flexible and insensitive to the scale and rotation transform. Fig. 5.12
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Table 5.3: MAEs and CS(α = 25) scores of kCF and kSF combined.

Method wr.excl. scenario wr.incl. scenario
MAEs CS(α = 25) MAEs CS(α = 25)

(2+3)CF 22.9±3.2 80.8±3.2% 14.2±0.9 87.4±1.8%
(3+4)CF 22.4±3.3 81.7±3.5% 12.1±0.9 89.4±1.5%
(4+5)CF 20.3±2.9 83.4±3.3% 11.8±0.8 89.9±1.5%
(2+3+4)CF 21.5±3.1 82.4±4.5% 12.0±0.8 89.2±1.3%
(3+4+5)CF 20.0±2.9 83.6±3.2% 10.7±1.1 90.5±1.9%
(2+3+4+5)CF 19.2±3.5 85.8±2.8% 10.8±0.9 90.8±1.1%
(1+2)SF 18.6±2.3 84.5±3.6% 10.1±0.7 91.2±1.3%
(1+2+3)SF 17.4±1.9 86.8±2.0% 9.9±0.6 91.8±1.5%
(1+2+3)SF+(2+3+4+5)CF 14.9±1.7 89.2±2.4% 7.9±1.0 93.2±1.3%

Table 5.4: MAEs and CSs of the combination of other features with the proposed kCF and kSF.

Method wr.excl. scenario wr.incl. scenario
MAEs CS(α = 25) MAEs CS(α = 25)

Quill (Brink et al., 2012) 23.7±2.9 80.6±3.0% 12.1±0.9 89.5±1.3%
Hinge (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007) 22.1±2.9 80.6±3.1% 12.2±0.9 89.6±1.3%
Junclets 21.5±3.3 81.9±3.9% 12.0±0.7 89.2±1.4%
(2+3+4+5)CF 19.2±3.5 85.8±2.8% 10.8±0.9 90.8±1.1%
(1+2+3)SF 17.4±1.9 86.8±2.0% 9.9±0.6 91.8±1.5%
(1+2+3)SF+(2+3+4+5)CF 14.9±1.7 89.2±2.4% 7.9±1.0 93.2±1.3%
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Figure 5.12: CS curves of the error level from 0 to 100 years of different methods applied to the MPS
data set in the wr.excl. (the left figure) and wr.incl. (the right figure) scenarios. Note that the ranges of
CS axes are different between two figures in order to make curves clear.
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shows the CS curves of Quill, Hinge and Junclets and the proposed {2345}CF and {123}SF
combined. From the figure we can find that the CS curve of our proposed method is above
that of Quill, Hinge and Junclets and our proposed method improves performance, especially
when the error level is small (α <= 50).

5.5 Discussion and conclusion

We have introduced the kCF and kSF family of contour and stroke fragment features and
applied them to historical document dating based on the MPS data set. The kCF and kSF
are scale and rotation invariant grapheme-based features which can capture the handwriting
style of handwritten documents. We approached dating in two ways: by handwriting style
identification and by classification. Concerning dating by handwriting style identification,
we found that features which achieve good performance for writer identification, are not
suitable for historical document dating by handwriting style identification by means of writer
identification when there is no duplicated document existed in the training set. For example,
kCF performed worse for writer identification than other methods but better than others for
dating.

As far as dating by classification is concerned, we evaluated the performance of the pro-
posed kCF and kSF in two scenarios: excluding writer duplicates (wr.excl.) and including
writer duplicates (wr.incl.) and experimental results demonstrated that a combination of kCF
and kSF achieves state-of-the-art results on the MPS data set. Several interesting conclu-
sions can be drawn from our experimental results. First, the performance of kCF increases
with an increasing complexity k. However, with a large k, the kCF may contain long contour
fragments which are not informative or repeatable in the document images. This is also true
for kSF and 2SF performs better than either 1SF or 3SF. Secondly, kCF and kSF contain
different information. kCF captures the curvature information under different scales which
contains both local (small k) and intermediate (large k) contour information of the handwrit-
ing style, while kSF captures the stroke structure caused by both the writing instrument and
handwriting style. Therefore, only by combining them we achieved an optimal performance.

The proposed features are extracted based on binarized images. However, obtaining
a very good binarization is a challenging problem for historical manuscripts with a high
degradation. Therefore, our proposed kCF and kSF might be very sensitive to the quality of
historical manuscripts. In the next chapter, we will present a novel feature vector, which is
robust to the quality of historical manuscripts. In addition, we will investigate the codebook
trained in a supervised way, which can discover the correlations between the low-level visual
elements and their labels.
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Chapter 6
Historical Manuscript Dating and Localization

Using A Multiple-Label Clustering Algorithm

Abstract

Previous chapter proposes the contour and stroke fragments for historical manuscript
dating, which based on binarized images. In this chapter, we propose a multiple-label
guided clustering algorithm to discover the correlations between the concrete low-level
visual elements in historical documents and abstract labels, such as date and location.
Firstly, a novel descriptor, called Histogram of Orientations of Handwritten Strokes
(HOHS or H2OS), is proposed to extract and describe the visual elements, which is built
on a scale-invariant polar-feature space. In addition, the Multi-Label Self-Organizing
Map (MLSOM) is proposed to discover the correlations between the low-level visual
elements and their labels in a single framework. Our proposed MLSOM can be used
to predict the labels directly. Moreover, the MLSOM can also be considered as a pre-
structured clustering method to build a codebook, which contains more discriminative
information on date and geography. Experimental results on the Medieval Paleographic
Scale (MPS) data set demonstrate that our method achieves state-of-the-art results.

6.1 Introduction

Many visual elements of images of the visual world can be correlated to a symbolic label (Lee
et al., 2013). For example, visual elements from Google Street View Images contain geo-
graphical information (Doersch et al., 2012), visual elements of images of historical cars
are correlated with temporal information (Lee et al., 2013) and visual elements in printed
texts vary over different languages and scripts (Shijian and Tan, 2008; Ghosh et al., 2010).
Finding the corresponding visual elements common to different labels can reveal the subtle
difference between categories. Therefore, discovering the correlations between the visual
elements style and their labels is very useful for resolving computer vision problems, such
as localization (Doersch et al., 2012), dating (Lee et al., 2013), age estimation based on
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face images (Guo et al., 2008), image classification (Singh et al., 2012) and script and font
identification (Shijian and Tan, 2008; Ghosh et al., 2010).

In this chapter, we propose a novel descriptor, Histogram of Orientation of Handwrit-
ten Stroke (HOHS or H2OS), to extract and represent the visual elements (strokes or parts
of the strokes) in historical documents. In contrast to existing features, such as the His-
togram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) descriptor (Dalal and Triggs, 2005), our proposed
H2OS is a scale-invariant descriptor which uses the stroke width as the scale factor. A
weakly-supervised Self-Organizing Map (SOM) (Kohonen, 1988) method is proposed to
introduce the label information in the self-organization process to discover the relationships
of visual elements in each label space. Our proposed method is called Multi-Label Self-
Organizing Map (MLSOM) which aligns the visual elements in multiple label spaces. We
use the proposed H2OS feature and MLSOM method to answer these two questions for any
query document: when was it written and where?

6.2 Histogram of Orientations of Handwritten Stroke De-
scriptor (H2OS)

6.2.1 Motivation

The Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) descriptor (Dalal and Triggs, 2005) is widely
used to describe the mid-level visual elements (Doersch et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2013; Singh
et al., 2012; Juneja et al., 2013). However, the HOG does not contain any scale information
and is always used in a multi-scale strategy. Applying the HOG in handwritten document im-
ages is computationally inefficient because the resolution of the document images is always
high (300 dpi), leading to large image sizes. The SIFT (Lowe, 2004) is a scale invariant
feature and is also widely used when addressing handwritten documents. However, SIFT
features directly extracted from the entire document image are not discriminative because
the keypoints are located not only on the strokes but also on the background or near the
contour of strokes (Zhang and Tan, 2014), which introduces much noise. Usually, the SIFT
detector is applied on the segmented word regions (Rusiñol and Lladós, 2014). However,
word segmentation is a challenging problem in images of historical handwriting. In addi-
tion, the computation of the SIFT features in these images with a high resolution is also far
from efficient.

In order to solve these problems, we propose a novel descriptor named Histogram of
Orientations of Handwritten Stroke Descriptor (HOHS or H2OS for short), inspired by the
Gradient Location-Orientation Histogram (GLOH) (Mikolajczyk and Schmid, 2005). There
are three main steps to build the H2OS descriptor: (1) key-points selection; (2) scale-invariant
log-polar space construction; (3) descriptor computation. Detailed information will be pre-
sented in the following sub-sections.
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p1

p2

p3

Figure 6.1: The left figure shows the skeleton line detected in the handwritten character and the point
p1 is the fork point and the points p2 and p3 are the high curvature points which are the candidate
points for the H2OS descriptor. The middle shows the stroke width distribution around the fork point.
The scale factor is determined by the minimum value of this stroke width distribution which reflects
the stroke width on the fork point. The right figure shows the log-polar space with 3 rings and 12
orientations. The circle in the center ring which is always filled by the ink pixels. The radius of the
center ring is the scale factor of the proposed H2OS descriptor.

6.2.2 Key-points selection

We regard the structure points on the medial axis of handwritten strokes, such as the fork
and high curvature points, as the key points. The structure points contain the topological in-
formation of the strokes and it has been shown in Chapter 4 that the regions around structure
points contain discriminative information concerning writing styles. The procedure of the
computation of structure points is as follows. First, the handwritten document is binarized
and the medial axis (also known as skeleton line) is extracted by thinning methods. Then the
fork points are detected by (Liu et al., 1999) and the high curvature points are detected by
the method proposed in Chapter 4. The left figure of Fig. 6.1 shows an example of fork point
and high curvature points detected on the skeleton lines.

6.2.3 Scale-invariant log-polar space construction

The text in handwritten document images often has very inconsistent character sizes and
document images are often digitized with different resolutions, which requires the use of a
scale-invariant descriptor. In this chapter, we consider the stroke width as the determinant
for the scale factor because, usually one and the same or at least a similar writing instrument
was used, (e.g., a quill), yielding a typical average stroke width. Given the key point pi, the
stroke width can be estimated using the method proposed in Chapter 4 as follows. First, a
stroke length distribution (see the middle figure of Fig. 6.1) is built by computing the stroke
length len(θ) from the key point pi to the stroke boundary at each direction θ from 0 to 2π

using the method proposed in (Brink et al., 2012). Secondly, the stroke width wstroke(pi) at
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the point pi is estimated as the minimum value in the stroke length distribution:

wstroke(pi)≈ 2× min θ len(θ) (6.1)

Given the key point pi and the scale factor wstroke(pi), a log-polar space can be built
on pi, which is the popular structure of the existed local descriptors, such as Shape Con-
text (Belongie et al., 2002), Self-Similar Descriptor (SSD) (Shechtman and Irani, 2007) and
Histogram of Orientation Shape Context (HOOSC) (Roman-Rangel et al., 2011). The size
of the log-polar space is determined by the number of angular intervals Nang and the num-
ber of distance intervals Nr. The distance intervals is equal to the half of the stroke width
wstroke(pi)/2 in the log-polar space. An example of the log-polar space is shown in the right
figure of Fig. 6.1. From the right figure of Fig. 6.1 we can see that the center ring in the log-
polar space is always filled by the stroke ink and contain very little information. Therefore,
we discard this region and, finally, there are Nang×Nr bins in our H2OS descriptor.

6.2.4 Descriptor computation

For a given input handwritten image I, we first compute the orientation map Gθ on the
orientation θ following (Tola et al., 2010) as:

Gθ =
(

cosθ
∂ I
∂x

+ sinθ
∂ I
∂y

)+
(6.2)

where (·)+ is the operator such that (a)+ = max (a,0) to keep the only positive values
to preserve the polarity of intensity changes (Tola et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2014). The
gradient orientations in each region of the log-polar space are quantized in Nθ bins. In
order to eliminate the quantized errors and avoid abrupt changes in the orientation map, a
Gaussian kernel Gσ with the standard deviation σ is introduced to convolve the orientation
map to obtain a smooth version:

G̃θ = Gσ ∗Gθ (6.3)

Finally, the histogram of orientation in each region of the log-polar space on the point pi is
computed as:

hr = [G̃r
1, · · · ,G̃r

Nθ
] (6.4)

where r denotes the index of region in the log-polar space, and Gr
i is the integrated value

of the orientation map, 1 ≤ i ≤ Nθ , in the region r. The H2OS descriptor is obtained by
concatenating all Nang×Nr histograms of orientation in the log-polar space, yielding a local
feature vector with Nang×Nr×Nθ dimensions. The descriptor is normalized dependent on
each distance interval (or each ring) inspired by HOOSC.
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Figure 6.2: Patches with different number of rings Nr (red circles). The patches with 3 rings (blue
circle) cover the meaningful mid-level elements. Therefore, we set Nr = 3 to build the H2OS descriptor.

6.2.5 Descriptor analysis

The computation of the proposed H2OS descriptor is very similar to SIFT (Lowe, 2004) and
HOG (Dalal and Triggs, 2005), and can be regarded as an extrapolation of GLOH (Miko-
lajczyk and Schmid, 2005) to handwritten document images. Therefore, it inherits all their
properties. However, our proposed H2OS descriptor is built on a scale-invariant log-polar
space using the stroke width as the scale factor, thereby making the H2OS scale invariant.
In addition, the key points of our proposed H2OS are always located inside the ink strokes,
capturing the stroke structure information instead of the textural information of handwritten
text.

The differences between our proposed H2OS descriptor and the junction descriptor pro-
posed in Chapter 4 are that: (1) The junction descriptor is a binarized-based descriptor while
the proposed H2OS is a gradient-based feature which contains more rich local information
than the junction descriptor. (2) The proposed H2OS descriptor has a larger support region
than the junction feature, as show in Fig. 6.1, which could describe more context informa-
tion around the key points. (3) The H2OS descriptor captures the contrast and orientation
information on the ink contours of handwritten images, which is more robust when dealing
with the poor quality images.

The number of rings Nr of the H2OS should be selected carefully, because if Nr is too
small, the H2OS will focus on local regions which contain little information, while if Nr is
too large, the H2OS will contain a lot of background noise. This can be observed in Fig. 6.2.
We find that H2OS almost always covers a meaningful visual element when Nr = 3, and this
value is considered to build our H2OS descriptor. We set the number of angular intervals of
the log-polar space Nang = 12 and the number of bins of the quantized orientations Nθ = 8.
Finally, the dimension of the H2OS is 12×3×8 = 288.

6.3 Multi-Label Self-Organizing Map (MLSOM)

6.3.1 Motivation

Given the visual elements extracted by the proposed H2OS feature, one possible way to
discover the correlations between the visual elements and the labels, such as the year and the
city, has been proposed in (Lee et al., 2013; Doersch et al., 2012). The general procedure
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Figure 6.3: An example of MLSOM with two label spaces and one visual element space in a 3D
coordinate.

is: (1) use the unsupervised cluster method (such as the k-means) to obtain the clusters
in each label space; (2) select the discriminative clusters which correlate with their labels
using an exhaustive-search method on the whole data set; and (3) train an SVM classifier
for each selected cluster and find the correspondences across the entire data set. The main
disadvantage of this approach is that it can not be directly used in multiple-label spaces at
the same time.

In this chapter, we integrate these three steps into one framework, inspired by the prop-
erty of the Self-Organizing Map (SOM) neural network which can preserve the topological
properties of the input space using a neighborhood function. Moreover, we can integrate
more than one label in the proposed framework and visual elements can align in multiple
label spaces simultaneously.

6.3.2 MLSOM configuration

In the traditional unsupervised SOM, the dimension of the grid is usually low (1D or 2D).
However, in the MLSOM we assume that each dimension corresponds to one label space.
If there are L labels for each visual element, the dimension of the MLSOM will be L+ 1,
in which the extra dimension is the visual element space itself to preserve the topology of
visual elements. Fig. 6.3 gives an example of MLSOM with 2 label spaces. Each node in the
MLSOM neural network is connected to neighbor nodes in each label space (see Fig. 6.4).

6.3.3 MLSOM Training

Given the labeled training visual elements vi = (xi,Y L) where xi ∈ Rd is the low-level rep-
resentation of the i-th visual element, Y L = {y1

i ,y
2
i , · · · ,yL

i } is the label space and L is the
number of labels, our aim is to align these visual elements in the L+1 spaces (with the extra
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Figure 6.4: An example of a visual element in a multi-label space. The node is connected with neighbor
nodes in each label space. In this chapter, we aim to align the visual element vi among the multi-label
space simultaneously.

visual element space). In the traditional SOM model, there are two main training stages: the
competitive stage and the cooperative stage. We adapt these two stages as follows to train
our proposed MLSOM neural network.

Competitive stage: The basic idea of the competitive learning is that “only one cell or
local group of cells at a time gives the active response to the current input (Kohonen, 1988)”.
In the competitive stage, the winner neuron is the one whose weight is most similar to the
input vector, which is also known as the Best Matching Unit (BMU).

q∗ = arg min q{D(xY L

i ,wY L

q )} (6.5)

where wY L
q is the q-th neuron in the MLSOM with the same label as the training sample xY L

i ,
q∗ is the index of the winner neuron in the extra visual element space, 1≤ q∗ ≤ v where v is
the dimension of visual element space and D is a distance function. The MLSOM has L+1
spaces with an extra visual element space, thus the searching is performed only on this extra
visual element space, making sure that the BMU neuron has the same labels with the training
sample. (Note that there is no label for the extra visual element space.)

Cooperative stage: Any neurons who are the neighbors of the BMU are updated their
weights to preserve the topological order, by defining a neighborhood set Nq∗ . The learning
process is defined as:

wq(t +1) =


wq(t)+η(t)(wq(t)−xi) if q ∈ Nq∗(t)

wq(t) if q 6∈ Nq∗(t)
(6.6)
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Figure 6.5: An example of the key year label space (ordered label space) in MPS with 25 years interval.
Assume that the black neuron is the BMU, then the neighbors of the BMU are the neighbors in the
coordinates of the MLSOM if the MLSOM network is initialized with the label order. For example,
the neighbors of the BMU are the connected left and right neurons (the gray ones).

where t = [0,T ] is the epoch counter, T is the number of training iterations and the η(t) is
the learning rate which is defined, following (Schomaker and Bulacu, 2004), as:

η(t) =
(
(η

1/s
T −η

1/s
0 )

t
T
+η

1/s
0

)s
(6.7)

where s(> 0) is the steepness factor, η0 and ηT are the starting and ending values. This is a
decreasing function and the maximum value η0 decreases to ηT .

The most important part of MLSOM is the definition of the neighborhood set Nq∗ . Tradi-
tionally, a Gaussian function is widely adopted as the neighbor function in the unsupervised
SOM, which finds the coordinate neighbors around the BMU in the SOM neural network.
However, in the proposed MLSOM, we want to discover the connections in the label spaces
and the coordinate neighbors are not always the neighbors in the label space.

There are two types of visual element label space: the ordered label space and non-
ordered label space. In the ordered label space, the labels have an inherent order. For ex-
ample, yi+1 always follows yi. There are many different ordered label spaces, such as a time
sequence, the year (key year) labels and people’s ages. Fig. 6.5 shows an example of a key
year label space, which is an ordered label space. If we initialize the MLSOM with the same
order as labels, the neighbors of the BMU in the label space is the same as the neighbors of
the BMU in the coordinates of the MLSOM neural network, which can be computed as:

Nyi
q∗(t) =

[
q∗yi − r(t),q∗yi + r(t)

]
(6.8)

here yi is the index of label space and r(t) is the spatial resolution of the neighbors at epoch
t, which can be determined by Eq. 6.7. Note that r(t) is the decreasing function, which
indicates that at the beginning of the training, the SOM aims to build a general connection
in a large scope in the yi label space and at the end of the training r(t) tends to zero and the
MLSOM is finely tuned to preserve the discriminative information.

In the real-world, most labels are non-ordered, such as the categories of animals or cities
(see an example in Fig. 6.6). In this case, the neighbors of the BMU in the coordinate of the
MLSOM neural network can not reflect the neighbors in the label space and the Eq. 6.8 can
not be used as the neighbor function. In this chapter, we assume that the BMU neuron is fully
connected to other neurons in the non-ordered label space and the neighbors of the BMU are
determined as the top Ntop(t) similar neurons according to the distance function D. The
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cat

horse

dog

giraffe

tiger

Figure 6.6: An example of animal label space (non-ordered label space). Assume that the neurons rep-
resent the visual elements about head of animals and the black neuron is the BMU, then the neighbors
of BMU should be determined by the similarity between the BMU and other neurons. For example,
the top 2 neighbors of the head of the cat should be the heads of the dog and the tiger (according to the
similarity of visual elements of the animal’s heads). In fact, all the neurons have no semantic meanings
and thus similarity is computed on the low-level feature space.

Ntop(t) is the spatial resolution in this non-ordered label space and can also be determined
using Eq. 6.7. Fig. 6.6 shows an example of the neighbors of the BMU in the non-ordered
space.

6.3.4 Learning from neighbors

Zero-shot learning aims to learn the labels of an image, in the case where no visual examples
of that labels are available during training (Mensink et al., 2014). The relationships between
the annotated classes and the unseen classes are built usually on a high level, such as the
attributes (Lampert et al., 2014) or co-occurrences of visual concepts (Mensink et al., 2014).
This information is often learned from a large labeled data set. The assumption of this chap-
ter is that the visual elements of a certain class have a subtle but consistent difference with
its neighbors, which can be captured by the proposed MLSOM neural network. Therefore,
our method can also be used for zero-shot learning by learning from the neighbors. In the
earlier training stage, the neurons in the MLSOM are updated not only by the training vi-
sual elements when they are the winner neurons, but also by the visual elements when their
neighbor neurons are the winner neurons. Therefore, each neuron in the MLSOM also learns
from their neighbors until the window size closed to zero. If there is no training sample in
a certain label space, the corresponding neurons will be updated by the neighbors and thus
contain the average information of their neighbor neurons.
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6.3.5 MLSOM Voting

Each neuron in the trained MLSOM neural network carries labels. Therefore, the trained
MLSOM can be directly used to predict the labels of the test images. The visual elements
vi from the test image I can be mapped into the learned MLSOM space to form a histogram
hL+1, which is similar with the bag-of-word model (Fei-Fei and Perona, 2005). The proba-
bility p(yl

i) that the test image I belongs to the label yl
i in l-th label space is estimated by:

p(yl
i) =

∑
L
q=0,q6=l hq(i)

∑ j ∑
L
q=0,q6=l hq(i)

(6.9)

here ∑
L
q=0,q6=l hq(i) counts the number of occurrences of corresponding visual word in ML-

SOM along other label spaces except l-th label space and the ∑ j ∑
L
q=0,q6=l hq(i) is the total

number of occurrences. Finally, the test image is assigned to the label with the highest prob-
ability:

yl(I) = arg max yi

{
p(yl

i)
}

(6.10)

6.4 Experiments

6.4.1 Document stroke-shape elements

Generally, the stroke structures are very often repeated in handwritten texts of historical
documents (Fig. 6.7), because the number of letters in an alphabet is limited and their ap-
pearances in the feature space are quite similar due to style considerations in the writer.
Therefore, regarding them as separate visual elements makes inefficient use of the available
information. Our goal in this section is to detect a set of primary visual elements that rep-
resents the wide variety of stroke structures in each historical document, which contains the
discriminative information concerning writing style. We call the detected primary visual el-
ements Stroke-Shape Elements. We assume that each Stroke-Shape Element represents a
style element. The stroke-shape elements are clusters of these sampled patches generated by
the k-means, algorithm from the H2OS descriptor using the χ2 distance. Typical individual
cluster centroids are illustrated in Fig. 6.8. The main reason we use the Stroke-Shape El-
ement instead of the sampled patch instances in the document is to avoid the effects of an
unbalanced number of instances for each Stroke-Shape Element in the voting stage. For ex-
ample, a large number of instances of the character ‘e’ with the same writing style will lead
to a large number in the corresponding bin in the voting histogram. However, if we use the
Stroke-Shape Element representation, there is only one writing style element contributing to
the voting histogram.
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Figure 6.7: An example of repeated visual elements in a part of a historical document.

Figure 6.8: Examples of the Stroke Shape Elements learned from a document image (part of it is shown
in Fig. 6.7). These Stroke Shape Elements are the primary visual elements in the given historical
document which contain the discriminative information of the writing style.

6.4.2 Experimental setup

There are two label spaces: The key-year space and the city space and one extra visual-
element space for historical document dating and localization. The key-year space is an
ordered label space and the size is 11, while the city space is a non-ordered label space and
the size is 4. The size of the extra visual element v should be set manually. The parameters in
the training of the MLSOM neural network are set as follows: the starting value of the learn-
ing rate η(t) is set η0 = 0.5 and the end is set ηT = 0.005; for the spatial resolution of the
neighbors r(t), the starting value is set r(0) = 5 and the end is set r(T ) = 0. A steepness fac-
tor of s = 5 was used to compute the learning rate and neighbor size, following (Schomaker
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Table 6.1: The average and standard deviation MAEs for dating with different values of the number of
clusters k and the size of visual elements spaces v.

v
System 50 100 200 300 400

k

50 35.2±1.6 30.9±2.6 28.2±3.6 28.0±3.8 27.8±3.9

100 35.4±2.0 30.4±2.7 27.3±3.4 25.9±4.0 25.9±4.4

200 37.3±3.3 33.1±3.4 28.5±3.1 27.1±3.2 26.2±4.2

300 38.1±3.7 33.6±2.9 29.0±3.5 27.5±3.6 26.8±4.2

400 39.8±3.6 33.4±2.5 29.7±2.6 28.1±3.6 26.9±4.1

and Bulacu, 2004) and the number of training iterations is T = 500.

6.4.3 MLSOM voting results

There are two parameters that need to be optimized: the number of clusters k for the stroke
shape elements and the size of visual elements spaces v. We used a grid search method to find
the appropriate values and Table 6.1 shows the performances of historical document dating
with different values. From Table 6.1 we can see that increasing the number of stroke shape
elements k does not improve the performance, which results from the fact that the number
of different writing styles is limited in one document and a large value of k introduces more
noise. The best value of k is 100 in our experiments for different values of v. Conversely,
the performance is better when the value v is higher. However, a high value of v also needs
a large memory and long computing time. In our experiments, we set the value of v to 300,
which achieves the best performance (the MAE is 25.9 years). The localization precision is
shown in Table 6.2. The performance is higher when k is smaller and v is higher, which is
the same as the dating performance in Table 6.1. The best performance for localization is
achieved when k = 50 and v = 400 and 83.8% documents are correctly localized.

Table 6.3 shows the MAEs of the proposed method compared with our previous methods,
as well as a random guess. The method which is from the Monk system (Van der Zant et al.,
2008) 1 used the human labeled characters for dating and the work in (He et al., 2014) used
global and local regression methods with the Hinge and Fraglets (Bulacu and Schomaker,
2007) features. Our method improves the performance and the best MAE is 25.9 years
which is almost 10 years lower than previous results. Fig. 6.9 shows the CS measures for
different methods. We can observe that the proposed method also improves the score for
lower error level, e.g., α ≤ 25 years. For example, 46.2%(±7.2) documents are estimated
correctly by the proposed method, which is higher than the 22.5% given by the method in (He
et al., 2014). When the year error level is 25 years, the proposed method could improve the

1http://application02.target.rug.nl/monk/Overslag/date-histogram-MPS.html

http://application02.target.rug.nl/monk/Overslag/date-histogram-MPS.html
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Table 6.2: The average and standard deviation precisions (%) for localization with different values of
the number of clusters k and the size of visual elements spaces v.

v
System 50 100 200 300 400

k

50 77.0%±3.6 80.2±4.8 82.4±4.0 83.2±3.4 83.8±4.1

100 75.8%±4.5 78.7±4.5 80.6±4.8 81.8±4.7 82.8±5.1

200 76.8%±4.2 78.0±5.2 81.3±5.8 81.3±5.8 81.8±4.4

300 75.1%±3.1 74.9±6.2 78.9±5.6 81.1±5.3 80.8±5.3

400 75.0%±4.4 75.9±4.5 78.1±6.2 79.4±5.3 81.4±4.7

Table 6.3: The MAEs, Standard Deviations (STD) and CSs(α = 25) on our database with different
methods.

Method MAE CS(α=25)
Random Guess 85.3±58.5 25.7%
Monk (Van der Zant et al., 2008) 36.0±20.6 -
Study(He et al., 2014) 35.4 63.5%
MLSOM voting 25.9±4.5 73.7%

accuracy by 10.2% (see the last column in Table 6.3).
Fig. 6.10 provides the results of the localization precisions with the year error levels

from 0 to 100 years. 41.5%(±6.3%) documents are estimated correctly with the date and
local information. When the year error level is 25 years, the precision of the localization is
63.2%(±5.1%). The results demonstrate that dating and localizing simultaneously is more
difficult than dating and localizing separately. Table 6.4 shows the confusion matrix for the
historical document localization. From the table we can observe that the documents from
Leuven and Groningen are quite easy to localize than those from Arnhem and Leiden. The
precision for Leiden is only 68.4%(±9.2%) and the documents from Leiden are easy to be
estimated as documents from Arnhem and Leuven.

6.4.4 Dating by classification

The dating problem can be considered as a classification problem because the document dis-
tribution in the considered period has a obvious borders between the nearby key years in the
MPS data set according to the domain experts (paleographers). We assume that all the docu-
ments from the same key year form a class and there are 11 classes (11 key years) in our MPS
data set. We train 11 classifiers using a linear SVM with the one-versus-all strategy. The pa-
rameter C is estimated by a grid search method in the range of {2−16,2−15, · · · ,215,216}.
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Figure 6.9: Cumulative Scores of p(MAE ≤ α) on the error levels (α) from 0 to 100 years.
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Figure 6.10: The localization precision with different year error levels from 0 to 100 years.

The query document is assigned to the key year with the maximal SVM score among the 11
trained classifiers.

The proposed MLSOM is also a cluster method which can be used to train the code-
book. We map the extracted patches described by H2OS features to the codebook to com-
pute the representation of the documents using the bag-of-word model, which is denoted as
H2OSmlsom. We believe that the codebook trained by the MLSOM is more discriminative
than the traditional SOM methods because it contains the label information. In order to eval-
uate this observation, we train a codebook using the traditional SOM method with the same
data and the same parameters, which is denoted as H2OSsom.

We also compare our method with the existing features used for writer identification
in handwritten documents, which can be typically divided into two categories: textural-
based and grapheme-based features. Two textural-based, such as Hinge and Quill, and two
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Table 6.4: The accuracy (%) of the localization confusion matrix among the four cities.

City Arnhem Leiden Leuven Groningen
Arnhem 86.2±3.0 7.6±3.3 2.7±1.2 3.5±1.2
Leiden 18.1±5.6 68.4±9.2 10.2±6.7 3.3±0.5
Leuven 0.4±0.6 2.2±2.8 97.0±3.5 0.4±0.5

Groningen 4.6±3.9 2.1±1.8 1.3±0.6 92.0±4.5

grapheme-based features, such as Junclets and Strokelets, are selected in the experiments,
which are:

Hinge: The Hinge is a texture level feature (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007; Schomaker
and Bulacu, 2004), which captures the slant and curvature information of the handwritten
ink trace. The Hinge feature is a joint probability distribution of the orientations of the two
edge fragments constituting the legs of an imaginary hinge. The two parameters of the Hinge
feature, the number of angle bins p and th leg length q, are set to p = 40 and q = 20.

Quill: The quill feature was designed to capture the property of the capillary-action of
writing instruments, such as the “quill pen” which were used until the 19th century (Brink
et al., 2012). The Quill feature is a probability distribution of the relation between the ink
direction and the ink width. The parameters are set following the original paper (Brink et al.,
2012).

Junclets: The junction regions are important visual elements in handwritten documents
which reflecting the writing style. The junction feature proposed in Chapter 4 computes the
distribution of the stroke length on the junction point in a polar space. The Junclets is the
probability-density function of the junctions based on a trained codebook with the size of
625.

Strokelets: The connected components of the handwritten text are segmented into sub-
strokes on the fork points and the Polar Stroke Descriptor which is similar with the junction
feature is used to describe the sub-strokes (He and Schomaker, 2015). The Strokelets is also
a probability-density function of the sub-strokes based on a trained codebook with the same
size of Junclets.

After computing the feature representations of documents in the MPS data set, we per-
form dating in two ways: Dating while excluding writer duplicates versus inclusion of writer
duplicates. The exclusion of writer duplicates enforces a style-based dating, as opposed to
a dating result which can be attributed to writer identification. In the following sections, we
compare the performance of the proposed H2OSsom and H2OSmlsom representations, as well
as the Hinge, Quill, Junclets and Strokelets features in the same experimental setting.
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Table 6.5: The dating performance with different configurations when excluding writer duplicates.

Feature MAEs CS(α=25)
Hinge 22.1±2.9 80.6%±3.1
Quill 23.7±2.9 80.5%±3.1
Junclets 21.7±3.7 79.4%±4.4
Strokelets 19.4±2.7 83.1%±2.6
H2OSsom 25.2±3.2 76.4%±3.7
H2OSmlsom 15.9±2.9 85.4%±3.7

Dating results when excluding writer duplicates

In the MPS data set, the writers of several documents are known and the writers of the rest
of the documents are unknown. In order to avoid effectively practicing writer identification
when dating, we carefully and randomly split the data set into training (70%) and testing
(30%) sets to make sure that the same writer never appears in both the training and the
testing set, which means that all documents produced by the same hand should be only in the
training set or only in the testing set. The experiment is repeated 20 times and the average
results with the standard deviation are reported.

Table 6.6 shows the MAEs of different methods. We can see that our proposed
H2OSmlsom achieves the best performance in terms of both MAE and CS(α=25). The per-
formance of the H2OSmlsom method using the codebook trained by the proposed MLSOM
method is much better than the H2OSsom which uses the traditional cluster method to train
the codebook. The H2OSmlsom reduces the MAE by 9.3 years, which demonstrates that the
proposed MLSOM codebook contains more discriminative information than the codebook
trained by traditional cluster methods.

The performance of the proposed H2OSmlsom outperforms other methods. In the existing
features, the Strokelets achieves the best performance. However, the MAE of the Strokelets
is 19.4 years, which is lower than the proposed H2OSmlsom by 3.5 years.

Dating results when including writer duplicates

In this section, we conduct the experiment of the dating on the MPS data set by ran-
domly splitting the documents into training (70%) and testing (30%) sets without consid-
ering whether the documents from the same hand appear in the training set or in the testing
set. Table 6.6 shows the MAEs and the CS with 25 error level for different methods. When
using the proposed H2OS feature, the MAE of the H2OSmlsom is higher than the MAE of
the H2OSsom by 6.7 years. It also improves the measure CS(α=25) from 85.4% to 91.4%,
which means 91.4% documents are correctly estimated with the error equal or less than 25
years by the H2OSmlsom. Compared to other features, our proposed H2OSmlsom achieves the
best performance in terms of MAEs (9.1 years) and CS(α=25) (91.4%). The results are very
good, however, entailing a contamination over writer identity which may, or may not bother
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Table 6.6: The performance of the dating with different features when including writer duplicates.

Feature MAEs CS(α=25)
Hinge 12.2±0.9 89.6%±1.3
Quill 12.1±1.0 89.5%±1.3
Junclets 12.4±0.7 88.4%±1.4
Strokelets 11.4±0.9 89.4%±1.7
H2OSsom 15.8±1.8 85.4%±1.6
H2OSmlsom 9.1±0.8 91.4%±1.5

Table 6.7: The average MAEs and the number of documents in three periods.

Feature 1300-1375 1400-1475 1500-1550
Hinge 17.7± 6.9 11.8±2.4 8.8±2.1
Quill 16.2±6.6 11.6±2.4 9.5±2.2
Junclets 15.0±4.9 13.1±2.3 9.3±2.0
Strokelets 16.5±5.4 10.9±2.3 7.9±1.8
H2OSsom 22.7±6.2 11.4±1.9 10.9±1.9
H2OSmlsom 11.6±4.2 7.2±1.4 6.7±1.5
Number of documents 505 1490 873

the end user.
Table 6.7 shows the MAEs of three different periods: 1300-1375, 1400-1475 and 1500-

1550. From the table we can see that dating documents from the period of 1500-1550 is
much easier than documents from the other two periods.

Stability of codebooks trained with writer-related bias

In this section, we evaluate the performance of dating with the different MLSOM codebooks
trained by documents from a subset of writers in each key year in order to evaluate the per-
formance with writer-related bias. Table 6.9 shows the performance with codebook trained
by documents from all writers (denoted as Codebook wr.incl.) and with codebook trained
by documents only from a subset of writers (only one-fourth writers are involved in this
experiment, denoted as Codebook wr.excl.). From the table we can see that including all
writers in the codebook training provides slightly better results. This shows that handwritten

Table 6.8: The MAEs performance with codebooks trained with different configurations considering
the writer-related bias.

Feature Codebook wr.incl. Codebook wr.excl.
H2OSsom 15.8 17.2
H2OSmlsom 9.1 13.5
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Figure 6.11: Examples of documents in the MPS data set with high quality (left figure) and low quality
(right figure).

patterns written by different writers in the MPS data set are variable and it is better to train
the codebook with all writers.

Dating results with different image quality

Some documents in the MPS data set have heavy degradation (low quality, see Fig. 6.11). In
order to evaluate the performance with different image quality, we split all documents in MPS
into high-quality and low-quality sets. We manually select 109 documents with very high
quality and 118 documents with very low quality to train a kernel SVM to predict the quality
of all documents on the MPS data set. Seven features are used to represent the documents as
follows: f1: the absolute distance between the mean values of the Gaussian distributions of
the ink and background pixels and f2: the ratio between the standard deviations of these two
Gaussian distributions; f3: the distribution of the number of connected components; f4: the
entropy of the distribution of the contour length of connected components; f5: the entropy of
the distribution of the stroke width estimated by the method (Brink et al., 2012); f6: the ratio
of the uniform LBP pattern and non-uniform ones (Ojala et al., 2002); f7: the entropy of
the distribution of the line length computed by the fast line detector (LSD) (Von Gioi et al.,
2010). In practice, we have found that these seven features work very well and the accuracy
is over 90% on the MPS data set.

Fig. 6.9 shows the performance with different image qualities. From the figure we can
see that (1) the performance of all features shows the same trend as the one without consid-
ering the image quality: Quill < H2OSsom < Hinge < Junclets < Strokelets < H2OSmlsom

according to their performance and (2) the results on the high-quality set are better than the
results on the low-quality set for all features.

We also conduct the experiment of dating by using a high-quality set for training and a
low-quality set for testing, and vice versa. Table 6.10 shows the MAEs of different features
and we can see that the results of using low-quality set for training are better than using high-
quality set. One important observation that can be made is that our proposed H2OSsom and
H2OSmlsom methods are much more stable when dealing with image qualities, achieving the
minimum differences between the MAEs when using different image qualities for training
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Table 6.9: The MAEs of different features with different image quality. high.incl. and high.excl.
mean the performance with high quality when including writer duplicates (incl.) and excluding writer
duplicates (excl.), respectively. low.incl. and low.excl. mean the performance with low quality.

Features high.incl. high.excl. low.incl. low.excl.
Hinge 10.9±0.7 19.7±2.4 13.6±1.3 25.9±2.4
Quill 17.3±1.6 29.1±4.6 22.7±1.7 33.8±5.1
Junclets 9.2± 0.9 17.0±3.1 16.6±1.3 25.3±3.2
Strokelets 9.7± 1.2 17.6±2.6 13.3±1.2 21.9±2.5
H2OSsom 13.6±1.8 21.6±3.1 18.6±1.7 29.2±3.7
H2OSmlsom 6.6± 0.7 11.6±2.2 11.7±1.5 18.7±2.8

Table 6.10: The MAEs performance of the dating with different quality configurations.

Feature Train: high Test: low Train: low Test: high Difference
Hinge 26.8 15.7 11.1
Quill 33.6 26.1 7.5
Junclets 23.6 13.6 10.0
Strokelets 21.9 16.4 5.5
H2OSsom 26.0 26.5 0.5
H2OSmlsom 18.3 15.6 2.7

and testing.

Comparison with other studies

In this section, we conduct experiments of dating using more features, such as the
SIFT (Lowe, 2004) extracted based on the coarse word zones, (Ojala et al., 2002) (with
255 patterns without the background), CO3 (Schomaker and Bulacu, 2004), kCF (combined
with k=2,3,4,5) and kSF (combined with k=1,2,3) proposed in Chapter 5. Table 6.11 shows
the MAEs of different features. From the table we can see that our proposed method achieves
better results than other features. In addition, the H2OS feature is very efficient to represent
the handwritten visual elements, such as the Stroke Shape Elements shown in Fig. 6.8.

6.4.5 Geographical localization by classification

To evaluate the document localization performance, we train four classifiers for the four
cities. Fig. 6.12 and Fig. 6.13 show the precision of the four cities excluding the writer du-
plicates and including the writer duplicates, respectively. From the two figures we can find
that our proposed methods outperform all the other methods and the H2OSmlsom achieves
the best performance in the two configurations. The precision of the H2OSmlsom for Leuven
is 90.5% when including writer duplicates and is 86.5% when excluding writer duplicates,
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Table 6.11: The dating performance with different methods.

Excluding duplicates Including duplicates
Feature MAEs CS(α=25) MAEs CS(α=25)
LBP 39.9±4.9 59.3%±6.3 34.3±8.1 65.2%±7.7
SIFT 33.9±4.3 69.9%±3.7 23.3±1.2 78.2%±1.1
Quill 23.7±2.9 80.5%±3.1 12.1±1.0 89.5%±1.3
Hinge 22.1±1.9 80.6%±3.1 12.2±0.9 89.6%±1.3
Junclets 21.7±3.7 79.4%±4.4 12.4±0.7 88.4%±1.4
CO3 20.3±2.9 82.1%±3.2 11.5±0.8 89.5%±1.5
Strokelets 19.4±2.7 83.1%±2.6 11.4±0.9 89.4%±1.7
kCF 19.2±3.5 85.8%±2.8 10.8±0.9 90.8%±1.1
kSF 17.4±1.9 86.8%±2.0 9.9±0.6 91.8%±1.5
H2OSsom 25.2±3.2 76.4%±3.7 15.8±1.8 85.4%±1.6
H2OSmlsom 15.9±2.9 85.4%±3.7 9.1±0.8 91.4%±1.5

Table 6.12: The accuracy (%) of the localization confusion matrix among the four cities using the
H2OSmlsom method when including writer duplicates.

City Arnhem Leiden Leuven Groningen
Arnhem 90.9±2.1 7.0±2.0 0.5±0.6 1.6±1.1
Leiden 2.8±0.9 95.8±0.9 0.6±0.4 0.8±0.4
Leuven 0.1±0.4 8.9±3.7 90.2±3.8 0.8±0.9

Groningen 0.6±0.4 0.8±0.6 0.3±0.3 98.3±0.7

which are explicitly higher than other methods. Table 6.12 gives the confusion matrix of the
localization of the proposed H2OSmlsom and the average precision for geographical localiza-
tion is 93.8%.

6.4.6 Results of learning from neighboring neurons

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the learning from neighbors for dating and
localization excluding training samples from the target year and city. In this condition, the
intrinsic interpolation by the Kohonen map should allow for estimating the target year and
city. We leave each combination of labels (year and city) out and train the MLSOM using
the rest documents. After that, the documents with the leave-out labels are used to test the
trained MLSOM neural network. Table 6.13 shows the MAEs of the results compared to
other studies and the CS score is shown in Fig. 6.14. From the results we can observe that
due to this local mutilation of the Kohonen map, the MAE approximately equal to 39 years.
This is quite natural because the corresponding neurons of the missed labels now contain
the general or average information of their neighbors. Although missing the target year
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Figure 6.12: The localization precision with different methods in the four cities when excluding writer
duplicates.

Table 6.13: The MAEs and CSs(α = 25) when learning from neighboring years and cities excluding
all samples from the target year and city from the training set.

Method MAE CS(α=25)
Random Guess 85.3±58.5 25.7%
Monk 36.0±20.6 -
Study(He et al., 2014) 35.4 63.5%
Learning from neighbors 38.9 63.5%

and city training data, the MLSOM can still learn the information from their neighbors and
14.0% documents are correctly dated (see Fig. 6.14 when α = 0). For error level α=25 and
higher, the CS scores are almost the same as the method in (He et al., 2014). For historical
document localization, 70% documents are localized correctly, compared to 83.8%, the best
performance in Table 6.2.
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Figure 6.13: The localization precision with different methods in the four cities when including writer
duplicates.

6.4.7 Discussion

The proposed MLSOM neural network contains the year and city label information and can
be directly used for predicting the labels of the query document by voting. The results of
voting method outperforms the existing systems. If no training data set is available for certain
labels, the corresponding neurons learn the average information from their neighbors, with
some degradation, but still comparable to our previous results.

In addition, our proposed MLSOM can be considered as a cluster method which contains
more discriminative information than traditional cluster methods. The unsupervised cluster
methods (such as regular SOM or k-means) discard the subtle difference among labels and
are less discriminative in contrast to the proposed MLSOM method. The performance of
dating and localization on the MPS data set based on representations using the MLSOM
with the classification method achieves state-of-the-art results.
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Figure 6.14: Cumulative Scores of p(MAE ≤ α) on the error levels (α) from 0 to 100 years when
learning from neighboring years and cities excluding all samples from the target year and city from the
training set.

6.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we studied the problem of historical document dating and localization using
our new MPS data set. In order to extract the visual elements in historical documents, we
developed the H2OS feature which is a scale-invariant descriptor. We then proposed the
Multiple-Label guided MLSOM method to align the visual elements in multiple label space.
Our proposed MLSOM can be used for predicting labels directly, or can be used as zero-shot
learning by learning from neighbors or can be used as a cluster method. The experimental
results in relation to the MPS data set clearly show the efficacy of the proposed method. The
best MAE on the MPS data set was 15.9 years when excluding writer duplicates and 9.1
years when keeping writer duplicates in the reference set.
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Chapter 7
Beyond OCR: Multi-faceted understanding of

handwritten document characteristics

Abstract

In the previous chapters, we proposed several features for writer identification, historical
manuscript dating and localization separately. In this chapter, we present a summariza-
tion of the proposed features for different applications by proposing a joint feature dis-
tribution (JFD) principle to design novel discriminative features which could be the joint
distribution of features on adjacent positions or the joint distribution of different features
on the same location. Following the proposed JFD principle, we introduce seventeen
features, including twelve textural-based and five grapheme-based features. We evaluate
these features for different applications from four different perspectives to understand
handwritten documents beyond OCR, by writer identification, script recognition, histor-
ical manuscript dating and localization.

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we propose a general joint feature distribution (JFD) principle, which allows
researchers to design more powerful and discriminative features based on the existing feature
extraction methods. Several novel features are proposed following the JFD principle, such as
the CoLBP inspired by the co-occurrence pattern distributions (Qi et al., 2014), CoHinge and
QuadHinge based on the original Hinge kernel (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007), and the Ink
Context inspired by the junction feature proposed in Chapter 4 and shape context (Belongie
et al., 2002). We apply the existing and proposed features for multi-faceted understanding
of handwritten manuscripts beyond OCR and evaluate these features from four perspectives:
answering 4W questions in paleography and book history (Stokes, 2015): Who, Which, When
and Where, corresponding to writer identification, script identification, dating and localiza-
tion problems which can describe the historical context of manuscripts. Fig. 7.1 shows the
five important questions with the OCR problem and their corresponding research problems
to understand handwritten manuscripts.
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Who wrote it?

Writer identification

When it has been written?

Manuscript dating

Which script?

Script identification

Where was it from?

Localization

Figure 7.1: The four interesting questions for handwritten manuscript understanding and their corre-
sponding problems beyond OCR.

Although there are many methods proposed in the literature for writer and script identifi-
cation, very little work has been done on the evaluation of the performance of these features
on both writer and script identification, and manuscript dating and localization. Therefore,
it is still very hard for historians or paleographers to choose the appropriate features to per-
form specific tasks on their own data sets. Our work in this chapter, therefore, is to provide
a comprehensive performance evaluation of different features for different applications and
to provide new perspectives and insights for feature designing.

7.2 Joint feature distribution principle

Previous studies (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007; Qi et al., 2014; Haralick et al., 1973; Yang
et al., 2010; Ito and Kubota, 2010; Brink et al., 2012) have shown that the use of spatial co-
occurrence among features is more discriminative and powerful. In this chapter, we extend
this idea to the joint feature distribution principle (JFD principle), which can be divided into
three different groups: the spatial joint feature distribution (JFD-S), the attribute joint feature
distribution (JFD-A) and the joint kernel feature distribution (JFD-K).

We denote by f i(x j) the local feature f i on the position x j in an image. Following by the
JFD-S principle, new features can be derived as:

f i(x j, · · · ,x j+n) =
[

f i(x j), · · · , f i(x j+n)
]

joint (7.1)

where x j, · · · ,x j+n are n+1 points on the image which have a certain spatial relationship and
the new joint feature f i(x j, · · · ,x j+n) captures more complex local structures with a larger
supporting region.

Several feature methods followed the JFD-S principle have been proposed in the liter-
ature. For example, the Gray-Level Co-occurrence Matrices (GLCM) has been proposed
for texture classification (Haralick et al., 1973) and writer identification (Said et al., 2000).
Pairwise local features has been studied for food recognition in (Yang et al., 2010) and co-
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occurrence of histogram of orientation gradient (CoHOG) has been studied in (Ito and Kub-
ota, 2010).

Following by the JFD-A principle, new features can be derived as:

f (i,··· ,i+n)(x j) = [ f i(x j), · · · , f i+n(x j)] joint (7.2)

where f i(x j) and f i+n(x j) are different local features on the point x j which may capture
different attributes or properties. The attribute joint feature f (i,··· ,i+n)(x j) usually has spe-
cific meanings. For example, the joint distribution of ink trace and ink width can capture
the property of writing instruments (Brink et al., 2012). In (Newell and Griffin, 2014), the
oriented Basic Image Feature Columns (oBIF Columns) which is the joint distribution of six
Derivative-of-Gaussian filters at two scales has been applied for writer identification.

Following by the JFD-K principle, new features can be derived as:

f i(x j, · · · ,x j+n,K) =[
K
(

f i(x j), f i(xk)
)
, · · · ,K

(
f i(x j+n), f i(xk+n)

)]
joint

(7.3)

where K(·) is the kernel function which can describe the relationship between feature f i on
two different positions x j and xk. Any kernel functions can be chosen and the features with
different kernel functions has different properties. For example, using the differential kernel
operator based on the Hinge feature (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007) derives the ∆nHinge
feature proposed in Chapter 2 which is a rotation-invariant feature for writer identification.

The difference between spatial joint feature f i(x j, · · · ,x j+n) and attribute joint feature
f (i,··· ,i+n)(x j) is that the spatial joint feature f i(x j, · · · ,x j+n) is the joint distribution of the
same type of feature f i on different positions x j, · · · ,x j+n and the attribute joint feature
f (i,··· ,i+n)(x j) is the joint distribution of different types of features f i, · · · , f i+n on the same
position x j. The f i(x j, · · · ,x j+n) inherits the properties of the f i(x j) feature. For example,
if f i(x j) is sensitive to the rotation changes, the f i(x j, · · · ,x j+n) is also sensitive to the rota-
tions. However, using kernel functions, f i(x j, · · · ,x j+n,K) can introduce new properties or
solve the transform invariant problems, depending on the definition of the kernel function K.

One problem of the features derived based on the JFD principle is that the feature dimen-
sion is very high. For example, if the dimension of f i(x j) is m, the dimension of the joint
feature f i(x j, · · · ,x j+n) is mn+1. Therefore, n is usually set to 1, which results in the spatial
co-occurrence features (Qi et al., 2014; Haralick et al., 1973; Yang et al., 2010). When n is
large, the f i(x j, · · · ,x j+n) describes large and complex structures in handwritten documents,
which are called allographs or graphemes. The distribution of the allographs of documents
is sparse in the feature space, which can be solved by the bag-of-word model (Fei-Fei and
Perona, 2005) and the textural-based feature becomes the grapheme-based feature.

Following the proposed three principles, a feature network can be built, as shown in
Fig. 7.2. Each node in the feature network represents the location on the image and can
be described by the single feature f i(x j) or by the joint feature f (i,··· ,i+n)(x j). Recursively
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Figure 7.2: Feature network: more powerful and discriminative features can be generated follow-
ing the four JFD principles. x jz is the position on the image and Ki and K j are the kernel func-
tions (they can be the same or different type of kernel functions). Each note can be described
by single feature f i(x jz) or by the joint feature f i,··· ,i+n(x jz). For example, notes in layer-1 can
be represented by: f (Ki(x jz)) = Ki( f (x jz), f (x jz+1)

)
, and notes in layer-2 can be represented by:

f (K j(x jz)) = K j( f (Ki(x jz)), f (Ki(x jz+1))
)
.

using these three principle with proper local features and kernel functions, new and more
abstract features can be derived directly from this feature network. For example, given the
local feature f 0(xi), a new feature f 1(xi) can be built using kernel function Ki by: f 1(xi) =

Ki
(

f 0(xi), f 0(x j)
)

where xi and x j are spatially adjacent. The new feature f 1(xi) can be
also considered as the local feature f 0(xi) = f 1(xi) to build more features with the same or
a different kernel function K j. The ∆nHinge feature proposed in the previous chapter is a
typical example, where the ∆nHinge kernel can be computed directly from the ∆n−1Hinge
kernel with the differential operator kernel function.

7.3 Feature representation

In this section, we introduce several typical features developed in the literature for handwrit-
ten document analysis. In addition, we also propose several new features followed the JFD
principles. The features can be roughly categorized into two groups (Bulacu and Schomaker,
2007): textural-based and grapheme-based methods and the computation details are pre-
sented in the following sections.
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7.3.1 Textural-based features

Textural-based method considers the handwritten document as a textural image and extracts
statistical information from text blocks on the entire image. Textural features extracted from
handwritten images often capture the curvature and slant attributes of handwriting style and
they usually do not need any segmentation method. Several typical textural-based features
in the literature and their extensions are described in this section.

Local Binary Pattern (LBP) (Ojala et al., 2002) LBP is a gray-scale invariant textural
feature and is widely used in texture recognition and writer identification (Hannad et al.,
2016). For a pixel xi in an image, the LBP code is defined as:

LBPP,R(xi) =
P−1

∑
p=0

s(gp−gxi) ·2p (7.4)

s(x) =
{

1, i f x≥ 0
0, i f x < 0

(7.5)

where gxi and gp are the pixel values of point xi and its neighbors, and P and R are the
number of neighbors and the radius of the neighbor pixels to the xi, respectively. Following
works (Ojala et al., 2002; Hannad et al., 2016), we set P = 8 and R = 1 and we use LBP for
short to represent LBP8,1 thereafter. Finally, the 255 patterns without the background one
are considered to build the LBP histogram and the resulting descriptor is of dimension 255.
LBP follows the JFD-S principle, which joints the binary test s(x) on the eight neighbors of
the certain pixel xp: LBP(xp) = [s(x1− xp), ...,s(xi− xp), ...,s(x8− xp)] joint .

Co-occurrence Local Binary Pattern (CoLBP) Following the JFD-S principle, we pro-
pose the co-occurrence LBP on handwritten documents, inspired by the work (Qi et al.,
2014). Given two pixels xi and x j with a Manhattan distance l along the ink contour and
their LBP uniform codes LBP(xi) and LBP(x j) (see Fig. 7.3), the CoLBP is defined as

CoLBP(xi,x j) =
[
LBP(xi),LBP(x j)

]
joint (7.6)

The uniform LBP code is defined as the binary pattern where there is at most 2 bitwise
transitions from 1 to 0 or vice versa (Ojala et al., 2002). The reason that we consider the
uniform LBP code is that the most of LBP codes obtained along the ink contours are uniform
patterns. In order to make CoLBP rotation-invariant, we only consider the non-redundant
patterns

(
LBP(xi) ≤ LBP(x j)

)
. Finally, a 2D histogram is built to represent the probability

of the co-occurrence LBP patterns along the ink contours and the dimension of the feature
vector is 58*(58+1)/2 = 1711. The parameter l is empirically set to 8 in our experiments.

Run-length Histogram (RLH) Run-length features are widely used in handwritten doc-
ument analysis (Arazi, 1977; Djeddi et al., 2013; Gordo, Perronnin and Valveny, 2013).
The run-lengths of certain patterns along a given direction, such as ‘0’ and ‘1’ on binarized
images, are quantized into a histogram as the feature representation. Usually, run-length his-
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Figure 7.3: Co-occurrence patterns on ink contours.

tograms of the ink and background pixels with the maximum length 100 are obtained on the
horizontal and vertical directions and concatenated together as the final feature vector with
the dimension of 2*2*100 = 400. The run-length feature follows the JFD-K principle, where
the kernel function is defined to count the length of runs on the scanning direction.

Run-lengths of Local Binary Pattern (LBPruns) The LBPruns feature has been proposed
in our previous chapter, which computes the run-lengths of local binary patterns formed
with n parallel scanning lines along a given direction with inter-line distance d on binarized
images. The number of n determines the number of possible local binary patterns and the
inter-line distance d determines the spatial resolution of local binary patterns. Finally, 2n×2
histograms on horizontal and vertical directions can be obtained and they are concatenated
together to form the final feature vector. In this chapter, we empirically set n and d to 5 and
more detailed information of the selection of these parameters can be found in the previous
chapter. The maximum length Nmax is set to 100 and the dimension of the final feature
vector is 2*25*100 = 6400. The LBPruns feature follows the JFD-N principle, which builds
the feature vector using the run-length methods based on the LPB computations.

Hinge (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007) The Hinge feature is the joint probability distribu-
tion of the orientations of legs of two contour fragments attached at a common end pixel on
the ink contours. Fig. 7.4 shows two examples of the Hinge kernel on contour fragments with
leg length l and the joint probability of the two orientations, α and β (α < β ), are quantized
into a 2D histogram. In this chapter, we set l = 7 and the number of bins of α and β is set to
23. Finally, the dimension of the feature vector is 253. The Hinge feature follows the JFD-A
principle, which considers two different directions (can be considered as two attributes) on
each contour pixel.

Co-occurrence Hinge (CoHinge) We provide a feature followed the JFD-S principle: the
CoHinge, which is defined as the joint distribution of Hinge kernel on two different points
xi and x j with Manhattan distance l (see Fig. 7.3) on the contours, similar as the CoLBP
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feature:
CoHinge(xi,x j) =

[
Hinge(xi),Hinge(x j)

]
(7.7)

Each Hinge kernel has two values α and β , and therefore, the CoHinge kernel has four values
[α(xi), β (xi), α(x j), β (x j)], which can be quantized into a 4D histogram. The Manhattan
distance l is set to 7. We set the number of bins of the angle to 10, and finally the dimension
of the CoHinge feature is 10∗10∗10∗10 = 10,000.

∆nHinge: The ∆nHinge is a rotation-invariant texture features, which has been proposed
in Chapter 2. The ∆nHinge feature can be computed from the feature network (see Fig. 7.2),
with the differential operator between Hinge kernels as the kernel function K:

f n(xi) = K
(

f n−1(xi), f n−1(xi +δ l)
)

= K
(

f n−1, ·
) (7.8)

where f n(xi) = (∆nα,∆nβ ) is the Hinge kernel and n is the order of the differential operator.
We use K

(
f n−1, ·

)
for short representation and the ∆nHinge can be recursively computed by:

f n(xi) = K
(

f n−1, ·
)

= K
(

K
(

f n−2, ·
)
, ·
)

= K
(

K
(

K
(

f n−3, ·
)
, ·
)
, ·
)

= · · ·

(7.9)

where f 0 = (α,β ) is the original Hinge kernel (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007). More pre-
cisely, the ∆nHinge kernel is defined as:{

∆nα(xi) =
∆n−1α(xi)−∆n−1α(xi+δ l)

δ l

∆nβ (xi) =
∆n−1β (xi)−∆n−1β (xi+δ l)

δ l

(7.10)

Although many different features can be generated based on the feature network with
different n, in this paper, we only report the performance of the ∆1Hinge feature and the
feature dimension is 780.

Triple Chain Code (TCC) (Siddiqi and Vincent, 2010) The chain code on a pixel of the
writing contours is the one of eight directions where the next pixel on, denoted from 1 to
8. Following the JFD-S principle, we evaluate the performance of triple chain code (TCC)
feature which is also used in (Siddiqi and Vincent, 2010) for writer identification.

TCC(xi,xi+l ,xi+2l) = [CC(xi),CC(xi+l),CC(xi+2l)] (7.11)

where CC(xi) ∈ {1,2, · · · ,8} is the chain code value on position xi, and l is the Manhattan
distance along the writing contours. In this chapter, we set l to 7, the same as the value of
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Figure 7.4: The left and right figures show two contour fragments with the same Hinge kernel (α1=α2
and β1=β2) but different fragment curvature values C(Fc).

the CoHinge feature. Finally, the feature dimension is 8×8×8 = 512.
Quill and QuillHinge (Brink et al., 2012) The Quill feature is the joint probability distri-

bution p(α,w) of the relation between ink direction α and the ink width w, which captures
the writing instrument property. It follows the JFD-A principle, because the feature types,
the ink direction and ink width, are different. The QuillHinge is an extension of the Quill
and Hinge, and it is the probability of p(α,β ,w), resulting in a 3D histogram. We use the
same parameters of the Quill and QuillHinge as the original paper (Brink et al., 2012), and
the dimensions of Quill and QuillHinge are 1600 and 31,200, respectively.

Quadruple Hinge (QuadHinge) We also provide the QuadHinge feature to demonstrate
the powerful of the features following the JFD-A principle. In order to incorporate the curva-
ture information of the contour fragments in the Hinge kernel, we define a fragment curvature
measurement (FCM) C(Fc) for contour fragments, inspired by (Benhamou, 2004):

Definition. Let Fc be a contour fragment on the ink trace, p1 = (x1,y1) and p2 = (x2,y2)

are the Cartesian coordinates of the two end points. Then the fragment curvature measure-
ment C(Fc) is defined as the proportion of the Euclidean distance d2(p1, p2) between two
end points to the length of the contour fragments s.

C(Fc) = d2(p1, p2)/s (7.12)

where d2(p1, p2) =
√

(x1− x2)2 +(y1− y2)2 . Note that all the pixels of the contour frag-
ments are represented in the Cartesian coordinates and the Chebyshev distance between two
neighbor pixels is equal to 1.

A novel Quadruple Hinge kernel, which integrates the C(Fc) into the original Hinge ker-
nel, defined as: H(p,s) =

{
α , β , C(F1), C(F2)

}
, where p is the center point, s is the fragment

length, C(F1) and C(F2) are the fragment curvature measurements of the two contour frag-
ments, respectively (see the examples in Fig. 7.4). Adding the curvature information of the
two contour fragments can improve the discriminative of the Hinge kernel. For example,
the Hinge kernels {α , β} of the left and right fragments in Fig. 7.4 are the same. However,
the curvatures of the fragments are different, yielding different Quadruple Hinge kernels.
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Finally, the Quadruple Hinge kernels on all contour pixels are collected and quantized into
a 4-D histogram. In order to capture the scale information, we agglomerate the Quadruple
Hinge kernels with multiple scales, where the scale factor s is set as: s = s0 ∗ (t + 1). The
s0 is the basic fragment length and t = {0,1, · · · ,T} and T is the index of maximal scales.
In this chapter, we set the number of angle bins Na to 12, the number of C(F) bins Nl to 6
s0 = 5 and T = 10, and the final feature dimension is 6∗6∗12∗12 = 5,184.

Cloud Of Line Distribution (COLD) The COLD feature was proposed in Chapter 3. Here
we give a brief introduction. The COLD feature is the joint probability distribution of the
length and orientation of line segments from writing contours followed the JFD-A principle.
Each line can be measured by a pair (θ ,ρ) in the polar coordinate space, where θ is the line
orientation and ρ is the line length. All the lines in a given handwritten document can form
a distribution in the polar coordinate space and can be quantized into a log-polar histogram
inspired by the Shape Context (Belongie et al., 2002). The features obtained with k = 1,2,3
in the log-polar space with the radius 7 and the angular intervals 12 are concatenated into
one feature vector with the dimension: 7∗12∗3 = 252.

7.3.2 Grapheme-based features

Grapheme-based features capture the statistical distribution of the allograph segmented from
the handwritten texts and it is assume that individuals have their own prototypes in their
brain to draw characters. Although any spatial co-occurrence features can be generalized to
the grapheme-based features, in this section, we introduce several typical grapheme-based
features for handwritten manuscript understanding. In fact, all the grapheme-based features
follow the JFD-S principle, which concatenate the spatial information together to obtain a
large structure of the ink trace.

Connected-Component Contours (CO3) (Schomaker and Bulacu, 2004) The CO3 is the
contour obtained from each connected component of the binarized handwritten images. In
order to measure the similarity between CO3s, each CO3 is resampled to contain a fixed
number of coordinate pairs (xi,yi) and the normalized coordinate pairs can be considered as
the feature vector. {

xi = (xi−µx)/σx

yi = (yi−µy)/σy
(7.13)

where the µx and µy are averages of the xi and yi coordinates and the σx and σy are the
corresponding standard deviations. In this chapter, we sample 100 points on each contour
and size of the contour descriptor is 2*100 = 200.

k Contour Fragments (kCF) The kCF was proposed in Chapter 5. One limitation
of the CO3 is that it is sensitive to the cursive handwriting where characters are always
touched with each other and the resulting CO3s are very large and less repeatable. In or-
der to solve such problem, we extract the contour fragments from the contours, inspired
by (Wang et al., 2014). The dominant points P = {pi(xi,yi), i = 0,1,2, · · · ,n} are ob-
tained first, using the same method as in the COLD feature. We compute the break points
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Figure 7.5: The left figure shows the stroke length distribution in the directions θm from 0 to 2π . The
red point is the fork point and blue lines are the stroke length. The middle figure shows the scale-
invariant log-polar space on the fork point. The scale factor w is equal to the half of the stroke width on
the fork point. The ink context is built to count the number of ink pixels in each bin. The right figure
shows the resulting descriptors.

B = {bi(xi,yi), i = 0,1,2, · · · ,n} as the midpoints of each pair of dominant point (pi, pi+1),
and the contour fragments can be obtained between any pair of the break points (bi,bi+k),
denoted as kCF. Similar as the CO3 method, 100 points are sampled from each contour frag-
ment and normalized using the method described in Eq.(7.13) to describe each kCF.

Junction features (Junclets) Junction feature has been proposed in Chapter 4, which is
the stroke-length distribution in every directions from 0 to 2π around a reference point inside
the ink trace. When the center point lies on the junction points, such as the fork points and
high curvature points on the skeleton line of the ink strokes, the corresponding feature is
the junction feature, which contain the junction information around the joint point. In this
chapter, we compute the stroke length distribution in 120 directions equidistantly sampled
from 0 to 2π and the feature dimension of each junction is 120.

k Stroke Fragments (kSF) The kCF was proposed in Chapter 5. The connected component
of handwritten texts can be decomposed into fragments based on the fork points. In order
to extract longer and more complex stroke fragments, a stroke fragment graph (SFG) is
built where the nodes correspond to the primary strokes and two nodes are linked if their
corresponding stroke fragments connect to each other From the SFG, we can obtain the
more complex stroke fragments (kSF) from any connected sub-graph in the SFG with the
path length k without any loops. Then Ns reference points are sampled equidistantly on the
skeleton line of the stroke fragment and each point is described by the junction features.
Finally, all the Ns junction features concatenated together to form the final feature vector. In
this chapter, we set Ns to 10 and the size of kSF descriptor is 120*10=1,200. More detailed
information can be found in Chapter 5.
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Ink Context (IC) Given a reference point inside the ink, a scale-invariant log-polar space
is built with the scale factor w, which is the half stroke width on the reference point (see
Fig. 7.5). The scale factor w can be computed by w = min{len(θm)}, where len(θm) is the
stroke length in the direction θm. Inspired by the Shape Context (Belongie et al., 2002), a
coarse histogram is computed by counting the number of ink pixels in each bin of the log-
polar space. In this chapter, we set the parameters of the log-polar space as: the radius is set
4 and the angular intervals is set 120. Finally, the size of the IC histogram is 4*120 = 480.

For all the five grapheme-based features, we randomly select handwritten documents
to train the codebook using the 2D Kohonen Self-Organizing Map (SOM) (Bulacu and
Schomaker, 2007; Kohonen, 1988) with the cell size 30×30 = 900.

7.4 Applications

In this section, we evaluate the twelve textural-based features and five grapheme-based fea-
tures to answer the 4W questions to understand the handwritten manuscript, corresponding
to the writer identification, script identification, manuscript dating and localization problems.

7.4.1 Writer identification

Writer identification is to answer the question: “who wrote the given document?” according
to the characteristic handwriting style encoded in the handwritten text and it has been widely
studied in the literature (Arazi, 1977; Schomaker and Bulacu, 2004; Bulacu and Schomaker,
2007; Siddiqi and Vincent, 2010; Brink et al., 2012). Given the query handwritten document
qsi

wx , where si is the script of the handwritten text and wx is the writer which needs to be
identified, all the documents in the database psi

wi ∈ Dsi with labels of writer wi and script s j

are sorted according to the feature distance between qsi
wx and psi

wi to output a hitlist where the
writer of the top document is assigned to wx. In this chapter, three different experimental
settings are considered as following:

• Writer identification based on single-script. Both the query document qsi
wx and docu-

ments on the database psi
wi ∈ Dsi are written with the same script si.

• Writer identification based on mixed-scripts. Both the query document q
(si,s j)
wx and doc-

uments on the database p
(si,s j)
wi ∈ D(si,s j) are written with two different scripts (si,s j).

• Writer retrieval. For the query handwritten document qsi , there are more than one
documents from the same hand on the database Dsi . For the task of writer retrieval,
our aim is to retrieve the list of handwritten documents which are from the same hand
with the query document qsi .

Writer identification is performed in a “leave-one-out” manner (Bulacu and Schomaker,
2007; Brink et al., 2012; Siddiqi and Vincent, 2010): taking the query document out and
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sorting the rest documents according to the distance function to output a hit list. The query
document is recognized as the writer of the document on the top x of the hit list, corre-
sponding to the Top-x performance. In this chapter, Top-1 and Top-10 are adopted in all
experiments. χ2 distance is used because it is the best distance function for the probability
feature vector (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007).

Data sets

Several public databases are available for writer identification, such as the Fire-
maker (Schomaker and Vuurpijl, 2000), IAM (Marti and Bunke, 2002), CERUG,
ICFHR2012 Arabic data set (Hassaine and Maadeed, 2012) and ICDAR2013 (Louloudis
et al., 2013). The Firemaker set contains four pages of handwriting written by 250 Dutch
subjects: page 1 and page 4 contain the lower-case letters, page 2 was written by only upper-
case letters, and Page 3 contains the “forged” text. We use the page 1 vs 4 in our experiments,
similar as works in (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007; Brink et al., 2012). The IAM set contains
650 writers written in English, modified following the work (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007)
from the original IAM database (Marti and Bunke, 2002). The CERUG set is a cross-script
data set, written by 105 Chinese subjects on four pages: page 1 and page 2 were written
in Chinese, page 3 contains the English text and page 4 contains both Chinese and English
characters. The data set used for the ICFHR2012 competition on writer identification with
Arabic scripts (Hassaine and Maadeed, 2012) contains 204 writers and we only use the first
two paragraphs to perform writer identification. The data set used for the ICDAR2013 com-
petition on writer identification (Louloudis et al., 2013) contains 250 writers with four pages
(2 English and 2 Greek).

Performance of writer identification based on single-script

In this section, we evaluate the feature performance for writer identification based on single-
script and the results on five data sets are given in Table 7.1, from which we can see that the
textural-based features provide better results than the grapheme-based features. The results
of CoLBP are better than LBP. LBPruns provides better results on the five data sets than
LBP and RLH, except ICFHR2012 with Arabic handwriting. CoHinge and QuadHinge give
the better results than Hinge on all the five data sets. These results demonstrate that the
joint feature distribution followed the JFD principle can improve the performance of writer
identification.

We can also find that none of these features achieves the best results on all the five data
sets. The QuadHinge feature achieves the best results on Firemaker, IAM and CERUG with
Chinese data sets, because the QuadHinge captures the curvature information of handwriting
based on the writing angle and the curvature measure of the contour fragments with a multi-
ple scale strategy. The QuillHinge feature provides the best results on CERUG with English
and ICDAR2013 data sets because the handwritten documents on these two data sets were
written with different pens and the QuillHinge feature can capture the writing instrument
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Table 7.1: The writer identification performances based on single-script on five data sets: Firemaker,
IAM, CERUG, ICFHR2012 and ICDAR2013. The column “Dim” is the dimensionality of each feature.
The Top-1 identification rates which are greater than 90% are highlighted with gray color.

Feature Dim

Firemaker IAM CERUG ICFHR2012 ICDAR2013

250 writers 650 writers 105 writers 204 writers 250 writers

Dutch English Chinese English Arabic English Greek

Top-1 Top-10 Top-1 Top-10 Top-1 Top-10 Top-1 Top-10 Top-1 Top-10 Top-1 Top-10 Top-1 Top-10

Te
xt

ur
al

-b
as

ed

LBP 255 51.2 80.2 62.8 83.5 44.8 68.1 11.9 26.7 38.2 77.2 46.8 74.2 53.2 79.8

CoLBP 1,711 68.8 92.6 66.5 88.0 73.8 95.7 23.3 52.4 56.9 89.9 54.0 85.8 72.2 93.0

RLH 400 59.6 86.2 71.1 89.0 77.1 92.9 25.7 64.8 51.2 80.1 63.0 90.2 74.6 91.8

LBPruns 6,400 72.2 91.8 81.4 94.4 88.6 95.7 77.1 98.1 42.9 73.0 83.2 97.6 82.4 97.0

Hinge 253 84.8 95.8 85.8 95.1 90.9 95.7 22.8 47.1 75.5 92.4 86.2 95.4 80.4 96.2

CoHinge 10,000 91.6 96.4 92.4 96.5 95.2 98.1 42.8 78.1 93.6 99.3 93.0 96.2 93.8 98.8
∆1Hinge 780 75.6 94.0 82.1 95.7 80.5 93.3 90.5 98.6 61.3 89.5 75.6 93.8 78.6 92.8

TCC 512 86.2 95.2 88.1 95.6 92.9 97.1 23.8 47.6 85.8 97.8 86.6 94.0 87.6 96.4

QuadHinge 5,184 92.2 97.2 93.2 96.5 96.2 98.6 46.7 83.3 87.0 98.3 94.2 96.8 95.2 98.6

Quill 1,600 69.2 86.8 89.1 95.8 87.1 92.4 28.1 67.6 90.4 99.3 92.8 97.2 95.2 97.2

QuillHinge 31,200 77.4 93.8 89.1 97.0 89.0 93.3 97.1 99.0 85.0 97.1 95.2 98.4 96.0 98.4

COLD 252 83.0 94.6 83.6 95.9 88.5 97.6 92.4 97.1 61.3 90.4 81.6 93.6 82.0 96.6

G
ra

ph
em

e-
ba

se
d CO3 900 56.0 71.8 73.5 88.8 79.0 94.8 75.7 94.8 61.5 86.5 89.8 95.8 90.8 97.8

kCF 900 67.0 89.0 78.5 91.3 89.0 98.1 77.1 93.8 46.8 79.2 88.2 93.8 86.6 95.6

Junclets 900 80.2 93.4 85.8 95.5 93.3 98.1 92.9 97.1 56.4 85.5 91.0 96.2 90.4 97.2

kSF 900 71.8 88.0 74.0 89.0 89.5 95.7 80.0 95.7 33.1 63.7 78.8 94.2 74.8 92.6

IC 900 77.0 93.8 84.9 95.6 89.0 95.2 91.4 98.1 30.8 63.7 90.4 97.6 92.4 98.2

property. However, the dimension of the QuillHinge is also high, which needs more com-
putational time than other features. The second best performance is achieved by COLD on
the CERUG data set with English handwriting because the English handwriting written by
Chinese subjects contain less curvature (shown in Chapter 4) and the curvature-less COLD
can capture this property. The best result on the ICFHR2012 data set is achieved by the
CoHinge feature, and its performance is significantly better than other features.

For the grapheme-based features, the Junclets provides the best results on the Firemaker,
IAM, CERUG with Chinese and ICDAR2013 with English data sets. However, CO3 pro-
vides the best Top-1 results on the ICFHR2012 with Arabic data set and the IC feature gives
the best results on the Greek handwriting of ICDAR2013 data set.

Performance of writer identification based on mixed-scripts

In this section, we evaluate the performance of writer identification based on the mixed-
script handwriting. To our best knowledge, the page 4 of the CERUG data set is the only
one real mixed-script data set, which is split into two parts for writer identification, named
CERUG-MIXED data set. We also create the synthetic mixed-scripts data set by merging
two handwritten documents with different scripts from the same hand into one document.
By this way, two synthetic mixed-scripts data sets can be generated: the CERUG-Synthetic
data set which contains the synthetic handwritten documents with Chinese and English, and
the ICDAR2013-Synthetic data set which contains the synthetic handwritten documents with
English and Greek.
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Table 7.2: The performance of writer identification based on mixed-scripts on the MIXED data sets.
The up-right arrow means the performance increases and down-right arrow means the performance
decreases compared to the performance on the single script in Table 7.1.

Feature
CERUG-MIXED CERUG-Synthetic ICDAR2013-Synthetic

210 writers 210 writers 250 writers
Chinese-English Chinese-English Greek-English
Top-1 Top-10 Top-1 Top-10 Top-1 Top-10

LBP 70.9 ↑ 91.9 ↑ 33.3 ↓ 66.7 ↓ 65.4 ↑ 87.8 ↑
CoLBP 82.4 ↑ 97.6 ↑ 61.4 ↓ 87.1 ↓ 80.8 ↑ 96.2 ↑
RLH 47.1 ↓ 82.9 ↓ 83.3 ↑ 95.2 ↑ 87.2 ↑ 98.0 ↑
LBPruns 91.0 ↑ 100 ↑ 92.8 ↑ 96.2 ↑ 95.6 ↑ 99.8 ↑
Hinge 85.2 ↓ 95.7 ↓ 84.3 ↓ 97.6 ↓ 92.2 ↑ 97.8 ↑
CoHinge 96.7 ↑ 98.6 ↑ 89.5 ↓ 98.6 ↓ 97.6 ↑ 98.4 ↑
∆1Hinge 88.6 ↓ 99.5 ↑ 88.1 ↓ 97.1 ↓ 86.8 ↑ 96.2 ↑
TCC 92.9 96.7 ↓ 84.2 ↓ 95.7 ↓ 93.4 ↑ 97.8 ↑
QuadHinge 93.8 ↓ 97.6 ↓ 91.4 ↓ 97.6 ↓ 97.4 ↑ 99.4 ↑
Quill 75.2 ↓ 90.9 ↓ 73.3 ↓ 91.4 ↓ 95.8 ↑ 99.4 ↑
QuillHinge 85.2 ↓ 98.1 ↓ 94.8 ↓ 98.1 ↓ 99.0 ↑ 100 ↑
COLD 93.8 ↑ 100 ↑ 93.3 ↑ 97.7 ↑ 90.2 ↑ 97.2 ↑
CO3 56.2 ↓ 89.5 ↓ 89.0 ↑ 96.7 ↑ 97.8 ↑ 99.6 ↑
kCF 67.1 ↓ 91.0 ↓ 94.3 98.1 93.8 ↑ 97.8 ↑
Junclets 91.4 ↓ 100 ↑ 95.7 ↑ 99.0 ↑ 96.0 ↑ 99.2 ↑
kSF 84.8 ↓ 97.1 ↑ 94.7 ↑ 99.0 ↑ 94.0 ↑ 98.8 ↑
IC 84.8 ↓ 98.6 ↑ 94.8 ↑ 99.5 ↑ 97.8 ↑ 100 ↑

Table 7.2 shows the performance of different features on the three mixed-scripts data sets.
The Top-1 performance of the LBP, CoLBP, LBPruns, CoHinge and COLD increases on the
CERUG-MIXED data set and the performance of others features decreases compared to their
performance on the single-script data set shown in Table 7.1. On the CERUG-Synthetic data
set, only the RLH, LBPruns and COLD features provide better results among the textural-
based features. The performance of all the grapheme-based features are improved on the
the CERUG-Synthetic data set and the performances of all of seventeen features are im-
proved on the ICDAR2013-Synthetic data set. The main reason is that each document on
the CERUG-Synthetic and ICDAR2013-Synthetic data sets contains more handwritten texts,
which makes the codebook-based features more stable. The LBPruns, COLD and Junclets
features reach 100% Top-10 recognition rates on the CERUG-MIXED data set and the IC
and QuillHinge features reach 100% Top-10 rate on the ICDAR2015-Synthetic data set.

Another interesting observation can be found that only the LBPruns and COLD features
improve the performance on the three mixed data sets. The reason might be that the LBPruns
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Table 7.3: The performance of writer identification on the Large Multi-script Handwritten Set.

Features Top-1 Top-10 Features Top-1 Top-10
CoHinge 93.8 97.6 ∆1Hinge 78.7 92.5
QuadHinge 92.2 96.9 LBPruns 78.6 92.6
QuillHinge 88.6 96.5 kCF 78.1 91.4
TCC 86.4 93.7 CO3 75.2 88.5
Quill 85.9 93.9 kSF 73.5 87.1
Junclets 84.7 94.0 RLH 67.6 87.8
Hinge 82.7 92.6 CoLBP 62.8 81.2
COLD 81.8 94.1 LBP 61.4 81.0
IC 81.2 92.2

and COLD features are the curvature-free features which can handle the difference between
different scripts.

Performance of writer identification on a large mixed data set

In this section, we give the performance of the seventeen features on a large and mixed data
set. Following the work (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007), we merge the Firemaker, IAM,
CERUG, CVL, ICFHR2012 and ICDAR2013 data sets to obtain a large and combined data
set which contains 5177 handwritten documents from 1760 hands with six languages: Dutch,
English, Chinese, German, Arabic and Greek. We call this data set as “Large Multi-script
Handwritten Set” in the following sections.

Table 7.3 shows the performances of the different features on this large set. The Co-
Hinge feature achieves the best results and Top-1 recognition rate is 93.8%. The QuadHinge
feature also provides a comparable result with 92.2%. which is better than the QuillHinge
feature. This indicates that the handwriting styles captured by CoHinge and QuadHinge take
more important information than the property of writing instruments captured by the Quill
and QuillHinge feature on this large data set where handwritten documents are written with
different pens and scripts. For the grapheme-based features, the performances of the Junclets
and IC are comparable, which outperform other three methods.

The results of the feature combinations between textural-based and grapheme-based fea-
tures are presented in Table 7.4. Generally, combining two features provide an improvement
for writer identification (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007; Siddiqi and Vincent, 2010). However,
from Table 7.4 we can see that combining CoHinge and QuadHinge with other grapheme-
based features provides a worse performance, which demonstrates that the CoHinge and
QuadHinge contain the discriminative information of handwriting style and linearly com-
bining them with other grapheme-based features can not introduce more useful information.
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Table 7.4: The Top-1 performance of writer identification based on dual feature combination on the
Large Multi-script Handwritten Set. The recognition rates in bold increase while with italic type de-
crease, compared to the best performance of the individual features (shown in Table 7.3) involved in
the combination.

aaaaaaaa
Feature1

Feature2
Grapheme-based features

CO3 kCF Junclets kSF IC

Top-1 Top-10 Top-1 Top-10 Top-1 Top-10 Top-1 Top-10 Top-1 Top-10

Te
xt

ur
al

-b
as

ed
fe

at
ur

es

LBP 81.9 92.7 84.0 94.5 88.2 95.9 79.2 91.8 85.3 94.8
CoLBP 78.5 91.0 81.8 93.7 86.0 94.8 75.9 89.3 82.9 93.8
RLH 88.3 96.3 87.7 96.4 89.3 96.9 85.2 95.3 87.7 96.8
LBPruns 85.4 95.3 84.2 95.0 83.9 95.0 82.2 94.0 83.6 94.9
Hinge 83.4 93.8 86.7 95.6 88.9 95.9 82.6 93.2 86.4 95.4
CoHinge 90.4 96.5 93.1 97.3 92.9 97.4 91.1 97.0 91.6 97.2

∆1Hinge 82.9 93.3 86.3 96.7 89.9 96.3 83.4 93.4 86.1 95.0
TCC 84.0 94.3 87.7 95.7 89.5 96.3 83.8 93.6 87.5 95.6
QuadHinge 87.6 95.8 91.0 96.6 92.3 97.1 89.2 96.1 90.3 96.6

Quill 86.4 95.1 89.8 96.5 90.8 96.9 86.3 95.7 89.0 96.6
QuillHinge 88.7 96.0 91.3 97.1 91.4 97.1 88.9 96.4 89.7 96.7
COLD 87.9 96.0 89.1 96.3 90.1 96.6 86.2 95.2 89.1 96.3

Table 7.5: The number of query samples with different line texts on the CERUG and CVL data sets for
writer retrieval.

Data set line 1 line 2 line 3 line 4 line 5
CERUG

2095 1012 617 450 345201 writers
Chinese

CVL
10820 5038 3187 2118 1686310 writers

English

Performance of writer retrieval

In this section, we perform the task of writer retrieval based on handwritten documents with
different text lines. We segment the handwritten documents into text lines and conduct ex-
periments on handwritten documents with different number of text lines from one to five for
writer retrieval. We use the CVL data set (Kleber et al., 2013), which contains handwritten
documents from 310 writers, 27 of which wrote 7 texts and 283 writers have 5 texts. In this
experiment, only English handwriting from 310 writers are considered. In addition, we also
evaluate the performance of writer retrieval on the Chinese handwriting from the CERUG
data set. Table 7.5 shows the number of query samples on the two data sets with different
text lines.
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Figure 7.6: Performance of writer retrieval with respect to amount of text in a sample: Top: writer
retrieval on the CERUG-CN data set with Chinese handwriting, and Bottom: writer retrieval on the
CVL data set with English handwriting. Solid lines represent textural-based features and dashed lines
represent grapheme-based features. Note that the legend is sorted in descending order of performance.
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Western script

Arabic Chinese Greek

Figure 7.7: Example of handwriting from four major different languages.

We use the mean Average Precision (mAP) to measure the performance of writer re-
trieval, which is defined as:

mAP =
1
N

N

∑
q=1

AveP(q) (7.14)

where N is the number query samples and AveP(q) is the average precision of the query q.
Fig. 7.6 shows the results on the two CERUG Chinese and CVL English data sets. The

performance is improved when the number of lines increases. All of the features give the
reasonable results on the handwritten documents with at least three lines. The results of the
CoHinge and QuadHinge features provide the best performance than other features on the
two data sets and the performance of the Junclets feature is higher than other four grapheme-
based features.

7.4.2 Script identification

Script identification is the problem to automatically recognize the script of a given docu-
ment (Ghosh et al., 2010), and it has been widely studied on printed documents (Busch
et al., 2005; Shijian and Tan, 2008; Shi et al., 2016) and on handwritten documents (Zhu
et al., 2009). Identifying script on handwritten documents is more difficult because the
handwritten texts contain not only the script shape information, but also the handwriting
styles from different writers. In this section, we evaluate the seventeen features for script
identification. Furthermore, we investigate the relationship of feature performance between
writer identification and script identification based on the Large Multi-script Handwritten
Set, which is mentioned on the previous section. There are four major different scripts: Chi-
nese, Arabic, Greek and Western scripts (including English, German and Dutch) and Fig. 7.7
gives an example handwriting of the four different scripts.
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Figure 7.8: Script identification rates of the seventeen features with respect ot the number of K using
the KNN method. Note that the features are sorted with descending order of the performance when
K=10.

Fig. 7.8 shows the script identification performance with respect to the number of K
using the K nearest neighbor (KNN) method. From the figure we can see that the results
of all the features decrease slightly when K increases from 5 to 50. The best performance
is achieved by the kCF and QuadHinge feature when K=10, which demonstrates that the
character shapes take an important role for script identification (a similar observation has
also been shown in (Zhu et al., 2009)).

We also study the feature performance for both writer and script identification. Fig. 7.9
shows the relationship of feature performance of script identification with K=10 and the Top-
10 performance of writer identification. From the figure we can see that QuadHinge is more
closed to the top-right corner, which means that the QuadHinge feature is discriminative
both for script identification and writer identification. In addition, the ∆1Hinge, Junclets,
Quill and COLD features close to the diagonal line, indicating that they have the similar
performance on both writer and script identification.

7.4.3 Historical manuscript dating

Historical manuscript dating has been studied recently in (Wahlberg et al., 2015; Li et al.,
2015; R.Howe et al., 2015), which is the problem of automatically determining the date in-
formation of historical documents based on their handwriting styles and provides an efficient
tool for historians or paleographers. The main challenge is how to extract the evolution of the
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Figure 7.9: The performance of script recognition with K=10 with respect to the Top-10 performance
of writer identification. Note that the features closed to the top-right corner are discriminative both for
script identification and writer identification.

handwriting styles over time. In this section, we provide the performance of different fea-
tures which could capture the handwriting style on the historical manuscript dating problem
on the Medieval Paleographical Scale (MPS) data set.

Evaluation criterion

For the dating problem, two measurements are widely used to measure the performance: the
Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Cumulative Score (CS), which are defined as:{

MAE = ∑
N
i=1 |K(yi)−K(yi)|/N

CS(α) = Ne≤α/N×100%
(7.15)

where K(yi) is the ground-truth of the input query document yi and K(yi) is the corresponding
estimated key year, | · | is the absolute operator, N is the number of query documents and
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Table 7.6: The performance of writer identification and dating by writer identify in terms of MAEs and
CS(α = 25) of different features on the MPS data set using nearest neighbor method.

Feature
Writer identification Dating by hit-document key year (KNN)

143 writers 1959 training and 899 query samples
1127 documents K=5 K=10 K=20 K=50

Top-1 Top-10 MAEs CS(α = 25) MAEs CS(α = 25) MAEs CS(α = 25) MAEs CS(α = 25)
LBP 36.0 68.7 54.1 49.4% 50.1 51.7% 50.3 50.0% 50.0 49.8%
CoLBP 50.5 77.3 39.2 61.2% 39.2 60.0% 39.4 60.1% 42.8 55.6%
RLH 54.4 78.8 33.8 66.8% 32.3 66.2% 33.2 65.1% 34.2 62.1%
LBPruns 64.8 83.0 27.3 72.5% 27.8 70.1% 27.6 69.7% 30.3 66.9%
Hinge 67.9 83.1 27.2 71.6% 27.9 71.5% 28.6 69.1% 33.5 63.6%
CoHinge 76.5 89.1 19.2 78.9% 21.8 76.0% 26.5 69.1% 32.3 64.1%
∆1Hinge 59.5 79.4 36.1 66.1% 37.1 64.2% 37.1 62.9% 40.7 58.2%
TCC 70.8 86.1 25.5 71.8% 27.3 68.8% 29.8 66.5% 37.0 60.5%
QuadHinge 75.8 89.4 20.4 78.6% 21.6 75.8% 25.0 72.4% 30.8 66.0%
Quill 65.0 83.1 34.1 67.1% 36.1 65.3% 38.9 62.7% 43.9 57.4%
QuillHinge 65.3 85.3 25.5 74.4% 26.9 71.9% 26.4 70.4% 31.5 65.2%
COLD 70.6 85.3 25.9 71.8% 29.0 67.8% 31.1 66.1% 39.9 57.8%
CO3 65.5 82.5 24.5 75.2% 23.1 76.4% 23.4 75.2% 27.8 70.2%
kCF 64.7 84.6 22.9 76.4% 24.1 74.2% 24.5 73.1% 26.7 70.8%
Junclets 72.9 87.6 18.4 81.7% 20.6 78.7% 24.3 73.6% 29.4 67.4%
kSF 60.9 79.8 30.6 70.2% 30.3 67.6% 31.1 66.0% 35.5 61.1%
IC 58.7 80.0 29.5 72.5% 29.2 71.4% 31.0 69.1% 37.2 62.5%

Ne≤α is the number of test images on which the key year estimation K(yi) makes an absolute
error e = |K(yi)−K(yi)| no higher than the acceptable error level: α years. For historians or
paleographers, an error of ±25 is, more often than not, acceptable when dating the medieval
historical documents on the MPS data set. Therefore, the error level α is set to 25 years in
this section.

Dating by writer identity

The writers of 1127 documents are labeled, produced by 143 writers with at least two sam-
ples on the MPS data set formed the MPS-Writer Known with Multiple samples (MPS-
WKM) subset, and the writers of 899 documents are unknown, formed the MPS-Writer
Unknown(MPS-WU) subset. We perform the writer identification on the MPS-WKM set
and perform the dating using the K nearest neighbors (KNN) method on the MPS-WU data
set, considering the rest of documents as training samples, whose writers are known.

Table 7.6 shows the results of writer identification and dating by writer identity on the
MPS data set with different features. From Table 7.6 we can see that the CoHinge and
QuadHinge provide the best results for writer identification and Junclets gives the best results
among the grapheme-based features. For dating by KNN, the best performance is achieved
by Junclets when K≤10 and by CO3 when K>10. For each feature, the performance of
dating decreases when K increases. Among the textural-based features, CoHinge gives the
best performance when K=5 and QuadHinge provides the best results when K>5. Fig. 7.10
shows the relationship of Top-10 performance of different features for writer identification
and dating by KNN with K=10 on the MPS data set. From the figure we can see that the
CoHinge and QuadHinge features are discriminative both for writer identification and dating.
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Figure 7.10: The Top-10 performance of writer identification with respect to the dating by KNN with
K=10. Note that the features closed to the top-left corner are discriminative both for writer identifica-
tion and dating on the MPS data set. (The LBP is not on the figure because its low writer identification
performance (<75%))

Dating by general handwriting style classification

In this section, we conduct historical manuscript dating by general handwriting style clas-
sification, in which all documents from each key year are considered as a class (there is an
obvious border between nearby key years in the MPS data set) and a linear Support Vec-
tor Machine (SVM) is trained to predict the date information, following the work (Palermo
et al., 2012). All the documents on the MPS data set are randomly divided into two parts: a
training set (70%) and a testing set (30%). The experiments are repeated 20 times and the
average results with standard deviations are reported in this section.

Table 7.7 shows the results of different features on the MPS data set. The best three
results are achieved by CoHinge, QuadHinge and Junclets, which are much better than the
Hinge and Quill features. Table 7.8 gives the performance of the feature combination be-
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Table 7.7: The MAEs and CS(α = 25)s of the historical manuscript dating using SVM on the MPS
data set. The best three performance are highlighted.

Feature wr.excl. scenario wr.incl. scenario
MAEs CS(α = 25) MAEs CS(α = 25)

LBP 39.9±4.9 59.3±6.3% 34.3±8.1 65.2±7.7%
CoLBP 48.0±16.1 53.8±13.1% 41.2±19.7 59.6±18.3%
RLH 39.9±3.5 61.6±3.7% 31.4±1.2 68.3±2.1%
LBPruns 26.2±5.4 77.5±5.2% 17.0±2.9 84.3±3.5%
Hinge 23.6±3.3 77.9±3.2% 13.4±0.7 87.4±1.1%
CoHinge 16.6±3.0 85.9±3.7% 7.4±0.6 93.3±1.1%
∆1Hinge 32.2±3.6 69.1±4.3% 20.5±0.9 80.7±1.4%
TCC 18.2±2.5 83.9±3.3% 9.7±0.8 90.8±1.3%
QuadHinge 14.0±1.6 89.5±2.5% 6.4±0.5 94.8±1.0%
Quill 27.6±2.8 75.5±3.1% 16.6±1.2 84.3±1.9%
QuillHinge 20.5±2.9 82.4±3.3% 10.3±0.6 90.7±1.1%
COLD 23.8±2.9 77.6±3.7% 13.4±1.1 87.1±1.7%
CO3 20.3±2.9 82.1±3.2% 11.5±0.8 89.5±1.5%
kCF 24.0±3.1 79.3±3.4% 14.7±1.1 86.6±1.7%
Junclets 14.5±1.7 89.3±1.8% 7.4±0.4 94.1±1.1%
kSF 18.7±2.6 84.4±3.1% 9.6±1.0 91.7±1.2%
IC 21.7±2.4 80.9±3.0% 12.5±0.8 88.2±1.7%

Table 7.8: The performance of historical manuscript dating based on feature combination on the MPS
data set. The MAEs with red color decreases while with blue color increases compared to the best
result of the individual features involved in the combination. Note that the smaller the MAE, the better
the performance achieved.

aaaaaaaa
Feature1

Feature2 CO3 kCF Junclets kSF IC Average

wr.excl. wr.incl. wr.excl. wr.incl. wr.excl. wr.incl. wr.excl. wr.incl. wr.excl. wr.incl. wr.excl. wr.incl.

LBP 18.8±2.3 10.7±0.9 22.7±3.0 13.2±0.9 15.6±2.6 7.5±0.6 20.0±2.7 9.8±1.3 20.7±2.4 11.4±0.8 19.56 10.52

CoLBP 20.3±3.0 10.9±0.8 23.1±5.9 16.0±4.1 16.8±2.4 8.7±1.0 20.4±2.8 12.4±2.2 19.9±3.0 11.4±1.4 20.10 11.88

RLH 21.9±3.7 12.3±1.0 23.8±3.4 15.1±1.1 17.6±2.4 9.1±0.9 23.0±2.6 13.4±1.1 22.1±3.5 13.4±0.9 21.68 12.66

LBPruns 25.8±3.9 15.1±2.4 26.4±6.4 16.4±4.8 28.7±7.9 15.6±2.6 29.6±6.7 17.3±4.8 25.3±3.8 14.9±2.0 29.16 15.86

Hinge 16.5±2.3 8.9±0.8 19.0±2.4 11.1±0.9 15.7±1.5 7.0±0.7 16.3±3.3 8.4±0.6 18.3±1.9 9.9±1.1 17.16 9.06

CoHinge 15.9±2.0 7.9±0.6 17.0±2.2 8.5±0.8 14.8±2.2 6.8±0.6 14.5±2.3 7.0±0.7 16.2±1.8 8.4±0.5 15.68 7.72

∆1Hinge 18.9±2.1 10.2±0.8 22.2±3.2 12.8±0.8 15.8±2.5 7.5±0.6 18.4±2.5 9.1±0.6 19.0±3.2 10.1±0.9 18.86 9.94

TCC 16.7±2.8 8.9±0.7 17.7±2.4 9.7±0.8 14.9±2.3 6.9±0.5 14.3±2.0 7.9±0.7 16.9±2.9 8.6±0.8 16.10 8.40

QuadHinge 15.9±2.4 8.7±0.7 16.7±2.0 8.6±0.6 13.6±2.2 6.6±0.5 13.7±2.1 6.9±0.7 16.9±2.8 8.6±0.9 15.30 7.88

Quill 18.1±2.1 10.1±0.7 21.7±2.6 12.5±0.9 14.8±2.7 7.6±0.9 17.3±1.9 9.2±0.8 18.5±1.9 10.9±0.9 18.08 10.06

QuillHinge 19.1±2.5 10.2±0.5 21.2±2.5 12.0±0.8 15.1±2.3 7.5±0.6 17.2±2.7 8.7±0.8 19.6±2.1 11.0±0.9 18.44 9.88

COLD 19.8±2.9 9.9±0.8 19.9±2.3 11.0±0.8 17.9±2.3 8.8±0.7 19.5±2.3 10.4±0.8 18.5±2.1 9.9±0.9 19.12 10.00

Average 18.97 10.32 20.95 12.24 16.78 8.30 18.68 10.01 19.33 7.99 - -

tween the texture-based and grapheme-based features. We can observe that the performance
of feature combination is not necessary better than the best result of the individual features in-
volved in the combination. For the informative Junclets feature, only combining with Hinge,
CoHinge and TCC gives an improvement in the scenario of wr.incl. Combining different
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Figure 7.11: The localization rates of the features with respect to the number of K using the KNN
method on the MPS data set. Note that the legend is on the descending order according to the perfor-
mance when K=10.

grapheme-based features with QuadHinge provides a worse result, except the kSF feature in
the wr.incl. scenario.

7.4.4 Manuscript localization

In this section, we conduct the experiments of historical manuscript localization based on
the MPS data set, where the historical manuscripts are from four cities: Arnhem, Leiden,
Leuven and Groningen. The KNN and linear SVM are used to evaluate the performance of
the features for manuscript localization.

Fig. 7.11 presents the results of different features with respect to the number of K using
the KNN method. The best result is achieved by the LBP feature and the performance of the
CoHinge and QuadHinge features are comparable, which are better other features, except
LBP. Fig. 7.12 shows the performance using the linear SVM classification. The QuadHinge
reaches the recognition rate 94.0% and CoHinge reaches 92.8%, which are higher than other
features, as well as their performance when using the KNN method.
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Figure 7.12: The localization rates with different features using the linear SVM classification.

7.5 Discussion and conclusion

In this chapter, we have presented a joint feature distribution principle to demonstrate how
to design novel and effective features based on the existed feature methods. Seventeen fea-
tures have been evaluated for handwritten document understanding beyond OCR. From the
experimental results we can obtain the conclusions that: (1) The co-occurrence features are
powerful than their original features for writer identification. For example, CoLBP provides
better results than LBP and LBPruns gives better results than LBP and Run-lengths; (2) The
proposed CoHinge and QuadHinge features provide the best results for writer identification
on five data sets. The CoHinge and QuadHinge features are so discriminative that combin-
ing them with other grapheme-based features can not provide an improvement; (3) The best
results of script identification are given by the contour fragments kCF and the QuadHinge
features, because they can capture the character shape information, which takes an important
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role for script identification. The QuadHinge feature obtains the best results when doing the
writer and script identification simultaneously. (4) The CoHinge, Junclets and QuadHinge
are more powerful for historical manuscript dating and localization. However, LBP obtains
the best performance for manuscript dating using the KNN method. From the experimental
results, we can conclude that our novel QuadHinge and CoHinge features present the promis-
ing results for the four problems: writer and script identification, historical document dating
and localization. In future work, more kernel functions could be investigated to achieve more
powerful, as well as transform-invariant features.



Chapter 8

Discussion

This thesis studies different problems for handwritten manuscript understanding, including
writer identification, script recognition, historical document dating and localization. By an-
alyzing different types of features for these four different applications, several conclusions
can be obtained as follows.

First, most existing methods are a special case of a general method which may not have
been found yet. In fact, science is directed at generalizing observed phenomena to a more
general principle, which (therefore) can solve unobserved problems. This thesis provides
several examples. The ∆nHinge, CoHinge and QuadHinge features are the extension of the
Hinge feature and they are not only more powerful than Hinge, but also contain more use-
ful properties, such as the rotation invariance. The general principle here is to make the
co-occurrence or joint distribution of patterns explicit in different spaces, such as spatial,
attribute or kernel joint distributions. Experimental results in this thesis show that feature
methods following the joint-feature distribution principle generally provide improved per-
formance in different applications of understanding handwritten manuscripts.

Second, solving different problems on the same material usually requires different types
of features or methods from the pattern recognition field. For example, when considering
the writer-identification problem, the system should find the similar writing style in differ-
ent documents from the same writer. However, when considering the dating problem, the
system should find the similar writing style of documents from many different writers in the
same period. When a large data set is available, machine learning could handle this problem.
However, many methods in machine learning require the estimation of a huge number of pa-
rameters (weights). Considering historical collections which usually contain limited number
of documents and labels, designing features with different properties is a promising way to
solve this problem in a sparse-parametric manner.

Third, providing a rich set of options for end users is always necessary. End users expect
to analyse the data in different perspectives, which requires various types of methods. In this
thesis, we propose different types of textural-based and grapheme-based features with differ-
ent properties. ∆nHinge is the curvature-based feature which is rotation-invariant. LBPruns
and COLD features are curvature-free features which achieve good results on documents
where roundness or angularity is not the most descriptive shape characteristic. Junclets are
the basic elements in all handwritten documents with different scripts because junctions and
crossings cannot be avoided by a writer. Contour and stroke fragments, on the other hand,
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are more powerful for the script recognition and the dating problem. H2OS (Histogram of
Orientations of Handwritten Strokes) is more robust than Junclets in historical documents
with serious image degradations.

Fourth, any feature extraction (including hand-crafted and transfer-learned features) in-
troduces errors into the recognition process. The difference between the hand-crafted fea-
tures and learned features is that the errors introduced by hand-crafted features are class-
independent or application-independent. Therefore, they are explainable and can be used
for any applications. However, learned features always introduce the class-dependent errors
during the training, if a supervised training procedure with labels was applied. It is hard
to explain what has been learned and applicability to problems that consist of other classes
is uncertain. For instance, if a large convolutional network is trained on a large medieval
text corpus, how will it perform on contemporary handwriting or another script? Each hand-
crafted feature proposed in this thesis is explainable to end users, even to scholars or users
who study history.

8.1 Answers to the research questions

Several research questions are proposed in Chapter 1. In this section, we briefly recall them
and provide some answers.

Q1: How to design rotation-invariant features for writer identification?

Many features for writer identification are sensitive to rotation changes because they
build the feature vector based on some reference directions. For example, the angles in the
Hinge kernel are computed based on the horizontal direction, making the final feature vector
variant to rotation. One way to achieve the rotation-invariant property is to compute the
relative angles, instead of the absolute values, to build the feature vector. The distribution
of the relative angles along ink contours can also provide writer-specific information, and
combining it with the absolute angles of the Hinge kernel can improve the performance of
writer identification.

Q2: How to design efficient grapheme features for writer identification?

Q3: How to perform cross-script writer identification, such as between English and Chi-
nese?

Instead of focusing on the handwritten trace itself, also layout characteristics such as the
space between letters/words or the size of the empty area insider a letter/loop is important
for writer identification. Such phenomena can be captured by the run length of simple pat-
terns, such as white pixels or background pixels in multiple strands: The run-length of more
complicated patterns formed by several scan lines can provide additional discriminative in-
formation.
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Traditionally, grapheme-based features need character segmentation, which is very chal-
lenging on handwritten images because it presupposes a correct “OCR” or manual letter
labeling. The junction feature proposed in this thesis does not require any segmentation and
is computationally efficient. The performance of the junclets method for cross-script writer
identification between Chinese and English is much better than other textural-based features.
Another observation that has been found is that English texts written by Chinese people on
the CERUG data set contains a large number of long lines (linear pieces of ink trace). The
possible reason is that Chinese writers tend to write line strokes affected by the habit of writ-
ing Chinese characters which typically consist of linear strokes. Generally, texts wrote by
less skilled writers contain more irregular-curvature strokes because the velocity profile of
on-line recorded handwriting of non-native speakers shows pauses, as well as a degree of
polygonisation (Meulenbroek and Van Galen, 1988). If we approximate the writing contours
by a set of line segments, the joint distribution of the orientation and length of these line
segments can also characterize the writing style.

Q4: How to design an efficient system to automatically date and localize historical
manuscripts based on the handwriting style?

The historical document dating and geographical localization for end users, such as his-
torians or paleographers, requires not only a high performance, but also to be easily visu-
alized. Therefore, grapheme-based features are more promising for this problem. In this
thesis, three grapheme-based features (mid-level handwritten patterns) are proposed, such as
contour fragments (kCF), stroke fragments (kSF) and H2OS. These features are very easy
to compute and contain more information about general handwriting style of handwritten
documents wrote in a certain period or location. Combining the kCF and kSF provides much
better results than their individual performance. H2OS is similar with the Junction feature,
but more robust to images with low-quality. In addition, encoding these mid-level handwrit-
ten patterns into a codebook which contains label information can improve the performance.

Q5: What is the general rule or principle to design new features or increase the discrimina-
tive of existed features?

Following the joint-feature distribution principle, more discriminative features can
be generated based on existing textural-based features, such as the Hinge (Bulacu and
Schomaker, 2007). The spatial joint-feature distribution can describe the spatial relation-
ship between different positions and capture more complex local structures with a larger
supporting region. Features followed spatial joint-feature distribution usually have a large
supporting region. Features followed the attribute joint-feature distribution usually have
specific meanings, because they are joint distributions of different properties. When using
kernel functions between features with different positions or attributes, the feature has spe-
cific properties or is invariant to rotation or scale changes. Recursively using these three
principles with proper local features and kernel functions can result in more discriminative
and abstract features.
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Figure 8.1: Edge maps computed in different methods. The left image is the input gray-scale image,
the middle one is the edge map computed by the method proposed in (Dollár and Zitnick, 2013), and
the right image is the edge map computed by a very simple method similar as (Jevnisek and Avidan,
2016).

8.2 Future research

In this section, several remarks, which are related to this thesis and sketch a number of future
directions, are discussed as following:

R1: Most features proposed in this thesis depend on binarized images, which is a very
challenging problem on handwritten images with a high degradation. How to extract
them directly on gray-scale or color images?

One possible solution is to extract features based on ink contours or edges directly from
the gray-scale image instead of the binarized image, similar as the edge-Hinge (Bulacu and
Schomaker, 2003). Some learning techniques, such as the methods proposed in (Arbelaez
et al., 2011; Jevnisek and Avidan, 2016) which detect contours on natural images based on
multiple local cues, can be used in handwritten documents. Fig. 8.1 shows an example of the
edge maps. The Hinge and proposed Hinge-based features can be extracted on these edge
maps with salient stroke text boundaries. The key points detection for the junction feature
proposed in Chapter 4 and the H2OS feature proposed in Chapter 6 can be found as the
middle point of the line computed by the method proposed in (Epshtein et al., 2010), which
computes the stroke width based on the line where the gradient directions of two end points
much be roughly opposite.

R2: As we mentioned in Chapter 1, the text-dependent method is easy to be visualized
for end users. How to date and localize geographically historical documents using
text-dependent methods?

Using the Monk system, characters are segmented automatically and labeled by paleog-
raphers, including the label of the year. Fig. 8.2 shows the character models from different
key years. From the table we can see that not all characters are suitable for dating. For
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Figure 8.2: Character models of different key years in the MPS data set.
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Figure 8.3: The most similar junction structures in different key years in the MPS data set.

example, characters ‘i’ and ‘j’ contain less stylistic information over time and they are very
hard to segment from cursive handwriting. The most informative characters are ‘a’, ‘d’, ‘g’,
‘t’, which are also very easy to segment. One direction for future work is to develop a seg-
mentation method to properly segment individual characters from historical documents with
cursive handwriting and model the evolution of handwriting of the same character in differ-
ent years using some regression or deep learning methods. Fig. 8.3 shows an example of
evolution of junction structures in different key years in the MPS data set. From Fig. 8.2 and
Fig. 8.3 we can see that the same handwritten pattern can look different across the 11 key
years, but such differences might be very subtle. Therefore, other machine learning meth-
ods, such as fine-grained recognition method (Deng et al., 2013), need to be developed for
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Figure 8.4: Junction structures in different languages (from top to bottom): Arabic, Chinese, English
written by Chinese writers, English, Bangla. (All the junctions are normalized into a fixed size for
better visualization.)

determining the year of each character.

R3: Script is an another important attribute of handwritten document because most OCR
methods are script specific and the script should be recognized before applying OCR.
Can the proposed methods be used for script identification?

The junction detector proposed in Chapter 4 can handle this problem. The distribution
of junctions, which are the basic elements in handwritten documents, are distinct among
different languages. The distinctness are from several aspects. Firstly, the percentages of
different junction types are distinct among different languages. For example, the percentages
of L- and Y-junctions in Chinese are approximately equal. However, the percentage of L-
junctions is much higher than L- and X-junctions in Arabic. In addition, Chinese contains
more X-junctions than others and Arabic contains more L-junctions. It is well known that
Chinese is a logographic writing system and Chinese characters contain lots of crosses. On
the contrary, Arabic is an Abjad writing system and Arabic characters is formed a long main
stroke (Ghosh et al., 2010). There are top bars and vertical lines in Bangal script, resulting
in more Y-junctions than the Latin-based languages. These properties are reflected on the
corresponding handwritings and make the percentages of junction types different. Secondly,
even for the same type junction, their aperture angle distributions are distinct. The aperture
angle is defined as the minimum angle formed by the two legs of L-junctions. For Chinese
and English, the aperture angle for most L-junctions is around [80◦,90◦]. However, for the
Arabic and Bangal, the aperture angle for most L-junctions is around [140◦,160◦]. There are
two peaks for the Latin language groups around 90◦ and 110◦.

In addition, the proposed kCF can also be used for script identification, because the
character shapes take an important role for script identification (Zhu et al., 2009). In practice,
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we have found that kCF achieves the best performance among the features proposed in this
thesis for script identification on four major scripts: Western script, Arabic, Chinese and
Greek.

R4 Recently, it has been shown that deep learning provides much better results than tra-
ditional handcraft features with shallow machine learning methods. How to use deep
learning for attribute understanding of handwritten documents?

Deep neural networks are successful when trained on a large data set. However, deep
learning is still a black box and it is hard to explain results for end users, who may be not
only interested in results, but also reasons. Future works include using transfer-learning
methods and making the deep neural network explainable. When the scale of the data set is
too small to train a deep neural network, transfer learning methods are always used to first
pre-train the deep neural network on other large-scale data sets and then fine-train it on the
studied data set. Another direction is to mathematically explain the learned neurons. For
example, each neuron corresponds to a filter, which can be linearly represented by a set of
Gabor or other types of basic filters.
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Summary

Three fundamental problems have been studied in this thesis for handwritten document understanding
based on handwriting style analysis: Writer identification, historical document dating and geographical
localization, characterized by three questions: Who wrote it, and when and where was it written? Fea-
tures of handwritten patterns which characterize writing style take a very important role in handwritten
document understanding. Therefore, this thesis focuses on how to design discriminative and powerful
features for different problems or applications.

Problems of writer identification based on rotated images and cross-script handwriting identifica-
tion have been investigated in Chapter 2, Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. For historical document dating and
geographical localization, three mid-level descriptors have been introduced to represent the handwrit-
ing style of historical documents. The contour fragments and stroke fragments are studied in Chapter 5
and Histogram of Orientations of Handwritten Strokes (H2OS) is studied in Chapter 6, as well as the
Multi-Label Self-Organizing Map (MLSOM) clustering method. A comprehensive study of proposed
features on writer identification, historical document dating and localization is presented in Chapter 7.

Chapter 2 provides a new rotation-invariant ∆nHinge feature for writer identification, which is an
extension of the Hinge feature. When computing the angle distribution along the writing contours of
handwritten texts, several points are involved to compute the relative angles, instead of the absolute
ones, to construct the final feature vector, which works similar to the derivative of pen coordinates in
on-line handwriting.

Chapter 3 proposes two curvature-free features for writer identification: run-lengths of local binary
pattern (LBPruns) and cloud of line distribution (COLD) features. These features are based on the fact
that the joint feature distribution of two properties can improve the performance because the joint
distribution makes the feature relationships explicit instead of hoping that a trained classifier picks
up a non-linear relation present in the data. The LBPruns feature is an extension of the LBP and run-
lengths methods, which computes the run-lengths of the LBP codes, instead of the simple ‘0/1’ pattern.
Therefore, it can capture the spatial neighboring relationship between the simple ‘0/1’ pattern over the
neighbor scanning lines. The COLD feature is the joint distribution of orientation and length of line
segments obtained by approximating writing contours using a polygon estimation method. These two
proposed curvature-free features work very good on the proposed irregular-stroke handwritten CERUG
data set.

Chapter 4 introduces a new mid-level feature based on the fact that the junction regions in hand-
written texts are informative elements in visual patterns and characters. Junctions are prevalent in
different scripts and also in both historical and modern handwritten documents and it is important to
detect these informative junctions. Given the candidate junction points, which are the fork points as



well as the high curvature points on the skeleton lines, the junction strength is defined in every direc-
tion by the stroke length from the center point to the boundary points. This method is very easy to
implement, independent on character or word segmentation, and can detect junctions in any kind of
handwritten manuscripts. The procedure of junction detection yields a junction feature in a natural
manner when considering the normalized stroke length in every direction as the feature vector. Our
basic assumption is that junction regions are different when generated by different writers. For ex-
ample, the number or directions of junction branches are different from different writers. Therefore,
we consider the detected junctions as the graphemes and apply it for writer identification based on a
codebook trained by a cluster method.

Chapter 5 provides the method of historical manuscript dating using a family of local contour
fragments (kCF) and stroke fragments (kSF) based on the MPS data set. Contour and stroke frag-
ments can be considered as the basic graphemes which encapsulate the handwriting style of historical
manuscripts. kCF are formed by a number of k primary contour fragments and kSF are formed by seg-
ments of length k of a stroke fragment graph. The classical bag of words model is used to compute the
feature representation of historical documents. They are described by the scale- and rotation-invariant
descriptors and different codebooks are trained with different k.

The historical document dating problem is considered as a typical classification problem. When
dating by general handwriting style identification, we get the conclusion that features which achieve a
good performance on writer identification are not necessarily suitable for historical document dating
via writer identification when there exists no sample for a target writer in the training set. When dating
by classification, the experiments show that the combination of the contour and stroke fragments with
multiple scale gives the optimal results.

In Chapter 6 introduces the new scale-invariant Histogram of Orientations of Handwritten Stroke
(H2OS) descriptor, which is a gradient-based feature and is very useful to describe the primary visual
elements in handwritten document images. Experimental results show that on historical documents
with a good quality (with less noise and easy to binarize), the junction feature and stroke fragments
give good performance. However, on historical documents with low quality (contain degradations or
noise and hart to binarize), the gradient-based descriptor provides most stable results.

In order to perform the dating and localization of historical documents, a Multi-Label Self-
Organizing Map (MLSOM) is trained to discover the correlations between the low-level visual ele-
ments and their multiple labels. The MLSOM can be used to predict labels directly because it contains
labels and it can also be used to train the codebook which contains more subtle information related to
labels. The experiments on the MPS data set show that using the multi-label guided clustering to train
the codebook provides much better results for both dating and localization.

Chapter 7 presents the pervasive common theme in this thesis: The joint-feature distribution prin-
ciple (JFD) to design more powerful and discriminative features based on existing textural features. It
consists three sub-principles: the spatial joint-feature distribution (JFD-S), the attribute joint-feature
distribution (JFD-A) and the joint-kernel distribution principle (JFD-K). Recursively using these three
principles with proper local features and kernel functions can generate new and more abstract features
that might have specific meanings. A comprehensive study of the existing and proposed features are
evaluated for historical document understanding, including writer and script identification, historical
document dating and localization.

Three novel features are given based on the Hinge feature (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007) for writer
identification: Co-occurrence Hinge (CoHinge), Quadruple Hinge (QuadHinge) and ∆nHinge, follow-



ing the JFD-S, JFD-A and JFD-K principles, respectively. CoHinge is the spatial joint Hinge kernel on
different positions and QuadHinge is the attribute joint Hinge kernel with curvature information. The
COLD feature is also presented in this chapter, which is the joint distribution of the relation between
orientations and lengths of a set of line segments from the ink trace contours. Experimental results
on five benchmark datasets for writer identification and writer retrieval show that the CoHinge and
QuadHinge provide much better results than the original Hinge feature. ∆nHinge follows the JFD-K
principle and uses the differential operator kernel between two different Hinge kernels on different po-
sitions, and it is rotation invariant. In addition, the ∆nHinge and COLD are less sensitive to the stroke
length and they give the best performance on English handwriting written by Chinese people with long
stroke lines.

The studies of this thesis show that designing hand-crafted features is not merely an ad hoc ap-
proach: powerful features can be constructed and used following certain principles, such as the pro-
posed joint-feature distribution principle. The proposed features describe the handwriting style of
manuscripts in different aspects, such as curvature or structure information of the handwritten strokes.
They have possible impact in forensic science or digital humanities: they can be used to search docu-
ments by the similarity of their handwriting styles and thus can be used for not only writer identifica-
tion, but also dating and geographical localization. Since most machine learning methods are ”black
boxes” for end users, the communication of the evidence and the result is very important. Our meth-
ods, such as junction feature, contour and stroke fragments, are very easy to be visualized and used for
interface design. Therefore, our methods can produce the computational results that end users, such as
paleographers or historians, may understand.





Samenvatting

In dit proefschrift worden drie fundamentele problemen bestudeerd op het gebied van analyse van hand-
schriften ten behoeve van het begrip van handgeschreven documenten: schrijveridentificatie, de dater-
ing van historische documenten en geografische lokalisatie. Deze problemen worden gekarakteriseerd
door drie vragen: wie heeft het document geschreven, en wanneer en waar is het geschreven. Bij het
begrip van handgeschreven documenten nemen features van handgeschreven patronen een belangrijke
plaats in. Daarom richt dit proefschrift zich op het ontwerpen van onderscheidende en krachtige fea-
tures voor verschillende problemen en toepassingen.

Een aantal nieuwe problemen in schrijveridentificatie, zoals schrijveridentificatie op basis van
geroteerde plaatjes en handschriftherkenning over verschillende schriften worden behandeld in Hoofd-
stuk 2, Hoofdstuk 3 en Hoofdstuk 4. Dit proefschrift introduceert drie mid-level descriptors om hand-
schriften in historische documenten te representeren voor de datering en geografische lokalisatie van
historische documenten. De contourfragmenten (contour fragments) en streepfragmenten (stroke frag-
ments) worden bestudeerd in Hoofdstuk 5, en Hoofdstuk 6 bestudeert de Histogram of Orientations of
Handwritten Strokes (H2OS) en de Multi-Label Self-Organizing Map (MLSOM) clusteringsmethode.
Hoofdstuk 7 presenteert een uitgebreide studie van voorgestelde features voor schrijveridentificatie,
datering en lokalisatie van historische documenten.

Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft een nieuwe rotatie-invariante feature voor schrijveridentificatie, de
∆nHinge, dat een extensie is van de Hinge feature. Wanneer de verdeling van hoeken wordt berekend
langs de contouren van de handgeschreven tekst worden verschillende punten gebruikt om de relatieve
hoeken te berekenen voor de uiteindelijke feature vector, in plaats van absolute hoeken. Dit werkt op
eenzelfde manier als de afgeleide van pen-coördinaten in on-line handschriftherkenning.

Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijft twee features voor schrijveridentificatie die geen gebruik maken van krom-
mingsinformatie: run-lengte van lokale binaire patronen (LBPruns) en cloud of line distribution
(COLD) features. Deze features zijn gebaseerd op het feit dat de gezamenlijke featureverdeling van
twee eigenschappen de prestatie kan verbeteren, omdat de gezamenlijke verdeling de relatie tussen
features expliciet maakt in plaats van te hopen dat een getrainde classificator niet-lineaire verbanden
in de data oppikt. LBPruns is een extensie van LBP en de run-lengte-methode die de run-lengte van
de LBP codes berekent in plaats van een simpel ‘0/1’ patroon. Hierdoor kan LBPruns ruimtelijke con-
necties modelleren van het simpele ‘0/1’ patroon over naburige scanregels. Het COLD feature is de
gezamenlijke verdeling van de oriëntaties en de lengtes van lijnsegmenten, verkregen door de benader-
ing van contouren in het schrift aan de hand van polygoonschattingsmethodes. Deze twee krommings-
vrije features werken uitstekend op de voorgestelde irregular-stroke dataset van handgeschreven teksten
(CERUG).



Hoofdstuk 4 introduceert een nieuw mid-level feature gebaseerd op het feit dat gebieden met
kruisingen in handgeschreven teksten informatieve elementen zijn in de herkenning van visuele pa-
tronen en lettertekens. De detectie van deze informatieve kruisingen is belangrijk aangezien kruisingen
vaak voorkomen in verschillende schriften, zowel in historische en moderne handgeschreven teksten.
Gegeven een mogelijk kruisingspunt, dat een vertakkingspunt en een punt met sterke kromming zou
kunnen zijn op skeletlijnen, wordt de “junction strength” gedefinieerd in elke richting aan de hand van
de streeplengte vanuit het centrum tot aan de grens van het inktspoor. Deze methode is makkelijk te
implementeren, onafhankelijk van letterteken of woordsegmentatie, en kan kruisingen detecteren in elk
soort handgeschreven manuscript. De kruisingsdetectieprocedure levert op een natuurlijke manier een
kruisingsfeature op wanneer de genormaliseerde streeplengte in elke richting als feature vector wordt
beschouwd. Onze aanname is dat gebieden met kruisingen verschillen wanneer ze worden gegenereerd
door verschillende schrijvers. Bijvoorbeeld, het aantal of de richting van vertakkingen verschillen van
schrijver tot schrijver. Om deze reden beschouwen we de gedetecteerde kruisingen als grafemen en
gebruiken ze voor schrijveridentificatie op basis van een codeboek getraind met behulp van een clus-
teringsmethode.

Hoofdstuk 5 beschrijft de dateringsmethode van historische documenten aan de hand van een fam-
ilie van lokale contourfragmenten (kCF) en streepfragmenten (kSF) op basis van de MPS dataset.
Contour- en streepfragmenten kunnen als basisgrafemen worden beschouwd die de schrijfstijl van his-
torische documenten omvat. kCF worden gevormd door k primaire contourfragmenten en kSF worden
gevormd door segmenten van lengte k van de graaf van een streepfragment. Het klassieke bag-of-
words-model wordt gebruikt om de featurerepresentatie van historische documenten te berekenen. Ze
worden beschreven door de schaal- en rotatie-invariante descriptors, en verschillende codeboeken wor-
den getraind met verschillende waarden voor k.

De datering van historische documenten wordt gezien als een typisch classificatieprobleem. Als
datering gebeurt aan de hand van algemene identificatie van handschrift, komen we tot de conclusie
dat features die hoge prestaties leveren op schrijveridentificatie niet noodzakelijkerwijs geschikt zijn
voor de datering van historische documenten wanneer er geen voorbeeldtekst van de desbetreffende
schrijver in de trainingset voorkomt. Experimenten tonen aan dat de combinatie van contour- en streep-
fragmenten op meerdere schalen de optimale resultaten geeft voor datering door classificatie.

Hoofdstuk 6 introduceert de nieuwe schaal-invariante Histogram of Orientations of Handwritten
Strokes (H2OS) descriptor, een gradiënt-gebaseerde feature die geschikt is om primaire visuele ele-
menten in afbeeldingen van handgeschreven documenten te beschrijven. Experimenten laten zien dat
de kruisingsfeature en streepfragmenten goede resultaten leveren op historische documenten van hoge
kwaliteit (weinig ruis en makkelijk binair te maken). Echter, de gradiënt-gebaseerde descriptor lev-
ert stabielere resultaten op historische documenten van lage kwaliteit (met beschadigingen of ruis en
moeilijk binair te maken).

Om historische documenten te dateren en te lokaliseren is een Multi-Label Self-Organizing Map
(MLSOM) getraind om correlaties tussen visuele elementen van een laag niveau te correleren met
meervoudige labels. De MLSOM kan worden gebruikt om labels te voorspellen juist omdat het labels
bevat, en het kan worden gebruikt om het codeboek te trainen dat subtielere informatie bevat met be-
trekking tot labels. De experimenten met de MPS dataset laten zien dat gebruik van multi-label guided
clustering om het codeboek te trainen betere resultaten oplevert zowel voor datering als lokalisatie.

Hoofdstuk 7 presenteert het thema dat de rode lijn is in dit proefschrift: het gezamenlijke
feature-verdeling principe (“Joint Feature Distribution”, JFD) om krachtigere en meer onderschei-



dende features te ontwerpen gebaseerd op bestaande textuurfeatures. Het omvat drie deelprincipes:
de ruimtelijke gezamenlijke feature-verdeling (JFD-S), de gezamenlijke feature-verdeling van eigen-
schappen (JFD-A) en de gezamenlijke kernel-verdeling (JFD-K). Recursief gebruik van deze drie
principes met passende lokale features en kernelfuncties kan nieuwe en abstractere features genereren
die specifieke betekenis kunnen hebben. Een uitgebreide selectie van bestaande en voorgestelde fea-
tures is geëvalueerd op het begrip van historische documenten, waaronder schrijver- en schriftherken-
ning en de datering en lokalisatie van historische documenten.

Drie nieuwe features zijn gebaseerd op de Hinge feature (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007) voor
schrijveridentificatie: Co-occurence Hinge (CoHinge), viervoudige Hinge (QuadHinge) en ∆nHinge,
op basis van respectievelijk de JFD-S, JFD-A en JFD-K principes. CoHinge is de ruimtelijke geza-
menlijke Hinge kernel op verschillende posities en QuadHinge is de gezamenlijke eigenschap Hinge
kernel met informatie over kromming. In dit hoofdstuk komt ook een ander COLD feature voor, die
de gezamenlijke verdeling van de relatie is tussen oriëntaties en lengtes van een verzameling lijnseg-
menten van inktspoorcontouren. Experimentresultaten op vijf maatstaven voor schrijveridentificatie en
schrijverretrieval laat zien dat CoHinge en QuadHinge veel betere resultaten behalen dan de originele
Hinge features. ∆nHinge volgt het JFD-K principe en gebruikt de differentiaal operator kernel tussen
twee verschillende Hinge kernels op verschillende posities, en is rotatie-invariant. Daarnaasst zijn de
∆nHinge en COLD minder gevoelig voor de streeplengte en geven ze de beste prestaties op Engelse
handgeschreven teksten geschreven door Chinezen die lange streeplengtes gebruiken.

De studies in dit proefschrift laten zien dat het ontwerpen van handgemaakte features niet slechts
een ad hoc aanpak is: krachtige features kunnen worden geconstrueerd en gebruikt volgens bepaalde
principes, zoals het voorgestelde principe van gezamenlijke feature-verdelingen. De voorgestelde fea-
tures beschrijven verschillende aspecten van het handschrift in manuscripten, zoals kromming of struc-
tuurinformatie van de handgeschreven strepen. Dit heeft mogelijk invloed op forensische wetenschap
of digitale geesteswetenschappen: ze kunnen worden gebruikt om documenten te zoeken op basis van
vergelijkbaar handschrift en dan daardoor dus niet alleen worden gebruikt voor schrijveridentificatie,
maar ook voor de datering en geografische lokalisatie. Omdat de meeste technieken op gebied van ma-
chine learning een “black box” zijn voor de eindgebruiker is het belangrijk basis waarop een beslissing
is gemaakt en de betrouwbaarheid van de resultaten te communiceren. Onze methodes, zoals het kruis-
ingsfeature en contour- en streepfragmenten zijn makkelijk te visualiseren en te gebruiken in interface
design. Onze methodes kunnen daarom computationele resultaten produceren die eindgebruikers zoals
paleografen en geschiedkundigen kunnen begrijpen.
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